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Abstract: The following factors underlying behavioral plasticity are discussed: (1) reflex adaptability and its role in the voluntary
control of movement, (2) degrees of freedom and motor equivalence, and (3) the problem of the discrete organization of motor
behavior. Our discussion concerns a variety of innate motor patterns, with emphasis on the wiping reflex in the frog.

It is proposed that central regulation of stretch reflex thresholds governs voluntary control over muscle force and length. This
suggestion is an integral part of the equilibrium-point hypothesis, two versions of which are compared.

Kinematic analysis of the wiping reflex in the spinal frog has shown that each stimulated skin site is associated with a group of
different but equally effective trajectories directed to the target site. Such phenomena reflect the principle of motor equivalence -
the capacity of the neuronal structures responsible for movement to select one or another of a set of possible trajectories leading to the
goal. Redundancy of degrees of freedom at the neuronal level as well as at the mechanical level of the body's joints makes motor
equivalence possible. This sort of equivalence accommodates the overall flexibility of motor behavior.

An integrated behavioral act or a single movement consists of dynamic components. We distinguish six components for the wiping
reflex, each associated with a certain functional goal, specific body positions, and motor-equivalent movement patterns. The nervous
system can combine the available components in various ways in forming integrated behavioral sequences. The significance of
command neuronal organization is discussed with respect to (1) the combinatory strategy of the nervous system and (2) the relation
between continuous and discrete forms of motor control. We conclude that voluntary movements are effected by the central nervous
system with the help of the mechanisms that underlie the variability and modifiability of innate motor patterns.

Keywords: behavioral plasticity; command neurons; constancy; "afFerence copy"; innate movement patterns; motor control; motor
equivalence; neuroethology; reflexes

1. Introduction

1.1. Fixed forms of behavior and stereotypy of central
motor programs. Observations of innate animal behavior
have been made since ancient times. The stoics are
believed to have been the first to use the concept of
instinct. To illustrate instinctive behavior they gave de-
tailed descriptions of nest building in birds, honeycomb
building in bees, and web spinning in spiders. The point
emphasized was that the instictive behavior of all mem-
bers of the same species was identical (Ziegler 1911).
From the 17th to the 20th centuries naturalists accumu-
lated a great deal of scientific data on animal behavior
(e.g., Darwin 1872; Fabre 1879-1907; Lubbock 1888;
Morgan 1900; Reaumur 1732-1742) and, as a result, the
science of ethology was formed (Frisch 1950; Lorenz
1950; 1966: Tinbergen 1950; 1951; Thorpe 1979). Spe-
cies-specific stereotyped behaviors (fixed action patterns)
occurring in response to more or less simple stimuli
(releasers) or just spontaneously (vacuum activity) were
described (cf. Hoyle 1984). It was established that not
only can ritual postures and movements with signal
meanings be stereotyped but so can other behavioral acts
(e.g., antenna brushing in insects).

In addition to ethological investigations of animal be-
havior, neurophysiological methods were applied to the
study of movement. Different centers for eliciting near-
natural motor patterns were identified and a number of
modeling concepts were introduced by neurophysio-
logists, for example, the concept of command neurons or
neuronal ensembles triggering complex coordinated
movements in a particular biologically significant context
(e.g., Kupfermann & Weiss 1978) and the concept of a
central program1 or central pattern generator executing a
coordinated motor activity even in the absence of afferent
signals (e.g., Grillner 1981; Selverston 1980). Neuronal
activity similar to the natural pattern can occur in the
isolated ganglia of invertebrates and in the spinal cord of
vertebrates. These patterns persist even after the immo-
bilization of the animal ("fictive movements," e.g., Shik
& Orlovsky 1976). In recent years, advances have been
made in the analysis of neuronal circuits underlying
central control mechanisms in invertebrates (Arshavsky,
Beloozerova, Orlovsky, Pavlova & Panchin 1984; Bentley
1969; Davis & Kennedy 1972; Frieshen, Poon & Stent
1978; Hoyle 1984; Hughes & Wiersma I960; Kandel
1976; Kennedy & Davis 1977; Pearson 1972; Pearson &
Duysens 1976; Weeks 1982; Wilson 1966). The last dec-
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ade and a half has seen further advances in our under-
standing of central pattern generators for vertebrate loco-
motion (Engberg & Lundberg 1969; Forssberg 1979;
Grillner 1975; 1981; Kahn & Roberts 1982; Shik 1976;
Shik & Orlovsky 1976; Stein 1978; 1983; Wetzel & Stuart
1976).

The ethological and neurophysiological approaches to
motor control mechanisms, despite the differences in the
behaviors observed and the terminology used to describe
them, are similar. For example, the ethological concept
that hypothetical nervous centers accumulate "action
specific energy" for fixed behavior (Lorenz 1950) is sim-
ilar to the neurophysiological concept of central program.

1.2. Behavioral variability and the plasticity of central
programs. Both ethologists and neurophysiologists have
focused their research on stereotyped, innate behavioral
acts, allowing reproducible results to be obtained - an
essential condition for behavioral studies. However, it
seems apparent that the innate acts of different animals,
even if of the same species, are not fully identical.
Darwin's idea that behavioral acts are characterized by
plasticity - the basis for natural selection - has led to the
direct study of behavioral variability. The ethologist
Wagner (1910) was one of the first to work in this area.
Studying nest building in martins and web spinning in
spiders, he drew particular attention to the variability of
different parameters of the behavioral pattern. Variability
of building behavior has also been observed in stream
larvae (Baranov, Berlov, Matuhin, Pozin, Sverdlov,
Sveshnikov & Filimonov 1973). As a further observation,
Schleidt (1974), in reviewing the concept of variability in
the fixed action patterns, noted many examples that
consisted of a sequence of components of which some
could be missing or modified on repetition.

Neruophysiologists have also addressed the problem of
variability. They have attempted to demonstrate experi-
mentally that each of the central programs they have
identified is able to function in a stable, reproducible
manner, maintaining its basic pattern even in the absence
of afferent signals. This approach had some initial success
and was followed by investigations of how afferent inputs
affect the central patterns and adjust them to naturally or
experimentally perturbing situations. Put simply, the
limits and the mechanisms of plasticity of central pro-
grams have come to be an essential object of neu-
rophysiological study. Afferent signals may exert dramat-
ic effects on the overt behavioral pattern generated by the
central programs. For example, stimulating a certain
interneuron in the cockroach elicits (1) a running move-
ment if its limbs are in contact with a solid surface and (2)
flight if the insect is deprived of support and has air blown
at it from in front (Ritzmann & Tobias 1980). The central
pattern generator for stepping in the cat and in the
cockroach is also sensitive to afferent signals: The swing
phase is initiated when the hip reaches a certain point in
the backward phase of the movement (the "switching
point"). If an obstacle prevents the limb from reaching
the switching point, the rhythmic activity is discontinued
(Andersson & Grillner 1981; Grillner & Rossignol 1978;
Pearson 1981; Pearson & Duysens 1976).

To date, fixed behavioral patterns are explained, in
principle, on the basis of central programs. Even though
the central neuronal mechanisms underlying a stereo-

typed movement are not yet known, the existence of
central pattern generators is believed to be self-evident.
However, the neurophysiological mechanisms of behav-
ioral variability have not been properly studied. Over-
coming this deficiency is one of the urgent tasks facing
neurophysiology. To accommodate this task it is neces-
sary to elucidate, first of all, what factors can modify
reflexes or central programs, and whether plasticity is
inherent in them. The aim of our target article is to
discuss the possible mechanisms underlying behavioral
variability with special reference to innate motor pat-
terns. We intend to show that studies of the plasticity of
these patterns may explain the performance of voluntary
movement. In particular, we will hypothesize that volun-
tary movements are constructed by the central nervous
system using the same mechanisms that underlie the
variability of innate motor patterns.

Related questions have already been considered in this
journal by Kupfermann and Weiss (1978), Selverston
(1980), Gallistel (1981), Stein (1982), Hoyle (1984), and
Nashner and McCollum (1985), and the reader may also
wish to consult these articles and the accompanying
commentary. [See also Goldberg: "Supplementary
Motor Area Structure and Function" BBS 8(4) 1985 and
Libel "Unconscious Cerebral Initiative and the Role of
Conscious Will in Voluntary Action" BBS 8(4) 1985.]

2. Reflex processing of continuous variables and
central control of movement

2.1. Adaptability of reflexes and central pattern gener-
ators. Both reflexes and central programs can change
their behavioral effects depending upon peripheral influ-
ences. The stretch or resistance reflex (muscular tension
increasing with extension) is a typical example. Saccadic
eye or head movements in response to visual stimuli are
in fact reflexes the amplitude of which also varies with the
angular position of the target. There are reflexes support-
ing the stability of flight in the locust and birds (Bilo &
Bilo 1983; Camhi & Hinkle 1974). A deflection from the
flight direction in the locust elicits a complex sequence of
movements including body turning and nonsymmetric
positioning of the wings. These corrections are closely
related to the size of the deflection. Magnus (1924)
described similar properties for a variety of reflexes that
correct body positions with respect to gravitational direc-
tion (see also Nashner 1981).

In the wiping reflex in amphibians or the scratch reflex
in turtles and higher vertebrates, the parameters of the
limb joint movements depend continuously on the coor-
dinates of the tactile stimulation site on the body surface
(Bakker & Crowe 1982: Deliagina, Feldman, Gelfand &
Orlovsky 1975; Fukson, Berkinblit & Feldman 1980;
Paton 1846; Pfluger 1853; Sherrington 1906; Stein 1983;
Stein & Grossman 1980; Valk-Fai & Growe 1978, 1979).
During the execution of the wiping reflex in the frog, this
dependence can be seen by examining the sequence of
"aiming" hindlimb positions just before the limb begins
to remove the stimulus (Fig. 1).

Not only are reflexes continously regulated processes
but so too are central programs. Such a property is typical
of the central pattern generator for locomotion in the cat -
the frequency of limb movement increases with the
strength of stimulation of the locomotor area or with the
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Figure 1. The aiming phase of the wiping reflex in the high
spinal frog. Before removing the chemical stimulus (square), the
frog fixes the hindlimb in a site-specific aiming position (A-D).
Redrawn film frames (see also Figs. 6-8).

speed of treadmill belt motion (Grillner 1975; Shik &
Orlovsky 1976). Analysis of the wiping reflex in the spinal
frog has revealed the complex way it can be modified not
only in relation to stimulus position (see above) but also in
relation to the position of the frog's body (Fukson et al.
1980). The spinal frog can remove an electrical or chem-
ical stimulus from the skin of the forelimb by coordinated
movements of the ipsilateral hindlimb. Using this prepa-
ration the experimenter can locate the forelimb in various
positions allowing for the coordinates of the same stimu-

lated point to differ in location. Thus, to remove the
stimulus the frog must take into account the configuration
of its own body. The spinal frog successfully solves this
problem (Fig. 2; taken from Fukson et al. 1980). Using a
similar experimental preparation we have further shown
that the stimulus can be removed not only when the
forelimb is parallel to the body but also when it is placed
perpendicular to the body (unpublished results). We
have also bent the frog at the iliosacral joint, so that the
animal was humped over a surface. This preparation also
modified hindlimb movements in accordance with body
position while removing a stimulus located, for example,
on the rostral skin of the back. In addition, the spinal frog
can vary its body position during the wiping reflex by
means of lateral bending, skin inflation, and flexion or
extension in the iliosacral joint. The movements of the
working hindlimb are approximately modified in accor-
dance with these variations.

Thus the "central generator" for the wiping reflex
reveals a variety of adaptive reactions to different vari-
ables characterizing stimulus location and body configu-
ration. This generator can involve different mechanical
degrees of freedoms of the body while arriving at the
same target.

These data are associated with a fundamental problem
in sensory physiology: perceptual constancy. For exam-
ple, the colors of objects are perceived verdically because

cm

813

24-28
Figure 2. The spinal frog takes its own body scheme into account during the wiping reflex (from Fukson, Berkinblit & Feldman
1980). Movements of the hindlimbs were evoked by chemical stimulation (hatched square) of the forelimb in different positions (A
and B). The same site on the skin was stimulated in both cases but its position in space was changed by about 4 cm. The frog varies the
corresponding trajectory of the most distal ("working") point of the hindlimb to remove the stimulus. Filled, half-filled, or open
circles represent positions of the toe tips during the first, second, and third cycles of wiping, respectively: frames (36 per second) are
numbered from the beginning of movement.
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the nervous system allows for the spectrum of the light
source (Nuberg, Bongard & Nikolaev 1971). There also
exists a central system maintaining the sense of the
immobility of the surrounding visual scene during eye
movement when the retinal image is being displaced. In
accordance with the classical view (Helmholtz 1848;
Hoist & Mittelstaedt 1950), this phenomenon is ex-
plained by the fact that a copy of the motor command
(efference copy) compensates the sensory effects elicited
by the eye movement in the perceptual pathway. By
analogy, we would like to suggest the notion of motor
constancy, which means that one and the same motor goal
can be reached in different ways using a specific interjoint
coordination every time the external condition varies.
The data on the wiping reflex support this notion because
there the controlling system, while reaching a target,
varies its strategy with changes in external and internal
conditions.

2.2. Central parameterization of reflexes as a basis for
voluntary movement. The above examples have con-
cerned factors involved in the control of the wiping reflex
in the frog. These are likely to be characteristic of many
reflexes. To clarify this point we will consider data on the
stretch reflex in man (Asatryan & Feldman 1965; Crago,
Houk & Hasan 1976; Davis & Kelso 1982; Feldman
1966a; 1966b; 1980a; 1980b; Houk 1976; 1979; Kelso
1977; Nichols 1982; Nichols & Hcuk 1976; Vincken,
Gielen & Danier van der Gon 1983). Some of its param-
eters are under independent central control, which al-
lows the nervous system to modify the reflex response
even though external conditions are the same. It is
possible that this process underlies the voluntary control
of posture and movement.

The idea that central control signals are expressible in
reflex parameters was an integral part of the equilibrium-
point hypothesis in its original formulation and suggests
that motor control is coupled with setting the threshold
(X) of the stretch reflex. Originally the X model emerged
as a result of a number of experiments (Asatryan &
Feldman 1965; Feldman 1966a; 1966b). Later it was
presented as a complete system (Feldman 1974a; 1974b;
1976). An expanded description of the X model is to be
found in Russian (Feldman 1979).

A different version of the equilibrium-point hypothesis
associates motor control with setting the level (ot) of
muscle activity. The a model has been adopted by a
number of investigators based chiefly on the work of Bizzi
(Bizzi 1980; Cooke 1980; Schmidt 1980).

The two models (a and X.) differ mostly as to the role
that central and reflex mechanisms play in motor control,
though both belong to a class of mass-spring models that
derives from the recognition that in certain tasks the
motor system behaves in a way that is qualitatively similar
to a simple physical system such as a spring with a load.
Although such a system's movement is on the whole
determined by initial conditions, its final equilibrium
position does not depend on these conditions, nor do the
temporal perturbations during the movement. This prop-
erty, called equifinality, has been found to be constant for
a number of motor tasks (Bizzi 1980; Feldman 1966b;
1980b; Kelso 1977; Kelso & Holt 1980; Schmidt 1982).

Some workers believe that the equilibrium control
hypothesis only applies to postural fixation and slow

movements (Enoka 1983; Wallace 1981) and cannot ac-
count for the triphasic pattern of muscle activity during
rapid limb movements, such as an initial burst of activity
in the agonist muscle followed by an antagonist burst and
then a second small agonist burst (e.g., Wallace 1981).
This point of view might be the result of accepting the a
model without due regard for the X model. Our own
tentative conclusion (and an issue to be discussed) is that
for intact motor control the X model is adequate whereas
the a model bears a relation only to deafferented muscles
but needs a correction.

Let us begin with Bizzi's model (Fig. 3A). According to
this model, the nervous system specifies the level of
muscle activation. The stiffness of the muscle associated
with the slope of the static muscle force/length (or
torque/joint-angle) function is determined by the level of
muscle activation. As to the flexor—extensor-coupled
muscles, the nervous system specifies two characteristics
they possess. Their point of intersection is the system's
equilibrium point, which indicates both the final muscle
force and the final position at which the muscles balance
each other. New levels of a innervation that set a new
equilibrium point elicit a movement to still another final
position (Bizzi 1980).

Various advantages of Bizzi's model (in particular,
simplicity of form and its spring-like properties) have
been widely discussed (e.g., Schmidt 1980). Unfortu-
nately, this model does not seem to agree with most data
on motor control, either for intact or for deafferented
muscles. For example, all the muscle characteristics in
the model start from a point at which the muscle is relaxed
and its length (x) coincides with the parameter ^called
rest length (Fig. 3B). The inherent assumption that the €
is constant whatever a innervation is considered seems to
contradict the classical sliding-filament theory (Huxley &
Niedergerke 1954) as well as the data that when sar-
comeres or whole muscles are tonically stimulated with-
out a load they contract to a new steady state length of £

joint angle muscle length

Figure 3. A version of the equilibrium-point hypothesis (A:
adapted from Bizzi 1980) and its consequences (B). Solid and
dashed lines in A: flexor and extensor characteristics, respec-
tively, each associated with an invariant level of muscle activa-
tion. Points of their intersection are equilibrium points the
nervous system specifies as a function of muscle activation. B:
extreme muscle characteristics (Ml, passive muscle; M2, max-
imally active), two constant loads (LI and L2), and limits for
their positioning (thick segments). For LI the segment is small-
er than for L2, that is, the model restricts positioning easy loads.
i: the length at which muscle force drops to zero. Passive limb
muscles can be slack in natural conditions, that is, the € for Ml
must be situated inside the normal range of muscle lengths (x_,
x+) attainable in situ. The model does not propose that the € is a
function of muscle activation. As a result, the muscle cannot
work in a part (x_, () of its operating range.
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(Partridge & Benton 1983; Rack & Westbury 1969). This
flaw leads to other inconsistencies such as the following:
There is a normal operating range of muscle length
attainable in situ, say, from x_ to x+. It is important to
indicate clearly whether rest length is situated inside or
outside the interval. Passive limb muscles in vertebrates
(e.g., human forearm flexors, Ralston, Inman, Strait &
Shaffrath 1947) are usually slack inside the operational
range and consequently x_ < 1 < x+ (Fig. 3B). Because
the € in Bizzi's model is constant, the muscle is unable to
exert a nonzero force for lengths between x_ and £. The
"dead zone" of motor control in this model is reminiscent
of motor pathologies.

How does the model muscle function in the remaining
part of the operating range? Consider two extreme mus-
cle characteristics, Ml and M2, for a zero a level (passive
muscle) and for the maximal a level, respectively (Fig.
3B). The area between them indicates attainable com-
binations of muscle force and length. Two horizontal lines
(LI and L2) symbolize two constant loads. The thick

segments of the load lines between the two muscle
characteristics indicate limits for positioning the loads.
The less the load the less the range of its positioning. A
load close to zero cannot be lifted at all despite intensive
variations of a innervation, a strange result, because only
a heavy load can present difficulties in natural conditions.
In fact, this deficiency is a characteristic property of all
movement models based solely on stiffness control (Feld-
man 1974b).

A critical analysis of this and other a models will be
given later in this article in connection with the X model.
Here we would like to give a description of its main
principles with the intention of eliciting constructive
criticism.

A simple neurophysiological scheme will be used to
explain the essence of the matter. Fig. 4A-C shows three
suggested levels of regulation of muscle activity in intact
organisms.

Level A includes the load and other forces counteract-
ing the muscle.
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Figure 4. Another version of the equilibrium-point hypothesis (\ model). A-C: three levels of motor control; each circle is a
population of neurons (n), interneurons (in), or motoneurons (a and -y). D: two subranges of muscle length (x), one-dimensional plot;
the border (X) between them is specified by the central command level C. E: an invariant characteristic (IC) of elbow flexors,
measured experimentally by the unloading method (e.g., Feldman 1980a); solid circle: an initial combination of muscle torque and
elbow angle; open circles: combinations of the same variables when they have settled after the unloading trials. Tonic elec-
tromyographic activity of biceps (to the left of the respective IC points) decreases with muscle shortening, so the IC finally merges
with the characteristics of passive elbow muscles (dashed line). The confluence point makes it possible (see arrow) to find the
parameter \ , invariant for the IC, on the scale of muscle lengths. EP: the system's equilibrium point: dashed-point curve: a static load
characteristic. F: dynamic activation area and its border (dashed line); motoneuron activity level is an increasing function of the
distance r from the point characterizing the current combination of muscle length (x) and velocity (v) to the border; curved arrows:
movement trajectories leading to phasic muscle activation (left arrow) or deactivation (right). G: central commands (level C) rapidly
changing X, to X2 shift the system's equilibrium position from x1 to x2 and thus elicit a fast movement which ends in the new position i2
provided that the system is sufficiently damped; dashed line: isotonic load characteristic. H: the same process as in G represented on
the coordinate plane of v versus x; the movement is initiated by the command X! -* X2 leading to the shift of the borderline of the
muscle activation area from its initial position (dashed line) to the left (solid); the shift provides an initial burst of m uscle activity, then a
silent period and a secondary burst of activity; qualitatively, the movement proceeds in accordance with a trajectory as the oval curve;
its thick sections show periods of muscle activation.
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Level Bis a servosystem of muscle control and includes
the muscle with its receptors, afferents, a and 7
motoneurons, and interneurons mediating propriocep-
tive influences on the a motoneurons (see also Houk
1979).

Level C, the level of central commands, includes the
neuronal ("descending") systems exerting central, inde-
pendent influences on the a and/or 7 motoneurons and
the interneurons. The term "independent" here means
that each of the systems can function (though by no means
always) in an open-loop fashion, that is, they may not be
influenced by peripheral afferent signals. Otherwise the
system must be referred to as level B.

Any combination of descending influences on a and 7
motoneurons is permissible in the X model (Feldman
1976; cf. Feldman & Orlovsky 1972). In particular, the
influences can be directed only to a motoneurons to elicit
a movement, in contrast to the 7-drive hypothesis of
Merton (1953).

Each level brings about a certain function in the X
model. Let us suppose that there is descending tonic
input from the command level C to level B. What is an
integral measure of the input? To answer this question
one must take into account a specific property of com-
mand signals - their independence from peripheral sen-
sory information. Consequently, the overall level of a
innervation will not do as the measure of the commands.
The parameter (X.), which could be such a single-valued
measure, emerged from a study of motor tasks in man
(Asatryan & Feldman 1965; Feldman 1966a). The X has
the following physiological meaning. Given central com-
mands, there are two subranges of muscle length x. The
muscle is passive in one of them and active in the other.
The commands specify the position (X) of the border
between the two zones (Fig. 4D). Neither muscle a
innervation nor force and length are directly specified by
the commands. They bring activation to the muscle if
muscle length is in the corresponding zone, that is, if

x - X > 0 (1)
This inequality defines the static muscle activation area.
It should be emphasized that x (absolute muscle length)
and X (threshold muscle length) are, despite the identity
of their dimensions, quite different, independent vari-
ables. The horizontal axis in Fig. 4D is used for muscle
length x. In a special case x = X and consequently the X
can be indicated on the x-axis as well.

Level B changes muscle force with length; this relation
is called the invariant characteristic (IC, Fig. 4E). ICs
have been experimentally measured (Asatryan & Fel-
dman 1965; Davis & Kelso 1982; Vincken et al. 1983). A
certain value of the parameter X corresponds to each IC.
In contrast to the X, muscle activity a is not constant for a
given IC and increases with the difference x—X between
the muscle length and its threshold length (Fig. 4E):

o = / ( x - \ ) (2)
The IC has a dual (reflex-central) nature. Reflex prop-

erties of C become apparent from the dependence of a
innervation on muscle length. In this respect ICs are
similar to tension-extension curves for muscles in the
decerebrated cat (Feldman & Orlovsky 1972: Hoffer &
Andreassen 1981; Houk 1976; Matthews 1959). On the

other hand, properties of the IC depend on central
commands because its position is determined by the
parameter X fixed by the command level C (cf. equation
2).

The above consideration of the IC represents our
understanding of the concept of "reflex" as a motor output
dependent on peripheral variables but with an effective
contribution from central commands. This central control
strategy is called reflex parameterization. The reflex
manifests itself chiefly when central command param-
eters are fixed. The reflex regarded as a motor output
entirely independent of central commands is likely to be a
fiction (cf. Gallistel 1981; Kelso 1978; Pellionisz & Llinas
1979).

Of various properties of the load (level A), only its static
characteristic (load magnitude versus muscle length) is
essential for what follows (Fig. 4E).

Fig. 4E illustrates an integral property of the interac-
tion between the three levels - an equilibrium point
(EP). This concept is something more than a mechanical
condition for the balance between the muscle and the
load. The equilibrium point is defined in terms of X, IC,
and static load characteristics, but not in terms of muscle
a innervation as in the a model. The following example
illustrates this distinction. Let a load be pushed by an
external tap from an equilibrium position to a sub-
threshold length x < X. In accordance with the X model,
the initial muscle activity will temporally disappear (see
equation (1)) but the system's equilibrium point, by
definition, remains the same provided that the X is
constant. In contrast, the a model could associate the
electromyographic perturbations with a meaningful shift
in the equilibrium point. We would like to emphasize the
following:

(1) The definition of equilibrium point based on the
static characteristics of the X model refers not only to
statics but also to dynamics.

(2) In the X model, the shift in the equilibrium point
elicits modifications of muscle activity but not vice versa.

(3) Shifts of the equilibrium point are considered in the
X model as a deep cause of the movement. In particular,
to execute a voluntary movement, the nervous system
can select a new reflex threshold that results in a shift of
the equilibrium point. The muscle and the load cease to
be in equilibrium in the initial position and the move-
ment to the new equilibrium will occur (Fig. 4G). Thus
the conclusion is that posture and movement are con-
trolled by a single mechanism: A shift in the equilibrium
(postural state) of the system gives rise to movement.

(4) Movement velocity may depend on the speed of the
shift of the equilibrium point specified by central
commands.

This point has been suggested in terms of the X model
(Adamovich & Feldman 1984; Feldman 1974b, 1979) and
has been experimentally confirmed for fast limb move-
ments (Adamovich, Burlachkova & Feldman 1984). A
similar hypothesis has been suggested in terms of the a
model (Bizzi, Chappie & Hogan 1982). Based on the
analysis of movements of moderate speed in monkey,
Bizzi, Accornero, Chappie, and Hogan (1982) concluded
that there is a gradual shift of the equilibrium point - a
correct conclusion from the point of view of the X model
but not the a model because the latter compels us to
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associate the three-burst electromyographic patterns
during such movements (Wallace 1981) with non-
monotonic shifts of the equilibrium point.

The implication of the X model that central regulation
of the stretch reflex threshold underlies the voluntary
control of posture and movement in intact organisms is
now supported by a number of investigators (e.g., Houk
1979; Kugler et al. 1980; Nichols 1982; Vincken et al.
1983).

A further development of the X. model was based on the
generalization of the concept of muscle activation area
(equation (1)) to dynamics (Feldman 1974a; 1974b). This
concept seems to provide the key to the understanding of
various electromyographic patterns as shown in the pa-
pers cited. The area is geometrically imaged in the phase
plane (muscle length versus its derivative or velocity v).
The dashed line in Fig. 4F is a threshold border of the
area. The muscle is active at a particular point (x, v) if this
point lies to the right of the threshold line. We suggest
that the number of recruited motor units and their firing
frequencies for any suprathreshold point are determined
by the horizontal distance r from that point to the border.
The condition of muscle activation is r > 0. In particular,
when o = 0 (statics), then r = x — X and we obtain the
condition of muscle activation (1). The left curved arrow
in Fig. 4F is a movement trajectory directed from the
silent area to the border of the activation area. This
trajectory shows that the muscle can be excited due to a
rapid extension (v > 0), which is the case while the tendon
reflex occurs. On the other hand, a rapid shortening of the
active muscle elicits a "silent period" in its activity (the
right curved arrow in Fig. 4F) as during the unloading
reflex. Consequently, the threshold border is drawn in
accordance with the properties of the two phasic reflexes
and ICs. A modification of central commands (Xj —* X2) ' s
interpreted as the corresponding shift of the border of the
activation area (Fig. 4H). The point characterizing the
initial state of the system occurs deeper in the area, and
the muscle activity begins to increase, which provides the
initial impulsive force for the movement. Its trajectory
can be displayed in the phase plane as well (the oval
curve). When the trajectory leaves the area there is a
silent period in the muscle activity, and the load begins to
decelerate the movement. When the trajectory enters
the area again there is a secondary electromyographic
burst (Fig. 4H). This example shows that elec-
tromyographic bursts and silent periods can be naturally
explained in terms of the X model (Feldman 1974a;
1974b). It is accordingly unnecessary to suggest that there
is a central program for their time periods and amplitudes
(see also Kugler et al. 1980).

The X model is intended to explain intact motor con-
trol. Is the model compatible with the fact that deaf-
ferented animals are able to perform movements? No
doubt. One can impair motor control in the X. model by
"deafferentation" without removing the possibility of
movement. Actually, the X model takes into account that
direct descending influences on a motoneurons can drive
movements (Fig. 4A-C). After muscle deafferentation,
only this pathway of motoneuron activation turns out to
be effective. ICs thereby degenerate into isoelectric or a-
invariant muscle characteristics, and as a consequence
the quality of motor control becomes worse (Fig. 5B,C).

X-model

B

length

Figure 5. The X model (B) degenerates into an a model (C) as a
result of muscle deafferentation. A: three levels of motor control
as in Fig. 4A-C; crosses: elements proved nonfunctional after
muscle deafferentation. B: normal operational range (\ _, A + )of
the parameter X is hypothesized to exceed that of the muscle
length in situ (x_, x + ); solid curves: invariant characteristics
(ICs); dashed line (also in C): characteristic of passive muscle. C:
after muscle deafferentation central commands are expressed in
the motoneuron activation level a; its mechanical measure -
muscle rest length - is associated with a certain muscle charac-
teristic (solid curves); (€_, €+) is an operational range for rest
length; the area bounded by the curve (_ and the lines x_ and
i + (die area of attainable combinations of muscle force and
length) after deafferentation is hypothesized to be smaller than
the respective area before deafferentation (the area bounded by
the curve \_ and the lines x_ and x+).

Of all a models, Bizzi's fits the motor control over
deafferented muscles least well (see above). An a model
in which the change in a innervation is associated with
the regulation of zero length and other mechanical mus-
cle parameters (Feldman 1974b) seems to be more suit-
able (Fig. 5C).

Can a models account for motor control in intact
organisms? The fact is that a models are based on the
tension-extension characteristic of the muscle under
invariant a innervation. However, the "isoelectric" mus-
cle characteristic seems to be an artificial concept with
respect to intact organisms, because it is unlikely that the
nervous system can support muscular activity indepen-
dently of peripheral afferent signals (see equation (2)),
which can occur only when the muscle is deafferented. It
is therefore not surprising that the use of the a model to
explain motor control in intact organisms may result in
misunderstanding, especially if one directly associates
electromyographic bursts with shifts in the equilibrium
point.

The X model differs from the 7-drive hypothesis of
Merton (1953) in two respects. First, the movement can
be driven not only by indirect inputs but also by direct
descending inputs to a motoneurons (Fig. 4C). This
suggestion can be explained as follows. The X model deals
with threshold properties of a motoneurons included in
the servo-loop. To bring a motoneurons nearer their
thresholds, the descending systems can influence the a
motoneurons both directly and indirectly, via 7
motoneurons and interneurons mediating afferent signals
to the a motoneurons. The latter will summate all the
influences and can be expressed, to a first approximation,
by the equation:
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A X = AdX + A;X (3)
where AX. is an overall change in X, whereas the terms on
the right side are individual contributions of direct (d) and
indirect (t) central commands (Feldman 1976). Second,
the stretch reflex in the X model has no mechanism to
restore the same muscle length in response to different
loads - positions vary in accordance with the IC (see
Houk 1976). A significant gain or stiffness of the stretch
reflex required for the motor control in the 7 model is
accordingly unnenecessary in the X model (Feldman
1974b).

It seems to us, however, that the X model saves, to a
certain extent, Merton's idea about the use of the stretch
reflex for motor control (see also Houk 1976; Nichols
1982; Partridge 1972; 1983; Vincken et al. 1983).

2.3. Central commands and reflexes (the imitation hy-
pothesis). Equation (2) shows that muscle length x and its
threshold length X are equally capable of affecting the
level of muscle activation: x characterizes the contribu-
tion of afferent signals whereas X is a measure of central
commands. It follows that afferent signals and central
commands are interchangeable. On the basis of this idea,
we put forward the more general hypothesis that volun-
tary motor control can be considered as an imitation or
replacement of external influences or afferent stimuli by
parameterizing reflexes. For example, there are reflexes
that support a certain limb or body position, that is, give
rise to forces returning to this position every time there is
a deflection from it. When central commands execute a
voluntary movement, they specify a new equilibrium
position. The old position thereby looks like a deflection
from the new one, and the reflex elicits forces for the
movement as if the deflection had been produced by
external perturbations. We have observed manifestations
of this principle in the case of voluntary control over
muscle activity with the use of the stretch reflex (see
above). The reflex supporting flight direction in insects
(Camhi & Hinkle 1974) is another example. The imitation
hypothesis suggests that a voluntary turning during flight
in inesects can be initiated by a central change in those
reflex parameters that determine the system's equi-
librium. The animal will continue to turn until the new
flight direction corresponding to the new equilibrium
(steady state) of the system is reached.

An idea similar to the one suggested here has been
proposed by Jander (1957). It is known that a reflex
compels the insect to fly to a source of light (Lubbock
1888). Jander assumed that the insect accommodates the
light effect using a central command that imitates a
displacement of the light source and thus voluntarily
varies the flight direction.

In other reflexes, sensory signals themselves elicit
shifts in the system's equilibrium. This effect can be
mediated by a central mechanism that is also used for
voluntary movements. For instance, the central nervous
system can voluntarily elicit a saccadic eye movement by
means of the imitation of those afferent (visual) signals
that could elicit the saccadic movement reflexively. In
this sense, the central commands appear to be an "af-
ferent copy" of peripheral signals. This "imitation" hy-
pothesis for motor control is thus continuous with the
"efference copy" hypothesis postulated for sensory per-

ception by Helmholtz (1848) and Hoist and Mittelstaedt
(1950).

Consider the imitation hypothesis with respect to the
wiping reflex in the frog or the scratch reflex in higher
vertebrates. In the aiming phase, the frog's hindlimb
occupies a specific equilibrium position to attack the
stimulus on the body surface in the subsequent whisking
phase (see below). The nervous system could modify
reflex parameters that determine the equilibrium limb
position to perform movements directed to various points
outside the body. It is not unlikely that goal-directed limb
movements in man are likewise organized on the basis of
the tactile (scratch) reflex.

The hypothesis suggested here raises new questions.
For example, how could higher brain regions imitate or
compensate for the afferent signals underlying a reflex? A
priori there are a number of ways this could be accom-
plished. If a reflex is subserved by command neurons, the
central nervous system could control them directly. Oth-
erwise it could affect neurons involved in the reflex loop
and thus imitate the effects of afferent influences. This
idea is consonant with the hypothesis of Lundberg (1975)
that descending influences on motoneurons can be medi-
ated by interneurons of reflex loops.

Another question is which parameters of a given reflex
must be controlled to execute a movement. The equi-
librium-point hypothesis has indicated the first thing to
search for — the parameters that specify the equilibrium
or postural states of the system and the dynamics of
transfers between them.

Evolutionary aspects of interaction between reflexes
and voluntary central commands are also of interest. It is
not unlikely that parametric control of reflexes became
possible as the result of evolution.

3. Motor equivalence
3.1. Bernstein's problem. The location of any point in
space is determined by three independent coordinates.
To characterize the configuration of a limb in space, a
much larger number of independent coordinates are
needed,2 and thus the limb's tip can reach the point in
different ways. Every time the limb moves, however, the
nervous system selects a particular individual path among
those available. This problem of unique coordination is
often referred to as Bernstein's problem (Bernstein 1967;
Gelfand & Tsetlin 1967; Kelso, Southard & Goodman
1979; Saltzman 1979; Shik & Orlovsky 1976). According
to one of the interpretations of this problem, the nervous
system interrelates different degrees of freedom of the
limb through central commands such that the limb be-
haves as a coherent, functionallly specific unit - a synergy
or coordinative structure (Gelfand, Gurfinkel, Tsetlin &
Shik 1971; Greene 1982; Kelso & Saltzman 1982; Kugler
et al. 1980). It is further believed that dynamically stable
and functionally expedient coordinative structures were
selected through evolution.

Kublanov and Smolianinov observed an interesting
example of synergy (personal communication). They
found that each time a crab delivers food into its mouth,
the numerous degrees of freedom of its cheleped are
linearly interrelated. The coefficients of these linear rela-
tionships presumably depend on the initial location of
food in space.
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Another view of the problem of unique coordination
has recently been developed by Pellionisz and Llinas
(1979). They look upon the neuronal transformations of
coordinates of a target point into a limb's coordinates as a
geometric, tensorial operation in which the cerebellum is
expected to play a key role. This idea is no doubt worth
elaborating. We wish to draw attention, however, to the
fact that the spinal frog (without a cerebellum) is capable
of accomplishing the coordinate transformations from
stimulus location and body configuration into multijoint
limb movements, as in the wiping reflex. Hence it follows
that the spinal cord yields metric transformations at-
tributed to the cerebellum or has its own peculiar solu-
tions to the same problem.

3.2. Motor-equivalent programs. Bernstein's problem is
usually associated with the question of how the nervous
system eliminates the redundant degrees of freedom in
order to execute an unambiguous movement under given
external conditions. We wish to draw attention to yet
another aspect of the same problem: Every time a unique
movement occurs the nervous system offers still other
solutions for the same motor task. This phenomenon will
be referred to as motor equivalence (Hebb 1949; Kelso &
Tuller 1983). Although the concept resembles the con-
cepts of equifinality and motor constancy introduced
above, there is an important difference between them.
The term equifinality means that central commands (un-
derstood in terms of the equilibrium-point hypothesis)
may, to a certain degree, remain invariant despite tran-
sient movement perturbations; nonetheless, the system
does manage to reach the intended final position. The
term motor constancy indicates the capability of the
system to reach a goal through various central strategies
depending on variations in external conditions. The more
common term motor equivalence means, in particular,
that even when external conditions do not vary, the
system can generate a set of solutions for one and the
same motor task.

The wiping reflex is an instance of a motor-equivalent
program. For the sake of clarity, we will describe hind-
limb movement during the reflex in more detail
(Berkinblit, Zharkova, Feldman & Fukson 1984). Five
component phases of the reflex are distinguished (Fig. 6):
flexion (F), placement (P), aiming (A), whisking (W), and
extension (E); the sequence can be repeated one or
several times. In the first phase, the limb executes a deep
flexion in all joints; this component is completed when
the whole limb comes to an almost complete halt (frame
6). Then the digits of the foot straighten and are placed on
the dorsal skin behind the stimulus, comparatively far
from it, especially if the stimulus is located on the rostral
skin of the back. The placing phase is usually also com-
pleted by a postural stage (frame 12). In the aiming phase,
the tips of the digits3 move to the stimulus and the limb is
fixed in an aiming posture (frame 18). Then the frog
removes the stimulus (whisking phase, frame 20) and
casts it away from the body by means of the rapid
extension of the whole limb (extension phase and posture,
frame 26).

The first two phases are almost independent of stim-
ulus location whereas the aiming phase depends on it. Let
us consider this component in detail. Often in successive
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Figure 6. Phases and equilibrium stages of the hindlimb
wiping reflex in the spinal frog. Filmed movements in the
hindlimb joints (48 frames per second) during a wiping reflex
evoked by chemical stimulation (black square) are shown. The
upper frames (numbered from the beginning of the movement)
show equilibrium stages associated with respective phases of the
reflex (F, P, A, W, E - flexion, placing, aiming, whisking, and
extension). Although there is no halt between the whisking and
extension phases, additional observations (e.g., as in Fig. 12 and
the effects of cooling the frog) reveal that the limb passes
through an equilibrium point in this movement. The joint
angles (more exactly, their horizontal projections) were mea-
sured as shown in frame 6. For details see text.

frames (Fig. 7) or from cycle to cycle (Fig. 8), the frog
radically varies the aiming joint angles whereas the work-
ing point remains close to the target. All the aiming
postures for a given stimulus position are equally effective
in attacking the stimulus and, taken together, they can be
considered to be a group of motor equivalent postures.
Selection of a concrete posture from a group of postures is
associated with the fixation of a certain direction of stim-
ulus attack. It is necessary to make sure that the re-
production of the limb's working-point position in the
aiming phase is not accidental, because it is possible in
principle that there is a fixed set of cues for each of the
joint angles and that the reproduction of the working-
point position is the result of their random selection. The
random strategy can be simulated by the Monte Carlo
method, that is, by randomizing angular cues and identi-
fying the working-point position for each of their com-
binations (sample).

Fig. 9 shows working-point positions (open circles)
calculated for 50 random samples. Of the 50 points, 14
occur in the area where the real working points (filled
circles) are located. Thus the probability that the correct
aiming position of the working point is random is 0.28
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Figure 7. The aiming phase of the wiping reflex in the spinal
frog. The working point of the hindlimb is fixed near the
stimulus (square) but the frog essentially varies the joint angles
in successive frames (21-23; movie speed 48/s) to select the
"direction of attack."

(14/50). The spinal frog repeated this, position three
times. The probability that this is accidental, p3 = 0.022.
The other four frogs gave similar values. We conclude
that the spinal cord is capable of using different interjoint
coordinations to reach a goal.

There are other examples of innate motor-equivalent
programs similar to the wiping reflex of the frog. A study
of treadmill locomotion in the cat showed (with the Monte
Carlo method) that if the movements in two proximal
hindlimb joints varied independently, the position of the
foot with respect to the body in the stance phase would be
more variable than in reality (Halbertsma 1983). A func-
tion of innate motor-equivalent programs may be to
provide positional stability. Similar properties were
found in studies of humans (Bernstein 1967). Bernstein's
observation (1947) that a subject striking a chisel with a
hammer noticeably varies the arm-joint angles in repeat-
ed movements although the hammer's tip reaches the
target exactly may also be regarded as an example of a
motor-equivalent program that correlates different ki-

nematic variables of multijoint systems to provide the
necessary exactness of working-point control. In some
cases (perturbations, obstacles, etc.), if a motor task had a
unique solution, it would be impossible to perform.
Motor-equivalent programs offer a set of various solutions
to each motor task (Bernstein 1967; Greene 1982; Kugler
et al. 1980) and can function when external conditions or
the animal's body scheme vary, as has been shown for the
wiping reflex. We have also found (together with M. L.
Latash, unpublished results) that the reflex remains effec-
tive under fairly complex conditions such as an artificial
increase in limb weight or fixation of one of its joints.

When there is a set of motor-equivalent programs,
there appears to be a possibility to compensate, to a
certain degree, for genetic flaws or deficiencies in synap-
tic signals as if they were caused by external factors.

It is of interest that although embryogenesis may pro-
ceed in various ways, the result is a normal organism.
Thus, the concept of equivalent programs may also apply
to morphogenetic processes (Waddington 1957).

4. Adaptability of movements based on their
discrete organization

An integrated behavioral act typically consists of a set of
elementary behaviors that are further divisible into units
or components (Tinbergen 1951). Such a division has
been made, for example, for building behavior in stream
larvae and mud wasps (Baranov et al. 1973; Smith 1978).
A complex behavioral act - imaginal ecdysis (molting) in
the cricket — has also been analyzed in detail. Ecdysis
lasts about four hours, involves almost all the bodily
muscles, and consists of a long sequence of motor patterns
of about 48 independent components (Carlson 1977).

On the other hand, it is common to find that movement
trajectories are divisible into segments with various pa-

18=50

Figure 8. A group of motor-equivalent aiming postures of a
wiping reflex in a spinal frog. The aiming postures for four
successive cycles (frames 18, 50, 87, and 125; movie speed 48/s)
are shown. The stimulus (black square) was removed in the first
cycle. In the second cycle, the frog resumed the aiming posture
(18-50), and changed it in the third. In the fourth cycle, the frog
resumed the working point of the prior aim but essentially
changed the proximal joint angles.
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Figure 9. Specific interjoint coordination inherent in aiming during the wiping reflex in the spinal
frog. During successive cycles (frames 25,47, and 99; movie speed 48/s) the frog almost resumes the
working point of the hindlimb (filled circles) but essentially varies the joint angles as is shown in B.
For each of the limb joints there were three experimental values (B). One of them was sampled with
a probability of J. The procedure was conducted for all the five joints to make it possible to
determine an accidental aiming position of the limb's working point (open circles in A). The
randomizing was repeated 50 times. Although the probability of establishing the natural position of
the working point one time by chance is great enough (about 0.28), the probability of its threefold
repetition proves to be less than p = 0.022. Thus the working point retains its position due to a
specific interjoint coordination.

rameters (curvature, speed, etc.) (Abend, Bizzi & Hogan
1982; Brooks, Cooke & Thomas 1973: Viviani & Terzuolo
1982). This segmentation may also indicate that move-
ments are a combination of elementary dynamic compo-
nents. This concept of movement organization has been
successfully applied to simulations of hand movements
during writing (Morasso & Mussa Ivaldi 1982).

A discussion of problems relating to the discrete orga-
nization of movement follows.

4.1. Multiple forms of motor-equivalent programs. The
motor programs considered above remain unchanged in
form during continuous regulation of the parameters
involved. However, there exist motor-equivalent pro-
grams with multiple forms that as a rule have completely
different effectors. For example, if a fly lands on the ear of
a decerebrate cat, the ear shakes (local reaction), but if the
irritation persists the ipsilateral hindlimb rubs the ear
(Sherrington 1906). During the wiping reflex the spinal
frog displays a variety of motor-equivalent programs with
various forms. In response to a stimulus on the skin of the
back the frog first pulls up the skin. If this local reaction
proves ineffective, the frog removes the stimulus with the
hindlimb. Similarly, if the stimulus is on the forelimb, the
frog wipes the limb against the side of the body. Other-
wise (e.g., when the forelimb is tied) the hindlimb rubs
the forelimb (Berkinblit et al. 1984). These examples

show that motor-equivalent programs are hierarchically
organized.

The existence of reserve programs when a habitual
program does not work may sometimes be revealed in
rather specific situations. The brushing movement of the
cockroach with one of its hindlimbs amputated has been
studied (Camhi 1974). (Strange as it may seem, this case
may simulate a natural situation, because cockroaches
sometimes autoamputate their limbs.) The receptive
field, which is normally brushed with the hindlimb, is
divided into two parts, one of which is brushed with the
ipsilateral middle leg and the other with the contralateral
hindlimb. These movements require no new learning.

4.2. Discrete organization of the wiping reflex. As has
been shown, the wiping reflex is made up of five sequen-
tially ordered phases or dynamic components. The trans-
fer from one component to another is punctuated by
marked breaks in the limb's movement trajectory. As is
shown in Fig. 10, the postural stages of the reflex corre-
spond to the points of greatest curvature in the trajectory
of the most distal limb point. Taking into account the
kinematic variability of the reflex, each component can be
associated with a group of specific frog postures and
coordinations. In addition, each component has its own
specific functional goal and can thus be viewed as a set of
motor-equivalent programs. At the same time, points of
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Figure 10. A trajectory of the most distal point of the hindlimb
during the wiping reflex in the spinal frog. The breaks in the
trajectory correspond to the critical, equilibrium hindlimb posi-
tions associated with the respective reflex phases (labeled as in
Fig. 6: F = flexion; P = placement; A = aiming; W = whisking;
E = extension; the trajectory begins from the 25th movie frame,
48/s).

conjugation of components may be taken as the points of
bifurcations of movement trajectories. The fact that the
wiping reflex does not always consist of the maximum
sequence of components — one or several of them (e.g.,
flexor or extensor components) may be missing for no
evident reason, perhaps because of fatigue or low tem-
perature - supports this point of view. From numerous
film observations, a diagram of all the possible pathways
of the wiping reflex cycle was made (Fig. 11). The mini-
mum path ("kernel" of the reflex) includes aiming and

whisking; the frog then returns to a sitting position. In the
first cycle at normal room temperature the spinal frog
usually produces the maximum sequence of components.
If the stimulus has not been removed or the acid still
irritates the skin, the frog repeats the movement, some-
times omitting the flexor or extensor phases, or both.
Thus the combinatorial strategy in motor control is dem-
onstrated in a fairly simple form by the spinal cord.

Most components of the reflex are sequentially or-
dered. However, there is a component of hindlimb rota-
tion about the hip joint simultaneous with when the frog
presses the digits of the foot onto the skin near the
stimulus (probably to remove it more effectively, for if
this component is missing, the frog sometimes fails to hit
the target).

Multiple forms and, in particular, omission of phases
were also observed during scratching movements in the
turtle (Mortin, Keifer & Stein 1982; Stein 1983; Valk-Fai
& Crowe 1978; 1979). Mortin, Keifer, and Stein (1982)
also observed hybrid-type responses when the boundary
zone that separated two receptive fields was stimulated.
This "hybrid," with one movement characteristic of one
receptive field and another movement characteristic of
the other, is yet another example of the combinatorial
strategy of the nervous system in motor control (see also
below).

4.3. Command neurons and combinatorial strategy In
motor control. In invertebrates, a complex movement can
be elicited by the stimulation of one "command" neuron
(Kupfermann & Weiss 1978). In vertebrates, the trigger-
ing of a complex movement is usually accomplished by a
neuronal ensemble. Command neurons or ensembles
merely set off a complex motor system; its further behav-
ior is conditioned by its inner structure. One advantage of
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Figure 11. Various ways of forming wiping reflexes out of discrete units or dynamic components.
Each component represents a group of equilibrium limb configurations (as in Figs. 1, 7, and 8 for
aiming) associated with one of the reflex phases. It is characteristic of each component to have a
specific interjoint coordination (Fig. 6). The moments of the conjunctions of the components are
associated with breaks in the movement trajectories (Fig. 10) and with their possible bifurcations.
The maximum path is typical (but not obligatory) for the wiping reflex in the spinal frog. Each time the
nervous system executes a wiping reflex it selects not only concrete parameters for dynamic
components in accordance with the stimulus position, body scheme, and other constraints but also a
concrete set of components. The minimum path (curved arrow) is typical of the reflex in the intact
frog. Two components (aiming and whisking) may be considered a reflex "kernel" that can be inserted
as a whole into other movements (swimming, jumping, etc.). The rest of the components executing
certain functions in the wiping reflex play the role of elements that make it possible to conjoin the
reflex with other movements into an integrated behavioral sequence. For further explanation see text
(modified from Berkinblit et al. 1984).
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this kind of organization of control is usually emphasized,
that is, the minimization of information needed for motor
control. To execute a movement (for example, in re-
sponse to an external key stimulus or "releaser"), the
higher neuronal levels need only locate and switch on the
appropriate command neurons. They are not involved in
the exact regulation of the neuronal and muscular activity
directly responsible for the movement. We would like to
draw attention to the fact that not only might complete
behavioral acts have their own command neurons but
their elementary components or units might have them as
well. It may also be possible to combine different elemen-
tary components and test their combinations, as well as to
use the same components in different movements, which
might be useful in forming innate motor patterns and in
voluntary and skilled movements.

There is a possibility that genetic mutations can give
birth to new command neurons and to new connections
between existing command neurons and, as a result, to
new combinations of motor patterns. The doubling and
trebling of neurons has been shown to occur in inverte-
brates (Kuffler & Muller 1974; Siegler 1982; Steeves &
Pearson 1983; Treistman & Schwartz 1976), sometimes
occurring as the consequence of a point genetic mutation
(Chalfie, Horvitz & Sulston 1981). The emergence of a
new neuron exciting two command neurons may signify
that the organism has gained the ability to release two
elementary components in parallel. The appearance of a
connection between a command cell terminating one
motor program and a command cell releasing another
program means the formation of a movement pattern
having a longer duration. The mutation process might be
controlled by the mechanism of natural selection such
that the organisms inherit new, functionally meaningful
command cells and appropriate motor patterns. Thus
command neuron organization may make it possible,
through relatively simple genetic restructuring of differ-
ent combinations of motor components, to obtain and use
some of these in different movements. For example, the
flexor phase in the frog's wiping reflex is similar (if not
identical) to the flexor phase of swimming movements.

The simultaneous switching on of functionally incom-
patible motor components can be excluded by an inhib-
itory interaction between command neurons. One might
expect that the command neurons directing the hindlimb
wiping movements in the frog to different skin points
interact reciprocally. Actually, two stimuli that are inef-
fective if isolated or located at a distance on the frog's
dorsal skin do elicit a wiping reflex in combination.
However, the hindlimb does not move to a point situated
between the stimuli but rather removes them suc-
cessively. The more rostral stimulus is usually removed
after the more caudal one (unpublished observations),
which might show a rostro-caudal gradient of the inhib-
itory interaction between the command neurons. In a
broad sense, inhibitory interaction between command
neurons is likely to provide a hierarchy of behavioral acts
that, moreover, is not fixed and can be altered (e.g.,
under hormonal influence, Davis, Mpitsos & Pinnes
1974).

4.4. The composition of integrated behavior out of com-
ponents. In response to a chemical stimulation of the
skin, the intact frog begins, as a rule, to jump away.

During one of the jumps the frog manages, usually in the
flight phase, to remove the stimulus using a reflex path-
way for the wiping that is minimal in spinal animals (Fig.
11), involving merely the aiming and whisking phases,
and then landing normally. Although the stimulus is on
one side of the body the frog sometimes executes sym-
metrical wiping reflexes with the two hindlimbs. These
observations show that the hierarchical sequence of reac-
tions to skin stimulation in the intact frog as compared to
the spinal one is enriched by locomotion. Furthermore,
the intact animal is able to combine the two motor
patterns, inserting one of them within the other. It should
be noted that the flight phase of jumping is similar to the
flexor phase of the wiping reflex and thus plays the role of
the unit that combines the two motor patterns in the
integrated behavior. Thus the intact frog is able to modify
a stereotyped reaction such as locomotion to adapt it to a
behavioral situation.

A similar phenomenon has been shown for locomotion
in the cat when it stumbles over an obstacle that elicits
tactile stimulation of the dorsal skin of the foot (Forssberg
1979; Grillner 1975). The cat does not interrupt the
locomotion but lifts the affected limb higher and steps
over the obstacle. Here the "stumbling corrective reac-
tion" is also part of locomotion. This ability is retained in
the spinal cat.

In the intact frog there is another loomotion-wiping
combination. A sitting frog can start removing a stimulus
from the skin and then jump or turn. Now the terminal
element of the wiping reflex, that is, the extensor phase,
plays the role of a conjugate component for the two
movements. Although the extensor phase of the wiping
reflex in the spinal frog is executed only by one of the
ipsilateral hindlimbs, the movement is combined with
contralateral hindlimb extensor movements in the intact
frog when it jumps, or with the ipsilateral forelimb
extensor movements as well when the frog turns away
after the wiping. The conclusion may therefore be that in
order to form overall behavioral sequences, highly orga-
nized brain levels make various uses and combinations of
available units or motor subprograms. On the basis of
innate motor components of a single movement or of
fragments of one behavioral act, this function can to a
limited degree be executed at the spinal level.

Elementary components of movement can be conven-
tionally subdivided into two classes — universal and spe-
cialized. The first can be used in various movements.
They include flexion and extension of all the limb joints.
These coordinations may be graded with respect to mag-
nitude and speed. The universal components play the
role of conjoining elements when one movement is com-
bined with another, as with the flexion component when
the wiping reflex is combined with jumps in the intact
frog. Specialized components are used for a specific
movement in a certain biologically significant context, as
with the aiming component in the wiping reflex. Taken
together, the specialized components of a given move-
ment, like the aiming and whisking components for the
wiping reflex, form its "kernel" - the minimum sequence
of components that makes it possible to execute the
movement.

It is likely that the most complex motor acts, such as
speech production, are based on the ability of the nervous
system to combine different motor components. Com-
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parison of central mechanisms for speech production and
for limb movement is a special theme that is now very
much under discussion (Grillner 1982; Kelso & Tuller
1983; Ostry, Keller & Parush 1983). The ideas put for-
ward in the papers cited are very similar to ours. For
example, Grillner (1982) has suggested (see also Edger-
ton, Grillner, Sjdstrdm & Zangger 1976) that the central
pattern generator for locomotion consists of interdepen-
dent neural oscillators, each associated with a single limb
joint. Their interaction may result in different locomotor
patterns, such as galloping when the central oscillators of
the two hindlimbs work in phase and trotting when they
work out of phase. Another kind of resetting of the central
oscillators has been discovered when the direction of the
locomotion is reversed (Grillner 1975). The central os-
cillator associated with the hip joint then begins to func-
tion reciprocally with the oscillators for the rest of the
limb joints. Thus the control system of locomotion can
also demonstrate the "combinatory" strategy that is a
characteristic feature of other motor control systems.

4.5. Combinations of continuous and discrete forms in
motor control. So far we have discussed two modes of
motor plasticity, that is, the central regulation of reflex
parameters aimed at continuous and flexible control of
posture and movement, and the combination of discrete
command components or dynamic blocks forming new
motor coordinations and new behavioral sequences. In
natural situations, these two sources of motor variability
are usually interconnected. Let us consider a few exam-
ples. Numerous studies of behavioral acts, central pattern
generators, and reflexes have shown that continuous
regulation of one or several parameters of the system may
lead to an abrupt modification of a movement pattern. A
typical example is abrupt transfer from trotting to gallop-
ing with smoothly increasing stimulation of the locomotor
area in the decerebrate cat (Shik & Orlovsky 1976).
Similarly, when a subject continuously increases bi-
manual movement frequency, intermanual coordination
also changes abruptly from the in-phase to the out-of-
phase form (Kelso 1984).

Among the parameters the nervous system is able to
regulate continuously, one is essential - the sweep ve-
locity of the central motor commands, in other words, the
velocity of shift of the system's equilibrium. This is the
parameter that determines the resultant speed of the
movement, as has been shown for one-joint movement in
man (Adamovich et al. 1984). A central regulation of this
kind may not affect the relative duration and sequence of
specific motor phases. This expected consequence of the
equilibrium-point hypothesis may explain the charac-
teristic property of a variety of complex movements such
as piano playing, handwriting, and so on - the conserva-
tion of their relative space-time structure irrespective of
the speed of execution (e.g., Schmidt 1982; Viviani &
Terzuolo 1982). Interestingly enough, this property is
displayed in the spinal frog where the duration of the
wiping reflex doubles as the frog's temperature de-
creases. This phenomenon suggests the existence of a
common sweep generator for the entire behavioral se-
quence. The sweep rate is a controllable parameter. On
the other hand, that the durations of the reflex phases are
not identical (Fig. 6) suggests the existence of an indi-
vidual timing of the equilibrium-point shift for each of the

reflex phases or elementary dynamic units. When the
central generator functions at a high speed some current
equilibrium points and the corresponding movement
phases will appear to be omitted because of the inertia of
the biomechanical system and because of delays in the
realization of the central commands.

For example, at normal room temperature, the whisk-
ing and extension phases of the wiping reflex in the spinal
frog are nonstop, one phase smoothly turning into an-
other. There are some indications, however, that at this
moment the hindlimb actually passes through a specific
equilibrium point because the frog, if its temperature is
low (about 1°C) or if it is tired, does have a pause between
the two phases. In these cases, the central generator(s) is
(are) likely to shift the current equilibrium point at a low
velocity so that the biomechanical system has enough
time to reach its final equilibrium during the whisking
phase before the subsequent central sweep takes the
hindlimb away to the extensor equilibrium position.

When no pause between the two phases is observed,
special analysis is needed to reveal the existence of a
specific, final equilibrium point for the whisking phase.
The idea of the analysis is as follows. Let us recall that the
joint angles in the aiming posture of the limb executing
the wiping movement may vary from cycle to cycle even
though its working point remains fixed (Figs. 8 & 9). The
subsequent whisking is usually executed by means of
extension in the tarsometatarsal joint and flexion of the
digits (in some cases the whisking can be executed by just
one of these joints or in combination with the knee and
other limb joints). The possible final equilibrium position
for the tarsus during the whisking phase is in the range
130-150°. This position corresponds to the critical point
W, between the whisking and extension phases (Fig. 10),
or the natural equilibrium position achieved in the whisk-
ing phase during the wiping reflex at a low temperature.
The equilibrium-point hypothesis predicts that if this
joint in the previous aiming phase is at a long distance
from the whisking equilibrium position, it will move into
the whisking phase; otherwise it will not. Fig. ^corrobo-
rates this tendency. The extensor changes (A <|>) in the
tarsal joint during the whisking phase depend on tarsal
position in the aiming phase. This analysis shows that to
execute a complex smooth movement, the central ner-
vous system may continously shift the equilibrium point
without waiting for the system to go into an intermediate
static position. This supposition has been used in models
for handwriting behavior (Morasso & Mussa Ivaldi 1982).

5. Conclusion

We have illustrated different reasons for behavioral plas-
ticity. First, the nervous system is able to modify certain
parameters of innate motor acts and thus elicit continuous
movements. Second, an entire behavior can be made up
of various discrete components. The two modes of motor
control can be used simultaneously, as in the wiping
reflex in the frog. The spinal frog is able to modify
hindlimb motion as a function of stimulus localization and
the configuration of the body to select one or another
dynamic component, and to involve additional degrees of
freedom of the body. As a result, the reflex proves to be
very variable. Movement studies may thus contribute to
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Figure 12. The aiming and whisking phases of the wiping
reflex. Participation (A <j>) of the tarsometatarsal joint in the
whisking depends on its position (<)>) in the prior aiming phase.
To explain this effect one can suggest that whisking is elicited by
a centra] command that shifts the joint equilibrium position to
130-150°. This shift gives rise to the tarsal movement only when
its aiming position differs from the equilibrium one, in accor-
dance with the equilibrium-point hypothesis (Fig. 4). Regres-
sion line is A <J> = —1.12 ( <J> —139.6°); correlation between A <)>
and (J> is r = 0,736 (p < .001).

our understanding of the mechanisms of behavioral
plasticity.

We wish to emphasize a connection among innate
motor patterns (usually realized by fairly low brain levels,
e.g., the spinal cord), voluntary motor control executed at
high brain levels, and the evolution of motor behavior.
The process "of evolution brought about the emergence of
reflexes that function within a certain paremetric range.
The brain controls these parameters in the execution of
voluntary movements. Evolution gave rise to command
neurons, dynamic components or synergies and their
combinations, and thus the motor repertoire of organisms
was enriched. The central nervous system also combines
various command neurons and central pattern generators
to form entire behavioral sequences. Thus, there is an
obvious parallel between the means of enrichment of
innate motor repertoire in the course of evolution and the
means used by the nervous system to construct voluntary
motor acts.
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NOTES
1. The concept of central program will be used in its most

common sense without any intended association with computer
programs. To what degree this term is convenient and adequate
is a separate question not discussed here (see Kugler, Kelso &
Turvey 1980).

2. The coordinates define the limb's degrees of freedom.
3. One might think that to remove the stimulus the spinal

frog could wipe a considerable part of its body surface with its
large foot, paying no attention to exact localization. However,
the frog in fact makes a graceful aiming movement to remove the
stimulus, as a rule using the tip of a toe. The portion of the foot
used for wiping is called the "working point."

Open Peer Commentary

Comtnentaries submitted by the qualified professional readership of
this journal will be considered for publication in a later issue as
Continuing Commentary on this article. Integrative overviews and
synthesis are especially encouraged.

Complexity in control of movements
Gyan C. Agarwala and Gerald L Gottlieb"
'Departments of Industrial and Systems Engineering and of
Bioengineering, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, III. 60680;
bDepartment of Physiology, Rush Medical College, Chicago, III. 60612

For goal-directed voluntary movements, Feldman's hypothesis
predicts that the movement speed is controlled by the shift of
the equilibrium point, that is, X. changing from \ l to X2 as a
controlled function of time as specified by central commands
(Adamovich, Burlachkova & Feldman 1984; Adamovich & Fel-
dman 1984). The experimental verification of this hypothesis
explicitly excludes any requirements concerning accuracy of the
movement and the velocity-accuracy trade-off as defined by
Fitts's law (Fitts 1954; Fitts & Peterson 1964). The successive
summation of individual components is not likely to produce the
velocity and acceleration profiles of the trajectories and the
muscle activation as measured by the electromygraphic activity.

Another crucial variable in the study of goal-directed move-
ments is the strategy of the subject. There is a complex interplay
among movement distance, target width, force, and velocity
variables (Corcos, Gottlieb & Agarwal, submitted for publica-
tion). It is appropriate to ask whether any two differing electro-
myographic (EMG) patterns of agonist-antagonist muscles are
the product of a single strategy (or motor program) operating
with different task-specific parameters or whether they repre-
sent different motor programs. We do not have any answers.

Although the wiping reflex in the spinal frog shows five
movement phases (flexion, lifting, aiming, brushing, extension),
the intact frog behaves very differently, most frequently show-
ing only two phases (aiming and brushing). That is, the proper-
ties of the whole are not predicted from knowledge of the parts
in such complex organizations.

Considering millennia of evolutionary development of the
motor system and generations of research effort in trying to
understand its function, there should be no disagreement that
the motor system is a complex one. Although there is no
accepted definition of a complex system, Simon's (1962) defini-
tion seems quite appropriate: "Roughly, by a complex system I
mean one made up of a large number of parts that interact in a
nonsimple way. In such systems, the whole is more than the
sum of the parts, not in an ultimate, metaphysical sense, but in
the important pragmatic sense that, given the properties of the
parts and laws of their interaction, it is not a trivial matter to
infer the properties of the whole" (emphasis added).

We have been trying to predict the properties of the whole
from the parts, as is evident from the history of motor research.
In recent decades we have progressed from a motor control,
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then to the *y motor control hypothesis of Merton, and finally to
the a-y linkage concept. The \ model of Feldman and a model
of Bizzi are again oversimplifications of the system. Recent
results on nonlinearities in compliance behavior are already
pointing to the inadequacy of the Feldman hypothesis (Gielen,
Honk, Marcus & Miller 1984; Gottlieb & Agarwal 1984: and see
commentary by Gottlieb & Agarwal, this issue).
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Do legs have surplus degrees of freedom?
R. McN. Alexander
Department of Pure and Applied Zoology, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2
9JT, England
Three coordinates suffice to specify the location of a point, but
six are needed to specify the position of a rigid body. For
activities that require merely the placing of a point on a limb at
some particular location, there may be many surplus degrees of
freedom of movement. For activities that involve placing a
whole foot in a particular position, this is less often the case.

Consider the human leg. The hip is a ball-and-socket joint
allowing three degrees of freedom of relative movement. The
knee is essentially a hinge joint allowing only one degree of
freedom. The ankle is a universal joint allowing two degrees of
freedom (the foot can be flexed and extended or adducted and
abducted but cannot be rotated about the long axis of the tibia).
In total, just six degrees of freedom are available for movement
of the foot relative to the trunk. Thus the foot (considered as a
rigid whole) can be placed in any position relative to the trunk,
within the limits set by the lengths of limb segments and the
restrictions of angular movement at the joints, but there are no
surplus degrees of freedom.

The analysis is slightly misleading. It suggests that, if you
keep your pelvis stationary, there is a unique position of the leg
for each position of the foot. To test this, sit in a chair and place
your foot with its sole flat on the floor. The analysis suggests that
it should be impossible to move any part of your leg while
keeping the pelvis and foot stationary. In practice it is possible to
move the knee a little from side to side (especially if the chosen
foot position requires strong flexion of the knee) because there is
play in the joints. However, much less movement is possible in
the leg (with pelvis and foot fixed) than in the arm (with scapula
and hand fixed). If you grasp a fixed object such as the arm of
your chair and keep your hand and scapula stationary, you can
rotate your elbow like a crank about an axis running through
your shoulder and wrist. This is because the hinge joint between
the radius and the ulna (which allows pronation and supination)
gives the arm one degree of freedom more than the leg.

The leg movements of walking and running mammals approx-
imate to plane motion (this is less true of small mammals than of
mammals the size of cats and larger; Jenkins 1971). It will be
convenient at this stage to limit discussion to plane motion, thus
avoiding the difficulties that arise in analysis of spatial mecha-
nisms when hinge joints with parallel axes are involved (Hunt
1978). When plane motion only is considered, all leg joints are
effectively hinges and there are as many degrees of freedom as
there are joints. The human leg, with three joints, allows three
degrees of freedom, of movement of the foot relative to the
trunk. There are no surplus degrees of freedom, as three
coordinates are required to specify the position of a rigid lamina
in a plane.

The human leg has no surplus degrees of freedom only if the
position of the whole foot is specified, for example, if the whole
sole is to be kept flat on the ground. If only the toes are to be kept
on the ground, the metatarsophalangeal joints give an extra

degree of freedom: The heel can be raised off the ground
without moving toes or pelvis. The digitigrade stance used by
cats and many other mammals admits one more degree of
freedom than the plantigrade stance used by man. Bernstein's
problem arises for cat locomotion (Halbertsma 1983) but not for
human walking.

Horses are unguligrade, placing only the terminal phalanx on
the ground. When the leg moves in plane motion, the hip, knee,
ankle, metatarsophalangeal, and proximal and distal in-
terphalangeal joints (a total of six) all move as hinges. This would
give three surplus degrees of freedom were it not for constraints
imposed by tendons that have lost their muscle fibres in the
course of evolution. The muscle fibres of the interosseous and
plantaris tendons have atrophied, leaving stout tendons that
connect bone directly to bone. The crural part of the plantaris
tendon connects the distal end of the femur to the calcaneus, the
plantar part of the same tendon connects the calcaneus to the
second phalanx, and the interosseous connects the calcaneus to
the proximal phalanx. All three are presumably taut during the
stance phase of locomotion. They stretch elastically (Dimery &
Alexander 1985), but the amount of stretching is determined by
the force on the foot, so they effectively eliminate the three
surplus degrees of freedom. For the horse leg, as for the human
one, Bernstein's problem does not arise in the stance phase of
locomotion.

Variations of reflex parameters and their
implications for the control of movements
Charles Capaday and Richard B. Stein
Department of Physiology, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada T6G 2H7

In this commentary we elaborate on the similarities and dif-
ferences between the \ model, proposed by Feldman and his
colleagues, and a classic position servosystem. We point out in
particular some implicit assumptions and predictions of the X
model as well as some instances where the model may need to
be modified.

A simple classic position servosystem is shown in block
diagram form in Fig. 1. The reader should note the transforma-
tion of physical variables around the loop. If it is assumed that
the input is voltage as a function of time (e.g., a series of nerve
impulses) and that the transformations around the loop are
linear, then the transformation of physical variables around the
loop is as follows: The input voltage is transformed to a force (or
torque in rotational systems), and the two variables are related
by the constant of proportionality KT (e.g., N — mlV); the force
or torque is then transformed into a position (a translation or a
rotation), and the constant of proportionality between these two
variables is KP (e.g., radsW—m). Finally, for the purpose of
measuring the error (difference between intended and actual
position), the output position must be transformed back into the
physical dimensions of the input, that is, into volts. The constant
of proportionality in this case is KF (e.g., V/rad). In general
these "constants" will all depend on the input frequency, but a
consideration of the static or low-frequency limit should suffice
for the present purpose. In the diagram the constant Fp is an
external perturbation (i.e., a force or torque) acting on the
system.

How is the output of a position servosystem (indeed, any
closed-loop or open-loop system) changed? In all real control
systems that we know of, the output is changed by changing the
input to the system. The output is never changed by changing
the stiffness K(K = KF X KT [check the dimensions!]) of the
system. Changes in stiffness are only made to adapt the system
to variations in external or internal conditions (e.g., changing
load characteristics, changes in the proportionality constants
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reference
input ,

Figure 1. (Capaday and Stein). A classic position servosystem
is shown in block-diagram form with an emphasis on the trans-
formation of physical variables. The variable F represents force
(or torque in rotational systems); Fp is an external perturbation
acting on the system; X is the output or controlled variable and is
in this case a position (either a translation or a rotation); finally, r
the reference and y the feedback parameter must have the same
physical dimensions. By changing the reference value from rl to
r2 the force-vs.-position (F vs. X) relation is shifted along the X
axis.

due to wear), not to produce changes in the output. Berkinblit et
al. clearly point out in the target article some of the problems
with "stiffness control" as a way to produce changes in the
equilibrium position of the muscle-load system. There are,
however, at least two other reasons why control of stiffness alone
is not an appropriate way to produce changes in equilibrium
position. To move a large load over a short distance would
require a large increase in stiffness, which may bring the
muscle-load system beyond the limit of stability. Conversely, to
move a small load over a long distance would require that the
stiffness be significantly reduced, with the consequence that the
response of the muscle-load system would be sluggish. These
two points, as well as the ones made by Berkinblit et al. in the
target article, make it unlikely that the body uses stiffness
control as a mechanism for producing movements.

The input (r) to the classical position servosystem in Fig. 1 is
related to the threshold X of the stretch reflexj (s.r.) This can
easily be shown by considering that:

F = KT(r - y) (1)
and because y = XKF, it follows that F = KT(r - XKF). By
letting X = r/KF, then:

F = KTKF(\ - X) (2)

which has the same form as equation (2) in the target article.
Changing the reference value from rl to r2 is similar to changing
the threshold X of the s.r. (Fig. 1). Therefore, the s.r. in the X
model operates in the same way as a classic position ser-
vosystem. However, the vast majority2 of position servosystems
operate on loads whose characteristics are essentially constant;
consequently, the input-output relation r vs. X is unique (i.e.,
for fixed system parameters). In contrast, it is obvious that
humans and animals do not move against loads of constant
characteristics. Therefore, the static input-output relation (X
vs. X, where X is a central command) will depend on the
characteristics of the particular load being manipulated (assum-
ing for simplicity that the muscle parameters are constant). In
particular, if the load is changed, the parameter KP in Fig. 1 will

also change. The point is that the reference signal must be
adapted to the characteristics of the load. In other words, the
amount by which the stretch-reflex threshold X must be
changed in order to move to a given position, and in a given way
(e.g., speed), depends on the particular characteristics of the
load; there is no unique input-output relation (X vs. X), and
consequently the commands must be adapted to the load.
Because there is no unique input-output relation, the CNS
must determine the state of the muscle-load system before
issuing appropriate motor commands. This operation can be
referred to as "state-feedback." One of the strengths of the X
model is that it contains, albeit implicitly, the intuitive idea of
"state-feedback."

Berkinblit et al. favor the idea that the motor commands act to
change one parameter, the s.r. threshold X but are there
circumstances where the reflex stiffness is also changed? We
briefly discussed that in practice changes in stiffness (other loop
variables may be involved as well) are used to adapt the system
to variations in external conditions such as variations of load
characteristics. Indeed, two instances in which there may be a
change in the reflex stiffness occur when the conditions of the
motor task are changed, or the motor task itself is changed.

Akazawa, Milner, and Stein (1983) have shown that if subjects
are required to maintain a constant position of the distal phalanx
of the thumb against an unstable load (a torque motor with
positive position feedback), the slope of the reflex respon-
siveness (mean electromyographic (EMG) level of the reflex
response) against the tonic EMG level of the flexor was 40%
larger in this task than in a task that required the control of the
force exerted. They suggested that this finding implies that the
stiffness of reflex origin is adaptively regulated; the stretch reflex
stiffness was increased in order to stabilize an unstable load. In
another instance, we have recently shown that during standing
(a position-control task), the curve relating the soleus H-reflex
amplitude to the tonic EMG activity in this muscle has a smaller
slope and higher y-intercept (H-reflex amplitude at zero EMG)
than during walking (Capaday & Stein 1985). The magnitudes of
these two effects are substantial: up to a 5-6-fold difference in
slope, and up to a 3-4-fold difference in threshold. The high
values of the H-reflex during quiet standing (nearly zero EMG)
imply that even a small amount of body sway will be strongly
counteracted. However, during walking, high reflex amplitudes
at EMG levels comparable to those of quiet standing would
impede ankle dorsiflexion. Again, in this example the amplitude
of the reflex response, and hence the reflex-evoked stiffness, is
adapted to the task.

These changes in reflex sensitivity, and hence reflex-evoked
stiffness, are not inconsistent with the X model in its most
general form. One of the conditions for a stable equilibrium
point is that the stiffness of the stretch reflex must be greater
than that of the load, which was appreciated by Feldman in his
earlier papers on the X model (Feldman 1974a, b). What is
inconsistent with the above results is that the so-called invariant
characteristic of the X model (i.e., the constant form of the
Iength-vs.-tension relation in the s.r.) is not invariant. A change
in the slope of relfex response vs. background EMG reflects a
change in the length-vs.-tension relation of the stretch reflex.
This characteristic is therefore not invariant but is to some
extent adapted to the task (e.g., walking vs. standing, stable
loads vs. unstable or unpredictable loads.

In conclusion, because of a wide variation of possible load
characteristics against which movements are made, both the
threshold and the stiffness of the stretch reflex must be, and are,
adaptively modified.

1. By stretch reflex, we refer, in the sense of the target article, to the
overall effect of stretch. The intrinsic length-tension properties of
muscle, plus the reflex force and stiffness produced by activating
additional motoneurons, will contribute to the responses measured.

2. A particularly contemporary example of a position servosystem
acting on loads of variable characteristics is the robot manipulator. The
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variations in load are mainly due to changes in the moment of inertia
acting at each link as well as changes in the gravitational force acting on
each link. However, in practice these variations in load are greatly
minimized by large gear-reduction ratios between the load and the
motor shaft.

The diversity of variability
William D. Chappie
Department of Physiology and Neurobiology, University of Connecticut,
Storrs, Conn. 06268

It is perhaps unfair to confront the authors of the target article
with one's own concerns. After all, what Berkinblit et al. suggest
seems, in a general way, to be reasonable. Voluntary move-
ments (whatever they may be) may indeed be constructed by
the central nervous system using the same mechanisms that
underlie the variability of innate motor patterns. The thrust of
their paper is to deduce details of nervous system function from
the kinematics of movement. However, in a number of areas
Berkinblit et al.'s arguments do not seem to be clearly enough
defined to support their conclusions. Over the last 25 years the
thrust of neurobiology has been to explain behavior in terms of
the cellular properties and interconnections of groups of single
neurons. However, even preparations composed of relatively
few neurons appear extraordinarily complex (Miller & Sel-
verston 1982; Wine 1984), so that general laws of the rela-
tionship between neurons and behavior appear to many to be
elusive (Burrows 1984). As our ability to investigate membrane
properties or transmitter function increases, so also do the
problems of synthesizing this information. Thus, a behavioral
theory should provide us with ways of deciding between differ-
ent physiological alternatives.

Judged in this light, I am afraid that Berkinblit et al. do not
offer us much hope. They are primarily concerned with rather
general attributes of central nervous system function. For exam-
ple, how are we to distinguish between "voluntary" and "in-
nate" movements? Because "voluntary" implies "proceeding
from the will." our criterion is a problematic and untestable (for
nonhuman species) internal state. It might be more fruitful to
recast the hypothesis so that we distinguish between stereo-
typed movements whose trajectories are fixed invariant func-
tions of stimulus position and those whose trajectories are
determined by other factors as well. Stated in this way, perhaps
it is possible to determine whether common mechanisms are
shared by these two classes of movements.

This brings me to a second terminological difficulty.
Berkinblit et al. refer to "adaptability, plasticity, and vari-
ability" as synonyms. They conceive of this primarily as a taxic
component of a stereotyped movement (Lorenz & Tinbergen
1938). Variations in the form and duration of a motor pattern due
to this adaptivity may either alter the direction of a movement
relative to some external cue or maintain the animal in a
desirable position relative to that cue. A second (unmentioned)
source of variability is random processes, ranging from varia-
tions in external mechanical conditions to muscle fatigue to
alterations in the thresholds of neurons. Without an under-
standing of this variability, it is difficult to assess the importance
of "motor equivalence." Does it imply special mechanisms for
the generation of a set of movements, or is this a natural
consequence of the noisiness of the system? If the initial compo-
nent of a movement varies in its "working position," and infor-
mation from joints and proprioceptors is used to correct the
later portions of the movement, as Berkinblit et al. show, then
motor equivalence would be a consequence of these stochastic
processes. Also encompassed by the term "motor equivalence"
are movements that are quite different in form. Berkinblit et al.
refer to these as "reserve programs" activated when something
interferes with the primary movement. That there are interac-

tions between primary and reserve programs I can understand,
but I do not see that this leads to a hierarchy of motor-equivalent
programs. At any rate, it appears that variability includes a
heterogenous collection of phenomena, some of which may
indeed be important in providing a basis for the flexibility of
"voluntary movement," others of which may not.

I believe that the conflict between a and k models of the
equilibrium point hypothesis is somewhat artificial. Iso-
metrically stimulated muscles shift their zero length as well as
changing their stiffness as a function of activation; no one would
deny this. But muscle stiffness does increase as a function of
muscle operating force (Akazawa, Aldridge, Steeves & Stein
1982; Hoffer & Andreasson 1981, Fig. 3c). Thus, any model that
selects just one parameter of the spring model as the regulated
one is oversimplified. Under conditions of a--y coactivation,
both stiffness and threshold length would be functions of the
operating level of the muscle. The spinal frog, without separate
•y motoneurons, can nevertheless reach an equilibrium position.
What role feedback plays in movement has been discussed in
these pages (Stein 1982), but no consensus has emerged.

For all these reasons, I remain unconvinced that the hypoth-
esis of Berkinblit et al. is sharply defined enough to permit us to
draw any firm conclusions. I suspect that an equally convincing
argument could be made for the development of "voluntary
movements" from specialized perceptual systems such as cog-
nitive maps that project to lower motor centers rather than from
the taxis component of a fixed action pattern. Without further
definition of the different sources of variability, Berkinblit et
al.'s discussion does not seem to help us in dealing with the
relationship between cellular complexity and the behavior of
the whole animal or in opening a path to a predictive theory of
animal movement.

Are posture and movement different
expressions of the same mechanisms?
R. M. Enoka
Department of Exercise and Sport Sciences, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Ariz. 85721

Facts and theories are natural enemies. A theory may succeed for a
time in domesticating some facts, but sooner or later inevitably the
facts revert to their predatory ways. Theories deserve our sympathy,
for they are indispensible in the development of science . . . Howev-
er, theories are dangerous too, for they often function as blinkers
instead of spectacles. Misplaced confidence in a theory can effectively
prevent us from seeing facts as they really are.

(Wilkie, 1954)

In an area virtually devoid of significant hypotheses, Berkinblit
et al. are to be applauded for their attempt to outline a mecha-
nism for the voluntary control of movement and the illustration
of its application to the organization of motor behavior. In this
commentary I shall address only the former issue, the proposed
motor-control mechanism. In this regard, two significant fea-
tures of the target article are that it reiterates and emphasizes (1)
a distinction between two versions of the proposed mechanism,
the equilibrium-point hypothesis, and (2) a single-mechanism
account of the control of movement and the regulation of
posture. A traditional distinction among investigators in motor
control, however, concerns whether or not movement and
posture are different expressions of the same underlying mecha-
nism (Hasan, Enoka & Stuart 1985). The intent of this commen-
tary is to argue that the proposed mechanism acts as a set of
blinkers rather than spectacles for our understanding of the
control of movement.

The essential notion of the k version of the equilibrium-point
hypothesis is that once the stretch-reflex threshold is set, torque
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about a joint is a single-valued and increasing function of joint
angle (Asatryan & Feldman 1965). This function is termed an
invariant characteristic and is used interchangeably to refer to
relationships in the torque-angle and muscle force-length do-
mains (Asatryan & Feldman 1965; Feldman 1974a; 1980a). By
varying the threshold of the stretch reflex (X), the nervous
system can move the invariant characteristic along the muscle-
length axis (target article, Fig. 4E), and X, therefore, represents
an independently controllable parameter of motoneuron-pool
activity (Feldman 1974a). In this context, the term stretch reflex
is used in its widest sense to designate feedback of muscle
length, speed, and force; stretch-reflex threshold refers to the
minimum length at which there is stretch-elicited electrical
activity (EMG) in a muscle (Feldman 1974a). For a given A. (i.e.,
a posturally determined stretch-reflex threshold), the threshold
of the stretch reflex during movement (A.*, the dynamic stretch-
reflex threshold) is represented as a monotonically decreasing
function of velocity in which \* passes through X (target article,
Fig. 4F; Feldman 1974a).

The implications of this rationale are manifold. For this
commentary, however, I would like to focus on the suggestion
that posture represents but one point on the movement con-
tinuum. In the absence of direct evidence for or against, I would
claim that several observations hint at distinct mechanisms for
posture and movement. Perhaps the strongest case for a pos-
ture-movement dichotomy, certainly for a model based on the
stretch reflex, can be made on the basis of the phase- and state-
dependencies exhibited by reflexes. For example, it has been
well documented that with a change in the external conditions
such that a perturbation-elicited stretch reflex would cause a
subject to become unstable, the subject can learn to attenuate
the reflex response (Nashner 1976). This stretch-reflex adapt-
ability has been examined under a variety of conditions and
appears to be task-dependent (Gottlieb & Agarwal 1978; 1979;
1980; Soechting, Dufresne, & Lacquaniti 1981). Although this
observation in itself could be interpreted merely as a reduction
in reflex gain and not as a change in threshold, there is a
suggestion (Fig. 3 in both Gottlieb & Agarwal, 1980, and Cooke, .
1980) that the reflex could be inhibited to the extent that it can
be turned off in faster movements - peak movement speeds,
however, were well within the range of speeds encountered in
everyday activities.

A second line of reasoning that militates against a posture-
movement continuum evolves from a concern over the level of
detail the \ model represents. By definition, the EMG (elec-
tromyogram) elicited by stretch is minimal at the muscle length
that corresponds to X and increases as the invariant charac-
teristic proceeds to its upper limit. Indeed, the EMG records
for biceps brachii at several equilibrium points (postural posi-
tions) along the invariant characteristic support this suggestion
(target article, Fig. 4E). However, because several muscles
contribute to the elbow-flexion torque (primarily biceps brachii,
brachioradialis, and brachialis), the question arises as to
whether the same EMG pattern is evident among all the
synergists. That is, for a particular invariant characteristic, is X
set for each of the synergists individually, just for the prime
mover, or does it represent a mean value for the whole group?

Although the concern over the level of detail represented by
the X model transcends the posture-movement issue, the im-
plication of the X model has always been that the functional unit
of X control is the group of synergists (viz. the torque-angle
relationships of the elbow flexors and extensors). Consequently,
in terms of the posture-movement argument this level-of-detail
issue raises the question of whether or not the relative activity
among synergists changes between the two states. There is
some evidence to suggest that this is indeed the case. One
example concerns the function of the synergistic pair of muscles
flexor digitorum longus and flexor hallucis longus in the cat.
These two mucles share a common tendon of attachment, are
interconnected by heteronymous monosynaptic group la excita-

tion, and exert similar actions on the digits. However, the
motor-unit properties of the two muscles are quite different
(Dutn, Burke, O'Donovan, Toop & Hodgson 1982), and, per-
haps not surprisingly, the relative activity patterns vary depend-
ing on the task (O'Donovan, Pinter, Dum & Burke 1982). For
instance, in treadmill locomotion, flexor digitorum longus was
predictably active at the onset of the swing phase whereas flexor
hallucis longus never exhibited any swing-phase activity but
rather was active during most of the stance phase. In contrast,
the two muscles were coactivated during jumping and landing.
These observations represent a functional dissociation of syn-
ergist activity.

Unfortunately, many of us have been slow to appreciate the
significance of the demonstration. For example, the observation
has been made that during elbow-flexion movements performed
over a range of average angular velocities, there was a linear
relationship between the activation level of biceps brachii and
either brachioradialis or brachialis (Bouisset, Lestienne &
Maton 1977). However, it appears that such a covariation does
not extend to isometric conditions because we have found that
when the level of EMG activity of one of the elbow flexors (e.g.,
biceps brachii) was controlled at four different levels (5, 10, 15,
and 20% of the value associated with the maximum isometric
contraction), the level of brachioradialis activity at a given elbow
angle did not covary in a predictable manner (Howard, Hoit,
Enoka & Hasan, 1986). Furthermore, this pattern changed with
elbow angle and differed substantially among subjects. That is, for
the very musculoskeletal system used by many investigators to
explore the various features of the invariant characteristics, it
appears that the relative activity among synergists can vary de-
pending on the task.

In summary, the X model of the equilibrium-point hypothesis
has as one if its central aspects the stretch reflex and appears to
be formulated in terms of synergistic muscle groups. In this
commentary I have argued that the expression of both features
of motor control (the stretch reflex and the relative activity
among synergists) is task dependent, which probably reflects a
difference in the mechanisms underlying posture and move-
ment. This possibility contradicts the single-mechanism ac-
count proposed in the target article.

Is anything fixed in an action pattern?
William H. Evoy
Department of Biology, University of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla. 33124

Those of us who deal with the neuronal bases of behavior can
benefit from becoming literate in the ideas and observations of
recent etheological approaches to mechanisms and evolution of
behavior. The problem of variability in even the most stereo-
typed of responses is well-known to etheologists, many of whom
now avoid using the term "fixed action pattern" because it
suggests hard-wired, invariant responses to classes of similar
stimuli. Barlow (1968; 1977) suggests the use of "modal action
pattern" (MAP) in which a recognizable pattern of movement
characteristic of a behavioral response occurs as a measurable
variation around a spatiotemporal mode or "central tendency."
Particularly suggestive to those of us who seek the bases of these
responses in discrete networks of identifiable neurons and the
functional connections among them that make up motor pro-
grams is that components ("acts") of a recognized MAP often
appear in distinctly different MAPs.

The motor pattern or reflex chosen by Berkinblit et al. to
investigate adaptive variability in control of a response is quite a
bit more complex than most of us would choose for detailed
investigation of underlying pathways and information process-
ing. The mechanisms by which goal-directed aiming of the frog's
hindlimb might be processed in premotor interneurons of the
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spinal cord are particularly challenging. Even more mind-
boggling is the manner in which a sensory map of the cutaneous
projections could be constructed in or projected to the appropri-
ate spinal interneurons.

Quite recently, several neurobiologists have begun to
reevaluate terminology such as "central pattern generator" and
"neuronal command," although these concepts retain value for
the purpose of discussion until we develop new generalizations
that better fit what we already know about sensorimotor sys-
tems. These terms seem to be losing their appeal because they
suggest experimentally isolable anatomical fixity and hard-wir-
ing dedicated to a particular act (e.g., Grillner & Wallen 1985;
Sillar 1985; Soffe 1985). Although Berkinblit et al. continue to
use these terms as well as the more etheological "fixed action
pattern" and "innate motor pattern," they add appropriate
qualifications to develop their argument for adaptive variability
in goal-directed limb movements such as wiping and scratching.
Thus, although using the classical terminology, they are more
closely in agreement with the modern ethologists than are many
neurobiologists. [See also Kuptermann & Weiss, "The Com-
mand Neuron Concept," BBS 1(1) 1978, and Hoyle, "The Scope
of Neuroethology," BBS 7(3) 1984.]

Variability occurs in even the most seemingly straightforward
of proprioceptive reflexes in insects, crustaceans, mammals,
and probably a host of other taxa. Although difficult to obtain
predictably in the majority of cases, there are a number of
reported and unreported cases in which the input-output rela-
tion "changes its mind," often apparently spontaneously. In
some cases there is an adaptive explanation, as in correction for
stumbling or encountering an obstacle during walking (For-
ssberg 1979). Although some of these reflex pathways have been
demonstrated to have simple monosynaptic sensorimotor con-
nections, divergent and parallel processing by complex systems
of (often local) interneurons appear likely to become the rule
rather than the exception in arthropods (Siegler 1984). To add to
the potential mechanisms of integration, collateral inhibitory
interactions among interneurons appear to be common (Bur-
rows 1979; Harrison 1985). Considering the extensive spatial
and temporal integration found in these interneuronal popula-
tions, plastic control of responsiveness of the motor output must
depend at least partly on interactions within these systems.

Comparative studies of motor function and behavior patterns
show that reflex pathways in the mammalian spinal cord such as
la, lb, and flexor reflex afferent interneurons are in fact multi-
functional central components some of which are involved in
rhythm generation (Harrison 1985; Jordan 1983). Behavioral
acts like scratching, stepping, and (insect) stridulation probably
share many of the same CNS components within the species in
which they occur. It seems to follow that, although the gener-
ated behavioral acts are recognizably distinct from one another,
they share many of the same properties.

There are also indications that the several hundred inter-
neurons of a general class in these polysynaptic pathways are
organized into sets with nonidentical but perhaps overlapping
converging inputs and diverging outputs. If indeed some or all
of these interneurons are part of the basis of the motor program,
it may eventually be possible to envision a type of organization
whereby a modal motor program could be constructed by tuning
in or out components of the overall population much the way
musical chords are constructed from combinations of appropri-
ately interacting individual notes with variable contributions
from each note. If this concept is valid for what we have yet to
learn about integrative interactions in the nervous system,
sensorimotor systems responsible for motor patterning may
come to be viewed as facultative, in that they are not based on a
fixed and exclusive set of interacting cells. Thus, models in
which fixed sets of neurons are assumed to be dedicated to a
particular behavioral function would become unrealistic.

One of the features of the \ model is that level C (central
commands) is thought to be composed of descending neuronal

systems with tonic inputs to the servosystem of muscle control.
The origin of these inputs is not spelled out, but they are
postulated to mediate voluntary control of movement and pos-
ture where the brain is involved. However, in the wiping
response the spinalized preparations make metric transforma-
tions with many of the features of cerebellar control. This
finding certainly enhances our appreciation of the sophistication
of spinal circuitry, making it appear far more than a slave to the
brain. However, it also raises some questions about interpreta-
tions of the command neuron concept (Kupfermann & Weiss
1978). It seems to suggest a modification of part of Brown's
(1912) hypothesis (for generation of stepping in cats) that de-
scending inputs to the spinal rhythm generator are an extrinsic
source of tonic excitation responsible for turning on the separate
spinal circuitry and controlling its excitability. Recent findings
with a much simpler system, generation of fictive swimming in
curarized spinal Xenopus laevis embryos, substantiate this mod-
ified view (Evoy, Roberts, Soffe & Dale 1984; Roberts, Dale,
Evoy & Soffe 1985). It was shown with pharmacological and
surgical isolation techniques that tonic excitation of swim gener-
ation was attributable to interneurons in the five or six rostral
segments of the cord. These inputs shared most of the measur-
able characteristics found in intact animals and resemble some
of the features of voluntary control suggested in the work on the
frog wiping response. Although the embryo swimming prepara-
tion differs considerably from the adult wiping one, it does share
some apparent similarities in initiation and control of a motor act
through tonic excitation, which is in turn activated by tactile
stimuli, with parts of the computational processing by the brain
being replicated or backed up within the spinal cord.

As we approach a better understanding of the functional
components of motor programs and their integration with feed-
back that is itself a controlled variable for different behaviors and
even within a particular act, we can anticipate further refine-
ment of the terminology and fine-tuning of the emergent gener-
alizations. In vertebrate rhythmic systems, a useful approach is
a marriage of conventional neurophysiological and anatomical
analysis with simulation, integrating available data (Cohen,
Holmes & Rand 1982; Roberts, Dale & Soffe 1984). Whether or
not all of the components of adaptive variability can be incorpo-
rated into this type of analysis in a realistic manner remains to be
seen. Thus far, generalizations that can be adequately described
verbally with our present vocabulary are very few and probably
inadequate.
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Organizational polarities and contextual
controls in integrated movement
John C. Fentress
Departments of Psychology and Biology, Dalhousie University, Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada B3H 4J1

Using their elegant analyses of wiping movements in frogs,
Berkinblit et al. illustrate organizational polarities in movement
that, as they suggest, reflect important advances in our concepts
in both the ethological and neurobiological domains. Two of
these polarities that are especially critical are (1) how discrete
versus continuous are the movement properties that we exam-
ine, and (2) to what extent are these properties fixed rather than
dynamic in their operation? That is, there appear to be relative
cohesions among the various properties of movement that can
shift, within limits, through time. Of course, one's perspectives
here depend not only upon the particular case studied, but also
upon the time frames and levels of organization considered
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(Fentress 1984). The issues can become very tricky when we
allow these polarities to play back upon themselves in various
combinations (e.g., how discrete is the distinction between
fixed and stable actions, and to what extent are the separations
and cohesions in movement dynamically ordered?). Obviously
one can get into a conceptual muddle, which is precisely why
carefully explored model systems are so critical. This is worth
paying attention to because traditional hard-line distinctions,
whether in performance characteristics (e.g., phase 1 "versus"
phase 2) or machinery (e.g., reflex "versus" central processes)
begin to crumble when looked at closely - although obviously
we do need to make distinctions!

Facial-grooming sequences in rodents provide a useful il-
lustration (see Fentress, 1983, for more detailed review). Facial
grooming is in a sense a behavioral "unit," albeit one that is
dynamically attached to other movement patterns, motivational
states, and so forth. It is not unitary, however. For the purposes
of initial classification, a number of stroke "types" can be
distinguished which are in turn arranged into various combina-
tions as the animals progress through the sequence. These
sequences are hierarchically ordered in the interesting sense
that (a) the same individual stroke "type" may be part of several
higher-order combinations, and (b) the sequential regularities
among these higher-order combinations may exceed those of
the participating elements. Moving toward more refined analy-
sis, one finds that these abstracted stroke types can vary slightly
in their form as a function of their particular neighbors, and that
dimensions such as velocity and amplitude of forelimb trajecto-
ries may blend across individually isolated stroke phases. The
types themselves, although perceptually distinguishable by the
human observer, can be made up through various combinations
of movement defined at the level of individual body segments.
When individual limb-segment movements are defined with
respect to both the observer and adjacent segments of the
animal's own body, a rich variety of temporal separations and
cohesions can be determined. The fact that regularities can
occur at some levels (such as paw-to-face contacts) while varia-
tions occur at others (such as in either forelimb trajectories or
individual limb-segment kinematics) clearly illustrates the prin-
ciple that "what you measure is what you get" - there are
shifting sets of flexible cohesions in the movement's overall
organization. Recently we have traced these separations and
cohesions through early postnatal development and found that
these properties become both refined and elaborated in com-
plex but predictable ontogenetic patterns (Golani & Fentress, in
press). Neuromuscular capacities and priorities have important
age-dependent qualities that can be used to aid our understand-
ing about mechanisms of control.

As an illustration, grooming can be produced "endogenously"
in young animals, but not in adults, by placing them into the
appropriate posture and tweaking the tail. Young animals also
often break into grooming during locomotion or even swimming
if one of their forepaws passes near to the face. Fully integrated
grooming sequences in adults obviously involve the participa-
tion of a number of "higher" and "lower" (as well as "central"
and "peripheral") control processes that can interlock in a
dynamic fashion. One easy illustration of these central-pe-
ripheral dynamics is to place a drop of water onto a mouse's
back, an operation which facilitates initial face grooming as in
the normal rostral-to-caudal body sequence; strong irritants
such as ether, on the other hand, are more likely to restructure
this sequence (after all, the problem's now more important!). If
the forelimbs are phasically pulled laterally outward from hav-
ing contact with the face, this (as one might expect) almost
immediately terminates slow and flexible phases of facial groom-
ing. Vertical oscillatory movements of the forepaws during rapid
and stereotyped phases of grooming, however, are often main-
tained over their normal combined temporal course of approx-
imately one second. It would be tempting to call these stereo-
typed phases centrally programmed in the strict sense of the

term, except for the fact that the animals also exhibit increasing
force inward toward the face as the sequence progresses. Re-
moval of the mystacial vibrissae also increases the disruptability
of even these fast phases. The point of emphasis here is that
central-peripheral relations are in dynamic balance, rather than
being static, either/or dichotomous properties of movement
(Woolridge & Fentress, in preparation). Such observations can
begin to lead us toward a perspective of control priorities in
which it is recognized that the intact behaving animal is regulat-
ing a number of variables simultaneously. Often these priorities
are not intuitively obvious, such as when a grooming mouse
maintains symmetrical forepaw oscillations in the air without
making any contact with the face, even though only one of the
forepaws is pulled downward from the face. Normally mice
maintain symmetrical contact pathways between the forepaws
and face, even when this necessitates severe kinematic adjust-
ments on one or both sides (e.g., when normal freedom of
movement along one side is restricted by its posture or contacts
with the environment). It is interesting that young animals are
not as good at making these adjustments; relational constancies
in movement through variable means can take a while to master.

These and related observations take us to a position that we
might call contextual control in integrated movement, which is a
more or less direct elaboration of Berkinblit et al.'s throughtful
discussion. Facets of motor organization that we may choose to
abstract for analysis normally occur in the context of other
movements, changes in internal state, and so forth. Berridge
and Fentress (in press) have recently documented the impor-
tance of these contextual factors in experiments with tri-'
geminally deafferented rats. These rats had previously been
implanted with chronic oral cannulae through which different
taste solutions could be placed directly into their mouths. Such
infusions elicit a number of ingestive and aversive movements
(depending upon the substances used), as well as occasional
grooming during (and more commonly after) the infusions.
Given that certain movement components are elicited both in
what we can now call "ingestive" and postprandial "grooming"
contexts, the question is whether the same loss of somatosenso-
ry and pain inputs from the facial and oral regions has the same
consequences in these two contexts. What we found instead was
that characteristic deformations in rhythmic tongue protrusions
were limited to the ingestive context, while alterations in
forelimb action were limited to postprandial grooming. In addi-
tion, postprandial grooming actions occurring in one (relatively
discontinuous!) stereotyped sequence phase of postprandial
grooming were protected from the otherwise marked conse-
quences of trigeminal deafferentation. Thus, a number of high-
er-order (e.g., motivational) variables that are normally studied
by ethologists, as well as the sequence phases that are being
studied by an increasing number of motor physiologists, can
each exert important contextual influences on the organization
of neurobehavioral systems that have traditionally been studied
as isolated packets. It is largely through these contextual influ-
ences, which obviously can be studied across a number of time
frames and levels of organization, that we may begin to get a
better sense of the relative polarities (continuities-discon-
tinuities; changes-stabilities) that one finds running through a
number of current problems in the behavioral and brain sci-
ences (cf. Hoyle 1984; Fodor 1985).

Simple changes in reflex threshold cannot
explain all aspects of rapid voluntary
movements
C. Gielena and J. C. Houk"
"Medical and Physiological Physics, State University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands; bDepartment of Physiology, Northwestern University, Chicago,
III. 60611
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The central hypothesis proposed by Berkinblit et al. is that
voluntary movements are constructed by the central nervous
system using the same mechanisms that underlie the variability
of innate motor patterns. Based on this hypothesis the authors
propose the X model, which assumes that voluntary and reflex-
induced movements are the result of changes in the reflex
threshold. Although the X model may be able to explain a wider
range of experimental data than other models (such as the a.
model), in its present form the X model cannot explain all
characteristics of voluntary movements.

Wadman, Van der Gon, Gueze & Mol (1979) studied EMG
(electromyographic) activity during fast goal-directed move-
ments. In some trials, unexpectedly for the subject, the move-
ment was blocked such that the arm could not move in the aimed
direction. During these blocked trials the first agonist burst had
the same amplitude and duration as in unblicked trials. More-
over, if the amplitude of the intended movement was 22.5 cm or
less, the antagonist muscle was activated, although no braking
was required because the arm had not moved at all. In some
subjects this resulted in a movement in the opposite direction.
These observations clearly show that fast aiming movements are
not the result of a simple shift of the reflex threshold to a new
value. In that case, the EMG activity in the antagonist muscle
during the blocked trials would have been absent. In our view
these observations indicate that the first part of fast aiming
movements is centrally programmed (see also Marsden, Obeso

& Rothwell 1983) in a way different from that proposed by the X.
model. The data obtained by Sanes and Jennings (1984), who
demonstrated a triphasic EMG pattern in the ischemically
deafferented limb, can likewise not be explained by the \ model
as proposed by Berkinblit et al.

These observations can be explained by a modified \ model in
which the reflex threshold does not shift to its final position in
one step, as assumed by Berkinblit et al., but in several steps.
This is explained in Fig. 1. Figure 1A shows the ICs (invariant
characteristics) for agonist and antagonist (ICa ) and antagonist
(ICant) muscles. Each line gives the relation between muscle
force and limb position. As a consequence, stiffness of the limb is
determined by the slope of this line at each position. In this
particular case none of the muscles is active in the position range
between Xag and Xant. In Figure IB the threshold of the agonist
muscle is below that of the antagonist muscle (Xag<Xanl) and
both muscles will be activated for limb positions between X
and Xanl. The IC of the limb is the combined result of the ICs or
the muscles separately. It has a nearly constant slope which is
steeper than that of the ICs of each of the muscles separately (see
also Feldman 1980). Therefore, stiffness is much higher during
coactivation of muscles. Fig. IC shows the postulated changes in
threshold that may explain the characteristics of fast move-
ments. Initially the reflex threshold overshoots the final posi-
tion, eliciting a burst of activity in the agonist muscle (stage 1).
Then the threshold is set to another position, undershooting the
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Figure 1. (Gielen and Houk). Modified X model to explain the characteristics of
fast goal-directed movements. Fig. A shows the invariant characteristics (ICs) for
agonist and antagonist muscles. IC is the relation between muscle force and limb
position at a particular setting of the threshold X for the stretch reflex. Fig. B shows
how stifihess can be increased by a shift of the thresholds Xag and Xant of the stretch
reflex in agonist and antagonist muscles. Fig. C shows the postulated settings of the
reflex threshold at different time intervals that can explain the characteristics of fast
movements. Arrows indicate the direction of the trajectory of the movement in the
force-position plane. The settings of the reflex threshold for agonist and antagonist
muscles are shown in Figs. D and E, respectively. Fig. F shows movement position
as a function of time.
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movement end position (stage 2). This would elicit a large burst
of activity in the antagonist muscle, even if the limb does not
move at all, as in the blocked trials of Wadman's experiment or if
the limb is ischemically deafferented (Sanes & Jennings 1984).
Finally, the reflex threshold is set at the final value (stage 3),
with a coactivation of agonist and antagonist muscles, generating
a large stiffness. Gradually, then, the stiffness decreases to its
final value related to the decreasing amount of coactivation
(stage 4).

The coactivation observed after fast goal-directed movements
(Feldman 1980; Vincken, Gielen & van der Gon 1984) has been
shown to reflect the setting of an equilibrium point. Increasing
the amount of coactivation results in an increased stiffness,
holding the limb close to the equilibrium position. However, if
the stretch reflex contributed to stiffness only, system theory
explains that coactivation would decrease the damping and
therefore the stability of the limb. Recently, it has been shown
(Gielen & Houk 1984; Gielen, Houk, Marcus & Miller 1984)
that the stretch reflex also contributes to the viscous properties
by a nonlinear component. These viscous properties may sta-
bilize the stretch reflex and make it useful, not only to compen-
sate for external disturbances, but also to assist during normal
voluntary movements. The role of the stretch reflex as assisting
in limb stabilization and in the attainment of desired end
position is compatible with the main characteristics of the \
model. However, more experimental data are necessary to
obtain conclusive evidence for this hypothesis.

An essential feature of the \ model is that the reflex threshold
is set by input to the a motoneurons, 7 motoneurons, and
interneurons in the reflex pathway. The phenomenon of motor
equivalence then requires that the unique solution to the
problem of coordination of a system with redundant degrees of
freedom be solved in a similar way by the central nervous
system and by spinal mechanisms in order to guarantee an
effective cooperation between central commands and reflex
activity. Berkinblit et al. convincingly show that the coordinate
transformations required to explain the phenomenon of motor
equivalence have to be attributed to the spinal cord, whether or
not similar processes have to be ascribed to higher centers of the
central nervous system. In this view the study of the role of
interneurons and the input of central command signals to
interneurons should be an important field for future research.

What are the building blocks of the frog's
wiping reflex?
Man Golani
Department of Zoology, Tel-Aviv University, Ramat-Aviv 69978, Israel

A theory of motor control must first and foremost account for
observed motor behaviour, so it might be useful to examine
some of the descriptive tools used in the target article for the
representation and analysis of movement (motor behaviour). By
limiting the analysis to movements carried out mainly in the
frog's horizontal plane, and by measuring only the projections of
joint angles on this plane, movement, which takes place in
three-dimensional space, has been reduced to a two-dimension-
al phenomenon. The main question discussed in this commen-
tary is whether such a reduction is justified in view of the issues
being raised. This question is first examined for single-segment
movement and then for the movement of the compound limb.
The last section examines the chosen scale of measurement.

(a; Single segments. Evidently, the movements of a single
axis, of constant length, free to move about one fixed end, are
cnlosed by a sphere. The curves traced by the axis on its surface
are circles or parts of circles, of various sizes and orientations.
Every segment of the body can be regarded as such an axis,
moving around its joint, which is its fixed end. The path of

movement is determined by the angular relation between the
stationary axis of movement (around which the circle or its part
is traced) and the moving axis. When the angle between the two
axes is 90°, the axis traces the largest circle on the surface of the
sphere, moving along one plane. When the angle is smaller, the
circle is smaller and its curvature steeper (Fig. 1). It follows that
any two points on the sphere's surface can be traversed either in
the shortest way, that is, through a plane movement (e.g., the
interrupted line from E to F in Fig. 2), or through one of many
steeper arcs (e.g., the heavy line from E to F in Fig. 2). When
the angle equals 0°, the circle is "reduced to a point," and the
moving axis rotates around itself (Eshkol & Wachman 1958)
(Fig- 1).

The equilibrium point hypothesis suggested by Berkinblit et
al.. implies that segments that are free to move around a
spherical ball-and-socket joint (e.g., the upper hindleg) would
nevertheless always move along the shortest path from one
point to the next on the sphere's surface, thus producing only
plane movements and excluding controlled steeper arcs be-
tween the same points. The elimination of the possibility of
steeper arcs allows the exclusive use of the terms flexion and
extension, which imply a change of relation between two adja-
cent segments, disregarding their direction (position) in space.
Thus, by ignoring the third dimension, the target article vali-
dates the a priori equation between final position and path form,
and its results are bound to confirm its initial distinctions. To
argue that final positions of a segment's movements are the only
variables controlling its movements, it is first necessary to show
that the paths of movement are fortuitous, and therefore uncon-
trolled, but this goal cannot be accomplished in the absence of a
system that can represent the different paths.

(b) The compound limb. The lirnb that performs the wiping
may be considered as a mechanical linkage of interdependent
segments. This interdependence implies that an active move-
ment of a proximal segment would change the locations and
modify the paths of movement of all the segments distal to it.
Clearly, a movement of a proximal segment to a fixed position in
relation to its base (e.g., if the upper leg had moved in all strokes
to the same position in relation to the pelvis) drastically reduces
the freedom of movement of the whole linkage. A movement to

Figure 1. (Golani). Three types of circles produced by move-
ment of an axis about the same stationary axis of movement. The
heavy lines describe the moving axis, tracing 1, the largest
circle; 2, a smaller circle with a steeper arc, and 3, a rotation.
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\

Figure 2. (Golani). A sequence of movement traced within a
sphere by an axis. The interrupted line between E and F
describes the shortest path between these points. The heavy
line from E to F describes one of many steeper and longer
possible paths. (Reproduced from Eshkol and Wachman, 1958,
with permission of the Movement Notation Society.)

such a position of a distal segment does not reduce the freedom
of the segments proximal to it. Therefore, the movement of the
metatarsus on the tarsus to a fixed position that allows, anatom-
ically, the next movement of whisking (target article, Fig. 12,
Fig. 7) does not tell us anything about the nature of the
movements of the more proximal segments. These are ex-
pected, and reported, to reach variable positions at the end of
the same stages of different strokes. The question that lies at the
heart of the issue of intersegmental coordination is: What is the
computational formula that ties this variability into an organized
pattern? Instead of treating this question at the level of observ-
ables, the target article relegates it to the function of the spinal
cord.

One of the variables presumably controlled in the reflex is
suggested by its function - wiping - and is expressed in the
relations of contact or near-contact between the tip of the
compound limb and specific locations on body surface. Another
candidate variable may be the direction (position, viewed prox-
imodistally) of the distal segment - the metatarsus - in relation
to the frog's midsagittal plane. This is suggested by the observa-
tion that "the frog . . . varies the joint angles . . . to select the
'direction of attack'" on the stimulus (target article, Fig. 7). If
indeed these two variables are controlled, then their control is
evidently accomplished through spherical movements (see sec-
tion on single segments) of the individual segments on top of
their respective proximal neighbours. For instance, in the
aiming phase illustrated in Fig. 7, the relationship between the
tip of the toes and body surface is fixated, as the metatarsus
changes its position in relation to the midsagittal plane, first by
being carried along passively (frames 21-22), and then (frames
22-23) due to its own active movement. Throughout the pro-
cess, the lower leg moves actively on the upper leg, carrying
along the passive tarsus. This process involves a change of
position of each of the segments in relation to (a) its posterior
segment and (b) the midsagittal plane. Because the computa-
tional task exclusively involves relations between the parts of
the body, cartesian coordinates and metric transformations are
extraneous and irrelevant to the computational task at hand.

(c) The chosen scale. Does variability in and of itself imply
motor equivalence? For every scale being used for measure-
ment there is a finer scale that might replace it, and depending
on the chosen scale, the movement may appear fixed or vari-
able. One problem in the analysis of the performance of a control
system is how to distinguish between variations that reflect (a)
different strategies, (b) quantitative variations within strategies,
and (c) the system's sensitivity to error. Such a distinction can be
exemplified in the analysis of metatarsus movement- between
aiming and whisking: The strategy is movement to the same
position in relation to the tarsus; quantitative variations are
reflected in the amount of movement to this position; and the
system's sensitivity is disclosed in the range of final positions
(130°-150°). But on what grounds are the variations recorded for
the more proximal segments interpreted to reflect motor equiv-
alence? The variations in joint angles that are taken to demon-
strate motor equivalence in Fig. 9 are smaller than the variations
in the final positions of the metatarsus prior to whisking, which
are taken to show the opposite, namely, that this position is
fixed. It seems that a deliberate choice of a coarser scale would
make the organization at the proximal joints of the linkage easier
to discern, without refuting the regularity established at the
distal end.

The invariant characteristic isn't
Gerald L. Gottlieb3 and Gyan C. Agarwal"
"Department of Physiology, Rush Medical College, Chicago, III. 60612;
"Departments of Industrial and Systems Engineering and of
Bioengineering, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, III. 60680

Few theories have a simplicity and elegance that stimulate and
inspire an entire discipline. Merton's (1953) servo hypothesis
was one. Feldman's invariant characteristic hypothesis (Asa-
tryan & Feldman 1965) is another. It is the nature of such
theories to excite not just their creators but many other investi-
gators to challenge them, test them, argue about them, and, of
course, as is always the ultimate case with scientific theories,
reject parts of them as incorrect or incomplete. This was the case
with the reflex servo as the basis for voluntary motor control,
and this is also the case for the invariant characteristic.

The invariant characteristic (IC) curve, measured by suc-
cessive unloadings of a voluntarily contracted limb, is an in-
complete observation of the relationship between torque and
angle at a joint. A more complete description is shown in Fig. 1.
Curve I describes the equilibrium angle of an elbow that is
initially supporting a load (Ta) at an angle (X ) and either
unloaded (downward to the left) or loaded (upward to the right).

The S shape of this curve, indicating a softening springlike
behavior in both shortening and lengthening, is the most impor-
tant feature of the muscle-reflex-CNS system. At rest, the limb
always lies at the inflection point of the S-shaped curve. If we
unload from Ta to Tb or Tc we reach equilibrium at Xb or Xc just
as predicted by the IC hypothesis. However, if we first unload to
Tb, wait a moment, and then further unload to Tc, we do not end
at Xc but at Xc, which is closer. This is due to the change in
muscle state that occurs between the first and second unload-
ings. The change is a shift in the torque-angle relationship from
that described by curve I to that described by curve II. Further-
more, restoring Ta does not restore Xa but falls slightly short.
This phenomenon has been described briefly in Gottlieb and
Agarwal (1983; 1984).

The plastic change in the joint length-tension description is
not an "invariant characteristic." More complex models are
required for even this seemingly simple case. These will involve
both translation of the torque-angle relation (to keep the inflec-
tion point at the "rest" position, wherever it may move to) and a
change in its overall steepness. The implications of this are that
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Xc- X

Figure 1. (Gottlieb and Agarwal). Two curves denoting equi-
librium torque-angle characteristics of a joint. For both curves,
unloading of a tonically contracted limb is downward and in-
creased loading is upward. The limb always starts from the
inflexion point. The different curves are obtained when the
subject is instructed to move the limb to different angles against
different externally applied loads. An alternate way to obtain the
different curves is described in the text. The important point
illustrated is that points in the angle-torque plane do not have a
unique curve passing through them.

neither a simple \ nor a theory can account for even single-joint
movements from one stable position to another.

Do subprograms for movement always seek
equilibrium?
Z. Hasan
Department of Physiology, University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz. 85724

The authors of the target article have attempted to achieve an
integrated view of the motor control system by proposing that
"adaptability" is manifested not only in the choice of the sub-
programs for movement, but also in the selection of the specific
parameters for a subprogram. The latter selection, according to
Berkinblit et al., amounts to the prescription of successive
equilibrium points. It has been assumed that the equilibrium-
point hypothesis, formulated originally in the context of uni-
directional movements of a single joint directed toward a fixed
target, also applies to more complex movement sequences. This
generalization neither follows from theoretical considerations of
mechanics nor is very useful in unraveling the strategy underly-
ing complex movements.

The crux of the various versions of the equilibrium-point
hypothesis, as I understand it, is that the movement of the limb
is directed at every instant toward a position where the limb
would be in equilibrium. The latter position, which thus acts as
an attractor, is itself mobile, its motions being prescribed by the
nervous system. It is as if a mouse is programmed to move about
and a cat follows in pursuit, while being subjected to various
external influences and constraints. This scheme is supposed to
operate even when the goaJ of a movement is to swipe rather
than to stop at a particular position, as for example in wiping an
irritant off the skin. In this case the equilibrium point is sup-
posed to be placed ahead of the irritated skin.

If we observe a cat wandering about, it is tempting to surmise
that it must be chasing a mouse. But to substantiate this idea,

one of the following conditions should be met: (1) The mouse is
observed independently of the cat, and we find that the cat is
indeed always headed toward the mouse. (2) Although we do not
at present see a mouse, there are theoretical reasons for believ-
ing that cats must always be chasing mice. (3) The movements of
the cat, with and without imposed perturbations, can be de-
duced from postulated ramblings of an unseen mouse, and the
latter can be described more simply than the former. I endeavor
to show that none of these conditions is satisfied when the cat
represents the limb and the mouse the equilibrium position,
except in special circumstances.

1. Can we locate the equilibrium position independently of
kinematic measurements on the limb? This is not feasible for the
k model, because there is no experimental technique for mea-
suring the input to a motoneuron pool from all sources other
than muscle afferents. In the case of the a model, it is possible in
theory to calculate the equilibrium position based on elec-
tromyographic (EMG) activities of the various muscles. But this
has not been attempted for EMG recordings during the course
of a movement, probably because of the daunting complexity of
muscle properties. Qualitatively speaking, however, since the
directions of the transient and the steady-state changes in EMG
associated with movement can be different (Hasan & Enoka
1985), it would appear that the equilibrium position determined
from the EMGs can move initially in a direction opposite to that
of the limb movement. Thus, condition (1) is not fulfilled for
either version of the hypothesis.

2. Are there theoretical reasons for believing that movement
must always be directed toward equilibrium? Newtonian me-
chanics says otherwise. For instance, the earth moves inces-
santly around the sun, but not because it chases an equilibrium
point, for the latter remains fixed firmly in the center of the sun.
Moreover, a position of equilibrium need not always act as an
attractor. If we briefly push a tumbler so that it falls on its own
from a vertical to a horizontal position, it would be entirely
appropriate to say that, once initiated, the movement is directed
away from the vertical equilibrium position. (An analogous
situation occurs near the end of the stance phase in locomotion.)
The final position of the tumbler, though necessarily one of
equilibrium, would be entirely fortuitous and cannot be consid-
ered an attractor. Condition (2), therefore, is not fulfilled.

3. Are the assumed motions of the equilibrium point, from
which the observed limb movements can be deduced, more
simple than the observations themselves? This is a question
concerning the value or explanatory power of the equilibrium-
point construct, irrespective of its observability or theoretical
necessity. The question has different answers in different
contexts.

A. Consider single-joint, unidirectional movements directed
toward a fixed target. In this context the work of Bizzi, Accor-
nero, Chappie, and Hogan (1982, 1984) has shown, especially
clearly in the case of deafferented limbs, that a simple motion of
the equilibrium point can explain the complicated effects of
various perturbations. This shows the explanatory power of the
concept, though the situation is less clear in the case of intact
afferents when the nervous system is not oblivious of perturba-
tions. Berkinblit et al., however, include these reflexive effects
in the X model and claim that a simple, unidirectional shift in \ ,
the central (nonreflex) drive, underlies perturbed and unper-
turbed movements. Furthermore, they provide an ingenious
explanation for the observed two-burst pattern of agonist EMG,
on the basis of the \ model and other reasonable assumptions.
Before accepting this demonstration of the explanatory power of
the hypothesis, however, it should be noted that the proposed
genesis of the second burst rests heavily on the existence of a
difference between \ 2 and xz in the target article's Fig. 4G-H.
This difference is, in turn, contingent upon the presence of an
externally applied torque. Why is it, then, that most observers
of the triphasic pattern have seen the second agonist burst in the
absence of externally applied torque? Also unexplained is the
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presence of the triphasic pattern in isometric conditions (Gor-
don & Ghez 1984). Thus, for the movements under considera-
tion, the hypothesis is valuable but is by no means firmly
established.

B. With regard to complex, sequential movements, the equi-
librium-point hypothesis is difficult to reconcile with the obser-
vation of phase-dependent reversals of proprioceptive reflexes.
According to the various versions of the hypothesis, the limb
cannot but resist any obstruction placed in its pursuit of equi-
librium. Yet resistance as well as assistance reflexes, depending
upon the phase of the movement, have been found in inverte-
brates (Bassler 1976; DiCaprio & Clarac 1981; Evoy & Ayers
1982; Vedel 1982) and probably represent a general biological
phenomenon. In mammalian "fictive" movements too, the
effect of an imposed perturbation in certain phases can be
opposite to that expected on the basis of the stretch reflex
(Andersson & Grillner 1981; 1983). It could, of course, be
argued that perturbations affect the equilibrium point in pecu-
liar ways, but this argument would rob the equilibrium-point
hypothesis of any explanatory power. Thus, in the case of
complex, sequential movements, the hypothesis appears to be
of doubtful value.

In conclusion, although some movements may be generated
by the use of the equilibrium-point strategy, we are a long way
away from demonstrating the generality of this strategy, and the
way is full of cats chasing invisible mice.

Adaptation and mechanical impedance
regulation in the control of movements
Gideon F. Inbar
Department of Electrical Engineering, Technion-lsrael Institute of
Technology Haifa 32000, Israel

Though the target article presents a very interesting summary of
Berkinblit et al. 's experiments with the wiping reflex in frogs, it
partially confuses the concepts of adaptability and variability of
motor-control mechanisms. I shall therefore dwell in my com-
mentary on the definition and demonstration of adaptability in
motor-control mechanisms and movement. In doing so, I will
also expand on the topic of the control of limb mechanical
impedance, referring to our very recent work showing that not
only is stiffness regulated but so are the vicosity and apparent
inertia of the limb.

Adaptability in the neuromuscular control system. There are
three distinct closed-loop processes associated with motor con-
trol: the servo, adaptation, and plasticity processes, which are at
times very difficult to distinguish from one another. In a recent
conference (Inbar 1985) I dealt with the ability to distinguish
between plasticity and adaptation, primarily through the differ-
ent time constants of these processes in relation to the time
constants of the system itself.

Adaptive systems are sometimes defined as nonlinear servo
systems or, more explicitly, as "systems that adjust the param-
eters of the control system based on the knowledge of the
parameters of the process in such a way that the transfer
characteristics are optimal" (Eykhoff 1974:23). I prefer the
following definition, which is not different operationally from
the above one: "A system is self-adapting if it has the means of
monitoring its own performance relative to a certain criterion
and modifying its own controlling parameters in a closed-loop
action in order to approach a desired output" (Inbar 1972:130).
This seems to define more clearly the role of the proprioceptors
in the adaptation process in the neuromuscular control system
(MCS).

When the frog tries to remove the chemical stimulus first by
moving the skin and later by activating the wiping reflex, this
does not show the adaptation processes in the MCS but the

hierarchy of the system response to an ongoing stimulus. When
the frog selects different trajectories for the removal of the
stimulus, it is likely to be due to different initial conditions in
both the neuronal components of the system and the mechanical
parameters prior to the initiation of the movement.

A true adaptation of the above system could be demonstrated
if the spinal frog could maintain the system's output - the
removal of the stimulus - with a loaded limb or in the water. It is
most likely that such a performance is not attainable by the
spinal frog because the upper CNS is required for adaptation.
The CNS is required to monitor the systems performance in
order to generate a new control signal (Inbar 1972) or to adjust
the parameters of the controller based on the knowledge of the
parameters of the process (Eykhoff 1974). Therefore one can talk
about variability in motor performance rather than adaptability
in the context of the demonstrated wiping reflex. We have
demonstrated adaptability to unknown loads in human subjects
(Inbar & Yafe 1976), with system output maintained while the
subject learned the parameters of the process (load).

I have discussed the servo concept versus the adaptation
concept as applied to the MCS (Inbar 1972). The local spinal
reflexes can act to regulate, the mechanical impedance of a limb.
However, the MCS itself cannot function as a servo regulator
because of its low loop gain (Inbar 1972, part II). A higher loop
gain is liable to create a system with a high mechanical imped-
ance - an inflexible system that could cause damage to the
limbs.

Regulation of mechanical Impedance. Much emphasis has
been placed in recent years on regulation of limb stiffness. In the
target article, emphasis is placed on static characteristics and
equilibrium conditions. It is clear, however, that trajectories
will be determined by the dynamic properties of the limb,
which include (in addition to stiffness) viscosity and inertia. It is
thus very important to discuss mechanical impedance and not
only stiffness, and to show the ability of the controller - the CNS
- to-regulate its parameters.

We have recently been able to show on human subjects that
the apparent inertia of the elbow joint can change by more than
50% when the bicep tension is increased from 0 to 3.0 Nm
(Joseph & Inbar 1985). The inertia decreased, at a fixed elbow
angle, from 0.0603 kg m2 to 0.0373 kg m2 at 3.0 Nm in one
subject, and from 0.0496 kg m2 to 0.03133 kg m2 in another. In
the same subjects, the stiffness increased by more than 50%
under the same conditions. Thus, not only can stiffness be
regulated, but also inertia (and in the same way also viscosity),
all contributing to the limb trajectory. Hoffer (1982:54a) had
already noted that "controlling mechanical impedance is for-
mally equivalent to controlling position, torque, and velocity
combined," that is, to controlling the dynamics and kinematics
of movements. The changes in the parameters of mechanical
impedance can be carried out by either of the two levels, B and
C, as suggested in the target article.

How are multiple central commands
integrated for voluntary movement control?
Masao Ito
Department of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, University of Tokyo, Tokyo
113, Japan

In the X model for central control of the stretch reflex, central
commands are assumed to modify A. through either direct or
indirect connections to a motoneurons as represented by
Berkinblit et al.'s equation (3). The same changes in X. would
thus be induced by various combinations of direct and indirect
central commands. No special interrelationship between the
direct and indirect central commands is assumed, but this may
not mean that a motor center, either cortical or subcortical,
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generates a command with an unspecifiable combination of
direct and indirect signals. Equation (3) may mean that the X
model generally applies to motor centers that may have a variety
of combinations (though a fixed one for each center) of direct and
indirect command signals. First, I wish to confirm whether or
not this understanding is correct.

The above view that each motor center generates central
commands with a fixed combination of direct and indirect
signals may match the fact that various descending spinal tracts
supply synapses to a and -y motoneurons with different patterns
of connections. For example, the corticospinal tract, which
plays a major role in voluntary movement control, forms only
indirect connections with a motoneurons in lower mammals,
whereas in primates additional direct connections develop.
Does equation (3) define X as a common measure for the
eventual effects jointly exerted on a motoneurons by a number
of spinal descending tracts with different combinations of direct
and indirect connections?

The above questions, if answered affirmatively, would lead to
another question as to positive functional meanings of varied
combinations of direct and indirect central command signals
conveyed by different spinal descending systems. The develop-
ment of direct corticomotoneuronal connections should have
introduced an advantage to voluntary limb control in primates,
but how is such an advantage accounted for by the X model? In
this connection, I am curious to know how the X model matches
the classic hypothesis of a--y linkage proposed by Granit (1970).
This hypothesis would suggest that selection of an appropriate
combination of direct and indirect commands is an important
function of the central nervous system, especially the cere-
bellum. Such selection may be accomplished by choosing a
combination of different racts acting at one time on the spinal
segmental system.

To summarize, although I welcome the introduction of the
parameter X as an integrative measure of the effects of central
commands from various sources and of heterogenous compo-
nents, I wish to learn further how such integration can be
effected without loss of specificity of individual command
sources.

On the conceptual integration of ethology
and neurophysiology
Rudolf Jander
Division of Biological Sciences, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans.
66045

Two major topics are successfully advanced by the target article.
First, there are new facts and ideas to enrich the understanding
of motor plasticity, a conception of continual interest to neu-
rophysiologists ever since its creation half a century ago (Bethe
1930; 1933). Second, there is the salutary attempt at developing
a descriptive and explanatory terminology capable of integrating
ethological and neurophysioiogical knowledge about plastic ac-
tion patterns. Of these two topics, the second will be com-
mented on critically and constructively; specifically, the ques-
tion of concept comparison and concept creation will be
addressed.

I strongly disagree with Berkinblit et al. 's proposal in Section
1.1. to consider the ethologist's "action-specific energy" (drive,
motivation, tendency, central excitatory state, to list a few of the
many close synonyms) as conceptually similar to the neu-
rophysioiogical concept of the "central program," the product of
the central pattern generator. Rather (for reasons to be de-
scribed below), it is merely the undifferentiated excitation of the
command system (command fiber and command ensemble, as
discussed in Section 4.3. of the target article) that is closely
similar to the motivational quantity.

First, both elementary motivation ("energy," drive) and the
excitation of a command system are unidimensional, amorphous
quantities. Second, both motivations and commands are either
intervening variables (causal links) between stimulation and
motor expression, or they are spontaneously (internally) acti-
vated. Third, both motivations and commands trigger and
sustain the execution of patterned activities; however, being
themselves unpatterned, they are patently incapable of confer-
ring patterning to the motor expression. All they do, beyond
triggering, is to control parameters of behavioral magnitude
(force, duration, frequency, etc.). Hence, and fourth, both
motivations and commands unquestionably require for their
observed expression in action patterns the additional service of a
pattern generator. The behavioral expression of the central
pattern generator, then, is the observed (fixed) action pattern.
Conversely, whereas fixed-action patterns and plastic-action
patterns are both systematically (predictably) specified pat-
terns, the only "pattern" any undifferentiated and unassisted
"energy" (drive) could engender - according to the law of
entropy - is a purely random one.

Confusion, unfortunately, must arise from the indiscriminate
use of the term "behavioral variability" for several rather differ-
ent types of nonconstancy in action patterns (Section 1.2).
Moreover, behavioral variability and behavioral plasticity ap-
pear to be treated as exact synonyms, which they are not in
much of the pertinent literature. True, Darwin did not yet make
the now crucial distinction between genetic or evolutionarily
relevant variation and nongenetic variation; however, now we
all have to make this distinction, whereas the target article does
not do so, apparently. Furthermore, behavioral variability, as
discussed by Schleidt (1974), differs fundamentally from plastic
variability: He was mainly concerned with individual behavioral
randomness (unpredictability) that cannot be specified, but only
circumscribed and quantified by statistical methods and terms,
such as the coefficient of variation. Conversely, plasticity is
traditionally a form of behavioral variability that is predictable
(with proper theories, such as control theory) on the basis of past
pertinent individual experience. Obviously, chaos is bound to
replace insight if communication, deductive argumentation,
and informational integration are based on radically heterotypic
terms (take the notorious nature-nurture controversy as a
telling deterrent). For a constructive solution I propose this
conceptual subhierarchy of behavioral and neurophysioiogical
variability.

Understanding behavioral and neurophysioiogical variability
first necessitates the conceptual distinction between random
(unpreditable) and nonrandom (predictable, systematic, con-
tingent, conditional, causally related, etc.) variation. Both these
types of variability, in turn, are to be subdivided into genetic
(genotypic) and individual (phenotypic minus genotypic) behav-
ioral variability. Individual variability, then, is plastic if it is
predictable on the basis of some set of defined premises. Plastic
variability, finally, is either automatic or controlled variability if
it is instantaneous, or shaped variability if some form of learning
is involved. The target article (to make this explicit) is ex-
clusively concerned with automatic plasticity.

Finally, I would like to criticize constructively the misbegot-
ten term "motor constancy" in Sections 2.1 and 3.2. Granted,
the underlying new concept is valuable and useful, yet the
labeling is unacceptable. The uninitiated are bound to miscon-
ceive this as just another reference to the fixed-action pattern
because "fixed" has a meaning close to that of "constant"; but
what Berkinblit et al. really mean is the very opposite of what
they say, namely, motor pattern variability. The lapse is clearly
due to the false analogy to the way perceptual constancy was
originally conceived; specifically, there is confusion between
antecedent and consequent. In perceptual constancy the ante-
cedent is stimulus variability and the consequent is a constant
percept; by correct analogy, motor variability is the antecedent,
and the consequent is constant outcome or constant effect.
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Hence, the logically and analogically correct term must read
"outcome constancy" or "effect constancy," a term I would favor
for its semantic and verbal relatedness to Thorndike's well-
known law of effect.

Coordination, grammar, and spasticity
Mark L. Latash
Spinal Cord Trauma Center, Hospital No. 19, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

The authors of the target article refer briefly to possible common
features of speech and limb-movement production mecha-
nisms. One may propose that there exists an even more funda-
mental connection between two basic human functions: lan-
guage and movement. This idea is now very much under
discussion (e.g., Bellman & Goldberg 1984; Kelso & Tuller
1984; and other papers in the same issue of the American
Journal of Physiology).

One of the common "external" features of these two systems
is response ambiguity while solving the same task several times.
Berkinblit et al. present an example for the motor control
system demonstrating different limb trajectories of the spinal
frog during the wiping reflex directed at a fixed target. The same
is true for language. I have performed a one-day experimental
session with colleagues serving as subjects. Every subject was
randomly given 20 cards with very simple schematic pictures
and the instruction "to say as soon as possible a short phrase
describing the situation in the picture." The phrases were 4-10
words long: for example, "one point is moving away from the
other" and "a man is sitting on a chair." These pictures were
presented to every subject several times, and soon they began to
serve as a kind of "triggering signal" for already elaborated
phrases with a minimal delay. However, even in this "reflexive"
situation, all the subjects eventually used different words and
word sequences to express the same "programmed" meaning.
This result is somewhat similar to demonstrations of different
limb trajectories during the frog wiping reflex. So, it is equally
possible to speculate on both motor-equivalent programs in
motor control and "semontically equivalent" ones in language.

A common feature of all these programs is their obedience to
certain fundamental laws: the laws of grammar (coordination). If
these laws are applied to any problem connected with express-
ing a certain meaning in verbal form, they generate a set of
diverse, equally grammatical phrases all appropriate for the
problem. The last statement can be modified for motor control:
The laws of coordination generate a number of possible "gram-
matical" trajectories solving the problem. Realization of a
unique trajectory (or, one may say, a unique muscle activation
pattern) usually depends on a number of experimentally uncon-
trollable parameters. From this point of view, all the different
experimentally observed limb trajectories during the wiping
reflex are "grammatical," and this is the most striking fact: The
spinal frog can use a variety of hindlimb joint trajectories during
a stimulus-directed movement accurately avoiding absurd ("un-
grammatical") activation patterns.

This innate quality of motor-control programs can be de-
stroyed in certain clinical situations, or it can be come useless
because of peripheral pathologies. One can consider spastic
syndrome as examples of such a situation. Spasticity represents
one of the most common consequences of spinal cord trauma. It
is characterized by (1) exaggerated muscle reflexes and the
emergence of pathological reflexes, and (2) uncontrolled tonic or
phasic muscle contractions. Spasticity in spinal trauma fre-
quently occurs in combination with lower paraparesis, when
partial control of affected muscles is preserved. However, es-
pecially in cases of severe spasticity, all the patients' innate and
acquired motor programs and skills appear to be useless due to
uncontrolled spastic contractions. Thus, patients with spasticity

are unable to regulate even "universal" parameters (Berkinblit
et al.'s terms).

Only unique patients with multiyear trauma history cope
successfully with this problem. They train themselves to utilize
uncontrolled spastic contractions during standing and walking
(this is usually possible through a preponderance of tonic spastic
contractions). Some of these patients even say that they are
thankful for the spasticity because it prevents muscle atrophy
and helps to generate sufficient force. The point is that in certain
cases spastic contractions are not entirely uncontrolled. The
patient can provoke them (certainly without regulation of con-
traction force) by activating distant intact muscle groups. This
type of control represents an example of utilizing "ungram-
matical" motor commands. It also demonstrates the possibility
of forming motor synergies based not only on the modification of
innate and acquired motor programs but also on absolutely
unnatural, unpredictable conditions using "regulation" of
pathological reflex parameters. Those synergies are based not
on innate rules of coordination but rather on the patient's
"intellectual abilities." So, the possibilities of reflex-parameter
regulation are not restricted to innate motor patterns but can be
involved even in the "regulation" of pathological reflexes.

Do innate motor programs simplify voluntary
motor control?
Wynne A. Lee
Physical Therapy Department, Northwestern University Medical School,
Chicago, III. 60611

Berkinblit et al. have taken an old theme in motor control,
namely, that common mechanisms underlie the control of in-
nate motor programs (MPs) and voluntary movement, and put a
slightly new twist on it. Historically, arguments for this idea
have been based primarily on the existence of stable, coherent,
low-level behavioral patterns (i.e., innate motor programs or
synergies), on the similarity between those patterns and some
voluntary actions, and, more recently, on the view that the
"indeterminacy" problem might be relieved somewhat if innate
patterns or their underlying processes were used in construct-
ing voluntary actions. Berkinblit et al. expand this basic thesis
by suggesting that the phenomena and processes of variability
(motor equivalence), adaptability (motor constancy), and sta-
bility must all be considered in models that propose that innate
MPs are used to generate voluntary actions. They support these
ideas primarily by example. The wiping reflex in the frog is
presented to exemplify a spinally organized, innate MP that
demonstrates both motor constancy and motor equivalence as
well as stability. Feldman's equilibrium-control hypothesis is
presented to show how either central or peripheral param-
eterization of stretch-reflex thresholds can generate movement.

Despite the contribution made by emphasizing the similarity
between phenomena of variability and adaptability as well as
stability for innate and voluntary actions, several critical issues
remain regarding the inference that the same processes (not just
the same kinds of processes) are thereby used to control both
voluntary and innate movements. A major problem with most
formulations of this idea, including that offered by Berkinblit et
al., is that they are largely heuristic. Such models do not define
system components or processes, which generally results in an
oversimplification of the problem. Moreover, heuristic/verbal
models usually lack predictive power and lead to few testable
hypotheses (see Lee, 1984, for further discussion).

In the target article, consequences of relying on a model that
is primarily heuristic/verbal are particularly evident in two
respects. First, there is considerable ambiguity in the presenta-
tion regarding the nature of innate MPs, their parameters, and
relationships among components of different complexity. Spe-
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cifically, in the first and final sections, the authors suggest that
all innate MPs (stretch reflexes, vestibulo-ocular reflex [VOR],
wiping, locomotion) could be parametrized or combined to
generate novel actions. This view is reinforced by later refer-
ences to command neurons. However, in Section 3, where
phases of the wiping reflex movement are described as passing
through equilibrium points, the authors imply that the wiping
reflex can be conceptualized as a series of parameterizations of
stretch-reflex thresholds. If that is the case, then the basic
components of the system could be reduced to stretch-reflex
thresholds. Given this ambiguity, the model offers no insights
(the authors' occasional references to hierarchies notwithstand-
ing) into whether the command signals for a voluntary action
that might use the wiping reflex MP or its components would (a)
activate a command neuron, (b) activate a set of stretch-reflex
thresholds, or (c) do both. Berkinblit et al. seem to believe that
intermediate units like the wiping reflex are important in reduc-
ing the indeterminacy problem associated with generating com-
plex actions. Nonetheless, ambiguous definitions of system
components preclude clear statements about how those compo-
nents are used to construct voluntary actions.

A related problem concerns the assumption that the existence
of common processes and components for innate and voluntary
actions necessarily simplifies the process of specifying central
command signals for voluntary actions. Whether command
signals are to muscles or innate MPs, the combinatorial problem
remains the same: Which units or combinations of units must be
activated or parameterized, by how much and at what rate, and
in what sequence to achieve the desired outcome? Presuming
that many innate MPs have a number of essential as well as
inessential nonlinearities (e.g., locomotor control pattern gen-
erators, or inhibitory interactions postulated by Berkinblit et al.
to exist between putative command neurons), deciding on an
appropriate set of parameters remains a nontrivial problem.
Moreover, in Berkinblit et al.'s formulation, it seems that
voluntary actions could be achieved by changing stretch-reflex
thresholds for various muscles (directly, by activating or
motoneuron activity - which seems equivalent to older notions
of directly controlling individual muscles - or indirectly, by
activating interneurons in the stretch-reflex pathway) or by
activating command neurons for innate MPs such as the wiping
reflex, extension or flexion patterns, or whatever other innate
MPs might be "callable" in the production of voluntary actions.
This schema hardly seems to simplify the control problem,
because the number of options for controlling action has in-
creased, not decreased! That is not to say that the simplification
sought by proponents of the "innate MPs as subroutines or
parameters" is impossible, only that ambiguities in verbal for-
mulations of the problem can lead to complications rather than
simplifications in generating voluntary movements.

Future work on this problem will require efforts to define
system components and processes in more detail. Minimally,
such efforts could help researchers to face hidden problems with
assumptions, ambiguous definitions, and missing information.
Until models are developed that allow at least qualitative pre-
dictions, the idea that the same processes underlie innate and
voluntary movements will retain its status of being an intriguing
notion, but not one that is readily amenable to scientific
evaluation.

Exploring the limits of servo control
G. E. Loeb
Laboratory of Neural Control, National Institute of Neurological and
Communicative Disorders and Stroke, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Md. 20205

Pity the muscle spindle, a sense organ of exquisite and complex
sensitivity that contributes to countless, far-flung motor-control

circuits, which yet seems destined repeatedly to be trussed up
and tied to the railroad tracks of homonymous length feedback.

There are, to be sure, many details known about mammalian
muscle spindles that suggest caution in extrapolating from
industrial torque motor control to lower vertebrates to mam-
mals. There is the limited gain of the monosynaptic projections
from the primary endings, quite low in many muscles (e.g.,
Abrahams, Richmond & Rose 1975) and probably subject to
presynaptic inhibition in most (Rudomin & Dutton 1969). There
is the nonlinear velocity dependence of the primary endings
(Houk, Rymer & Crago 1981), subject to large and probably
continuously modulated influences from fusimotor programs
that may be quite different from the a motor programs (re-
viewed by Loeb 1984). There is the absence of strong feedback
from the secondary endings (Matthews 1972), which paradox-
ically are relatively simple sensors of muscle length whose
central projections remain mysterious. There is the broad pro-
jection of spindle afferents from one muscle to many other
motornuclei (Eccles, Eccles & Lundberg 1957) and inter-
neuronal systems (Jankowska & Lundberg 1981) with little or no
direct anatomical synergy.

However, an appeal to these facts is somewhat nihilistic,
leaving us with neither a theory of motor control nor an explana-
tion for these complexities. Thus it may be instructive to consid-
er further the ingenious model proposed by Berkinblit et al. in
search of those properties of real motor behavior for which it
cannot account.

In contrasting their \ model with the a models popularized by
Bizzi, Acconero, Chappie & Hogan (1982), Berkinblit et al. take
pains to point out that their model produces a triphasic agonist-
antagonist-agonist pattern of muscle activation in response to a
step change in target equilibrium position, a modelers have had
to resort to the complicated notion of virtual trajectory planning,
in which the time-varying patterns of muscle activation define
(necessarily) a sequence of equilibrium positions that may not lie
anywhere near the actual trajectory experienced or requested,
or even anatomically realizable (Bizzi. Accornero, Chappie &
Hogan, in press). However, before embracing any simple
scheme that accounts even qualitatively for this behavioral
detail, we might ask what the organism is thereby attempting to
accomplish. Such a triphasic pattern would be useful rapidly to
accelerate, then decelerate and stabilize, an inertial mass. It is a
tricky business to use slow, springy actuators to pull around the
large, undamped inertial mass of the typical mammalian limb.
Furthermore, it gets vastly more tricky if the limb consists of
several serially linked segments, each with one or more degrees
of freedom at its articulation with the next segment. The various
whipping and kickback effects, and their stabilization by com-
plex systems of multiarticular muscles, call for a degree of
finesse that is not done justice by any description of "triphasic
bursts." As we study less constrained and thus more "natural"
movements in both mammals and robots, we become more
impressed with the global planning and coordination required
for their successful execution and more aware of the tiny role
that might usefully be played by local circuitry for stabilizing the
length, stiffness, threshold, or any other property of single
muscles.

So what does all of this have to do with the remarkable ability
of the frog's spinal cord successfully to plan and execute a
targeted wiping motion? There are many strategies for minimiz-
ing the complications of inertia, and the frog may be using
several of them:

1. Stay small: For a set of congruent structures, muscle force
rises with the square of lineal dimensions, whereas accelera-
tional and rotational inerita rise as the third and fourth powers,
respectively (see McMahon 1975).

2. Move either slowly or ballistically: Careful preplanning of
large forces can be avoided if acceleration of masses is either
minimized or uncontrolled.

3. Break up complex trajectories into piecewise linear steps:
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The frog wipe seems remarkable for its clear division into
discrete phases, between each of which the limb appears to
come to a complete stop, usually at a naturally stabilized point
such as a postural extreme or a surface.

4. Select one of a limited set of genetically or stochastically
learned strategies: Although Berkinblit et al. suggest that the
frog may be able to solve on-line the general tensorial transfor-
mation to correct for body posture, there do not seem to be
nearly enough data regarding the accuracy, reproducibility, and
range of postures and targets to reject the null hypothesis that
the spinal cord contains a few clever but simple programs. In
view of the preceding three points, it could well be that these
simple programs include X control.

Sadly, we do not have such motor psychophysical data for
mammals either. We need to know in what ways primate
manipulation of objects differs fundamentally from walking in
cats, scratching in frogs, swimming in lamprey, aerobatics in
flies, and feeding in mollusks. An appreciation of the mechanics
of these very different control problems might suggest why
structures as complex and highly specialized as the muscle
spindle and the cerebellum arose and continued to evolve.

Propulsive Torques and Adaptive Reflexes
William A. MacKay
Department of Physiology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada M5S
1AB

By highlighting the importance of adaptability, Berkinblit et al.
have zeroed in on the central issue of motor control. The pivotal
concept of "motor constancy" is given due emphasis as a guiding
principle behind adaptation. But what happened to it where it
was needed the most? The existence of multiple means to the
same end puts restrictions on what movement parameters can
be specified in advance. Conditional coupling between joints is
recognized as paramount, such that parameters at individual
joints are subservient to it (cf. Winter 1984). It was therefore
disappointing to find no discussion of "motor constancy" within
the treatment of the X model. The latter is severely handicapped
because multijoint movement is not formally incorporated into
it.

A contentious issue in the target article is the claim that
modifications of muscle activity do not shift the equilibrium
point in the X model. Given the fact that muscle stiffness is a
function of cross-bridge density (Ford, Huxley & Simmons
1981) and that it increases with active contraction (Walmsley &
Proske 1981), it seems undeniable that any fluctuations in EMG
(electromyogram), whether centrally or reflexively produced,
can have an influence, within 20 ms, on the joint equilibrium
point. Berkinblit et al. mean not a physical but a reference
equilibrium point, the setting of which determines a reference
trajectory define defined by load, invariant characteristics (ICs),
static and phasic reflex thresholds. The stretch reflex then
functions as a feedback loop to regulate limb trajectory, not the
equilibrium point, a hypothesis also forwarded by Cooke (1980).

Quite apart from their elastic properties, muscles may be
viewed as torque generators providing the impulses required to
overcome limb impedance (e.g., Meyer, Smith & Wright 1982).
With its velocity thresholds, the X model resembles a torque
impulse generator and is so described: The shift in threshold of
phasic reflexes "provides the initial impulsive force for the
movement" (Sect. 2.3).

The X model is not an equilibrium-point hypothesis in the
conventional mechanical sense. There is no regulation of imped-
ance to pull the limb to a new equilibrium position using elastic
restoring torques. The X model generates the dynamic torques
that are actively produced by the agonist muscles in order to
bring the limb to rest at a new position where it will then be in
equilibrium as defined by the IC and load functions. The

viscoelasticity of the muscles concerned, and hence the joint,
will vary considerably, and nonmonotonically, between start
and finish. This impedance change is not considered, although it
could be a major braking force (Lestienne 1979). The limb is
repositioned by a measured series of propulsive forces, cued by
trajectory velocity. Nowhere in this model can I see regulated
spring constants pulling the limb to an equilibrium point. They
may hold it there once it is stationary. Propulsive forces
triggered by sensory cues provide a more efficient means of
moving a limb than harnessing overdamped elastic restoring
torques.

It is incorrect, however, to base phasic EMG bursts entirely
on velocity thresholds of the stretch reflex. In brisk elbow
movements, the initial agonist burst cannot be altered by
afferent input (Brown & Cooke 1981). In normally paced, low-
force movements, the responsiveness of the stretch reflex con-
sistently drops, sometimes very sharply, as soon as "voluntary"
muscle activity begins (MacKay, Kwan, Murphy & Wong 1983).
Consequently, the conclusion that there is no need for a "central
program" to compute EMG burst periods and amplitudes is
misleading. Stretch-reflex responsiveness varies markedly from
muscle to muscle and among individuals. An adaptive support
role is the best description of its function, tailoring the motor
template to common impedances experienced by the indi-
vidual. I am essentially reiterating Greene's (1972) view that the
motor program generates initial ballpark estimates of the
torques required to perform a movement, leaving reflexes to
make adjustments for specific conditions. Program output in-
cludes but is not restricted to the parameterization of reflexes.

Curiously, the "imitation hypothesis" (Section 2.3) would
appear to deny a primary role for reflexes in driving voluntary
movement, if indeed "afferent signals and central commands
are interchangeable." But the replacement of afferent (reflex)
drive by central imitation or "afferent copy" is inexplicably
equated with the central parameterization of reflexes. Param-
eterization is not imitation: It dictates the conditions of afferent
drive, for example, reflex thresholds. Aside from this problem,
the imitation hypothesis ignores the complementary rela-
tionship between central and peripheral signals outlined above.

Finally, it was fun to see an old mechanism, which has long
been in search of physiological embodiment, hauled out for duty
once again. In principle, the "sweep generator" of motor com-
mands (Section 4.5) harks back at least to McCulloch's (1947)
cortical scanner. This tantalizing abstraction is offered as a
means of sequencing components and determining the velocity
of shift of equilibrium points. As usual, the sweep generator is
given neither synapse nor axon. More importantly, the rela-
tionship to the commonly postulated "central pattern gener-
ator" is not considered, although it is hard to see how the two
could be anything but closely related, if not one and the same
entity. The sweep generator, and other processes mentioned
throughout the target article, are claimed to be continuously
regulated. But no evidence presented addresses the question of
continuous regulation as opposed to, say, sampled-data control
(Stark 1968). Discrete periodic corrections are perhaps better
suited to the oscillatory excitability of neuronal systems.

Are we asking too much of the stretch
reflex?
Peter B. C. Matthews
University Laboratory of Physiology, Oxford 0X1 3PT, England

A key question, which will be with us for a long time to come, is
how does the central nervous system (CNS) use muscle afferent
information to program and control movement? And, of course,
we already know that a given item of information (afferent
discharge) is despatched to a number of separate controlling
centres each of which may be suspected to be making use of it for
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its own particular purposes in its own particular way. One of the
chief concerns of Berldnblit et al.'s target article is how move-
ment patterns are regulated by afferent feedback. The elegant
experiments on the wiping reflex in the frog show that the spinal
cord can use afferent information to construct a map of the
spatial interrelationship of the various parts of the body and then
use this to produce an appropriate pattern of movement di-
rected towards a particular goal. Sherrington's (1906) work on
the scratch reflex in the spinal dog leads to much the same
conclusion. Analysis of the means by which this is achieved
represents a continuing challenge, but progress can more rea-
sonably be hoped for now than then.

The most elementary way in which muscle afferent informa-
tion can be used is in the stretch reflex by means of which a
disturbance can be rapidly counteracted by immediately in-
creasing or decreasing the ongoing level of motor discharge to a
contracting muscle. The extent to which this is mechanically
efficacious continues to be a matter of debate, but it is widely felt
to contribute something of use. But having accepted a real role
for the stretch reflex, one must exercise caution in attempting to
build it too firmly into yet higher levels of control (as seems to be
the theme of much of the rest of the target article). The suspicion
a ises that theory has outrun experiment and reached a level
where no immediate test is available for the correctness of the
underlying views. There is the further problem that the current
level of theorizing is still operating with an unduly simplified
model of the muscle spindle controlled by a single system of y
efferents instead of two (dynamic and static fusimotor axons,
with possible subdivisions of the latter) and just one type of
afferent instead of two (primary and secondary afferents bot
affected by stretch and by fusimotor action, but not identically).
A fully developed theory will have to incorporate this complex-
ity, but in doing so it risks going even further beyond what is
currently testable. With the example of the wiping reflex firmly
before one as a mode of spinal cord operation, it would be
optimistic to suppose that everything has to be reduced to linear
input-output relations to enable the immediate controlling
levels to operate effectively upon the lower levels.

Motor equivalence and goal descriptors
Kevin G. Munhall
Haskins Laboratories, New Haven, Conn. 06511

One of the most remarkable characteristics of skilled movement
is its reproducibility across an infinite variety of initial condi-
tions and contexts. Equally as remarkable is the fact that even
relatively simple organisms display such generative capabilities
and, as Berldnblit et al. demonstrate, even spinal preparations
show complex compensatory adaptations. Clearly, the origin of
this behavior is in something that is very basic to motor coordi-
nation. The universality of such adaptive behavior further sug-
gests that it derives from a structure that is independent of the
details of any particular instantiation; that is, a common func-
tional organization must be producing adaptive behavior in what
are physically quite different systems.

It is for reasons such as these that over the past few years the
search for an adequate account of skilled movement has focused
on the spring-like behaviour of muscles, joints, and articulators.
Mass-spring systems are examples of systems that possess great
inherent potential for adaptive behaviour and organisms may
control themselves to advantage in an analogous manner. The
similarity between the behaviour of certain types of oscillatory
systems and motor control phenomena has been successfully
demonstrated across a range of movements from single-joint
limb movements (e.g., Cooke 1980; Kelso & Holt 1980) to the
gestures of the articulators in speech production (Kelso, V. -
Bateson, Saltzman & Kay 1985; Munhall, Ostry & Parush 1985;
Ostry & Munhall 1985). In their target article, Berkinblit et al.

add to this body of work by presenting a framework for the
control of some innate movements. In doing so, they present the
clearest account to date of Feldman's equilibrium-point hypoth-
esis, and the paper is thus a welcome contribution for those of us
for whom Feldman's Russian manuscripts are inaccessible.
However, in spite of the clarity with which the \ hypothesis is
described, Berkinblit et al.'s overall scheme for motor control
has some apparent weaknesses. Because of space limitations I
will restrict my comments to the topic of motor equivalence.

Motor equivalence. Equivalences are primarily selective. The
use of the term usually implies that compared objects exhibit
similarities in specific ways, not all ways. As originally used
(Hebb 1949; Lashley 1942), motor equivalence referred to a
goal-level equivalence, and it is this goal or task level that is
essential to the understanding of both the generativity of skilled
action and what we commonly consider to be motor equiva-
lence.

Whereas the empirical study of movement often necessitates
experiments that test single-joint movements, most natural
activities involve multiple joints and articulators. It has become
clear that the control of these multiarticulate movements in-
volves more than the aggregation of single-joint gestures. For
example, the independent control of the equilibrium points of
each of the joints in the human arm may be able to model the
final configuration and final end-point position of a natural
prehension, but this simple aggregation of single-joint control
does not produce the quasistraight-line trajectories charac-
teristic of natural reaches (Delatizky 1982). The control of such
movements thus requires that a goal-directed relation between
joints and articulators be established.

No recent data have emphasized this requirement more
strongly than the results of studies involving dynamic perturba-
tions during limb movements (Marsden, Merton & Morton
1983) or during speech production (Gracco & Abbs, in press;
Kelso, Tuller, V.-Bateson & Fowler 1984; Munhall & Kelso
1985). In the standard speech paradigm, one of the articulators
is unexpectedly loaded while the subject is speaking. In all
cases, the speech system almost immediately compensates for
the perturbation by both autogenic and remote adjustments. It
is the latter adjustments by other articulators that suggest that a
coupling between articulators is one of the fundamentals of
motor control. In the speech case, this interarticulator coupling
is not a rigid framework for speaking in general, but rather a
flexible, task-specific linkage that varies with phonetic goals.
For example, if the jaw (Kelso et al. 1984) or lower lip (Munhall
& Kelso 1985) is perturbed at various points during the produc-
tion of the utterance /boeb/, the upper lip shows no immediate
response when the perturbation occurs during the opening
phase of movement but shows increased activity when the
perturbation occurs during the closing phase of movement for
the bilabial consonant (i.e., when the upcoming oral closure
must be achieved). This compensatory behaviour of the upper
lip shows not only that the articulators are coupled during
speech production but that the coupling is one that adjusts to the
evolving behavioural state of the system. Such behavior would
not be produced by a control regime that specified individual
equilibrium positions for articulators or joints, or by a control
system that tried to achieve an exact final spatial configuration;
in perturbed trials the lips will make contact in an absolute
position different from the one adopted on trials without a
perturbation.

What kind of specification of an overall motor goal can account
for such articulatory coupling as well as other aspects of motor
generativity? The answer to this question is still emerging but
some general principles are apparent. Two requirements of a
goal-level description seem to be necessary - that it encompass
a relative geometry (Thorn 1985) and that it characterize the
organizational invariants of the class of movement to which the
specific action belongs (see Fowler & Turvey 1978; Kugler &
Turvey, in press; Saltzman & Kelso 1983); that is, the goal must
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be specified in a language that is independent of the peripheral
state or particular articulator contribution, and yet it must
capture the movement's "kernel."

In the Saltzman and Kelso (1983) scheme, goals are charac-
terized by their abstract dynamics. The class of discrete posi-
tioning tasks is thus described by point-attractor dynamics
(Abraham & Shaw 1982). The appealing part of this approach is
that the parameters that determine the abstract dynamics are
just those that constrain the relevant articulator dynamics.
Further, the task-space topology shapes the resulting effector
trajectories.

No explicit description of a task space is apparent in Berkinblit
et al.'s account, and thus their model is primarily a model of
single-joint function. The continuous regulation of control pa-
rameters to which they allude is at least superficially akin to
what goal-level organizations achieve. Unfortunately, Berkin-
blit et al. give little information about how this continuous
regulation might occur.

The use of "sets of motor-equivalent programs" is more
problematic. First, it does not explain generativity. Some un-
specified process is required to organize the "reserve" motor-
equivalent programs and to be capable of selecting just that
program that would be appropriate in a particular context.
Furthermore, a limited set of motor-equivalent programs can-
not account for the dynamic perturbation results in which
unexpected perturbations lead immediately to an appropriate
reconfiguration of the articulators even on the first perturbed
trial. The size of the set of equivalent programs that would be
needed to account for such behaviours would be clearly un-
manageable. What is missing in the Berkinblit et al. scheme and
what would eliminate these problems is a task-level description
that is independent of the articulator complex. Without such a
description, neither the cooperativity of different effector sys-
tems nor the inherent serial order of the components of actions
such as the wiping reflex can be accounted for.

A final word on terminology is warranted. Throughout the
target article, the authors use vocabulary whose full or common
meaning they either explicitly (see their note 1) or implicitly
disavow (e.g.. reflex, central pattern generator, motor pro-
gram). Motor program, for example, has well-known, precise
definitions (e.g., Keele 1968) to which the authors clearly do not
subscribe. Keele's motor program accounted for controlled
movement by having all the details of the movement stored as a
script for the generation of later movements. This view, which
attributes the form of movement solely to the program - a sort of
"puppets in the puppet" view of action - is the antithesis of
Berkinblit et al.'s approach. In recent years there has been a
growing tendency to make motor program a generic term for
organization in the motor system. Although I am not advocating
a proliferation of new terminology, I would like to buck the tide
of linguistic change and restrict terms such as motor program
and reflex to their original referents. As such, they are
milestones in our attempts to understand motor control, not
constant companions on the journey.
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Do the a and X. models adequately describe
reflex behavior in man?
Peter D. Neilson
Spastic Centre Research Unit, Department of Neurology, Prince Henry
Hospital and School of Medicine, University of New South Wales,
Kensington, New South Wales, 2033, Australia

In response to Berkinblit et al.'s invitation for constructive
criticism in relation to the X model (summarized in Fig. 4), this
commentary focuses on the discussion of the stretch reflex in
man in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of the target article. Our studies of
reflex control in voluntarily active human subjects lead us to
question the adequacy of the X model and also of the a model
presented in these sections. Neither model predicts the experi-
mental results discussed below, and we will outline an alter-
native theoretical account.

Consider first how the a and X models account for the
variation in stiffness of a single muscle held at a fixed length.
According to the a model, as represented by Berkinblit et al.
(Fig. 3), the slope of the force-length characteristic (i.e., the
stiffness) is determined solely by the level of a activation.
According to the X model, on the other hand, the slope of the
invariant characteristic (IC) at a fixed muscle length (x) can be
altered by translating the nonlinear IC to the left or right along
the length axis (X.). Such a translation cannot occur, however,
without changing the level of a activation [a =f{x — X)]. Thus in
terms of either model there is no way the stiffness of a single
muscle at a fixed length can be changed without altering the
level of ot activation.

How do these accounts of control of muscle stiffness stand up
to experimental testing in voluntarily active human subjects?
Measurement of the stiffness of a single muscle in the intact
human presents difficulty because any one degree of freedom of
movement is usually influenced by more than one muscle. It is
more feasible to measure the torque-angle characteristics about
a single joint such as the elbow. Nevertheless, it follows from the
above arguments that according to both the a and X models
there is no way the stiffness of a joint at a fixed angle can be
changed without changing the levels of a activation of agonist or
antagonist muscles.

The net stiffness of a joint has both a passive component not
under neural control and an active component comprising (a)
the stiffness of the activated muscle fibers which varies with the
level of a drive and (b) the reflex stiffness due to tonic stretch
reflex (TSR) mechanisms which varies with the gain of the reflex
loop.

Because of our interest in rigidospasticity in cerebral palsy,
we have spent much time measuring and computing the dynam-
ic torque-angle characteristics of the elbow joint and the dynam-
ic transmission characteristics of TSR pathways in both normal
subjects and patients with a variety of movement disorders. We
have found that central commands can increase or decrease the
rotational stiffness and viscosity of the elbow joint without
changing the equilibrium position of the elbow angle or the
average levels of a activation (as measured by average IEMG
[full wave rectified and low pass filtered electromyogram]) of
agonist or antagonist muscles. Such changes cannot be ac-
counted for by either the a model or the X model and must
represent changes in reflex stiffness produced by changes in
gains of TSR pathways.

Our conclusion that central commands can change the slope
of the force-length graph of a muscle servosystem without
changing the level of a activation or the length of the muscle is
based on previous work as well as on the results of current
investigations. We have measured (Neilson & Lance 1978;
Neilson & McCaughey 1981; 1982) the gain and phase frequen-
cy response curves describing the relationship between applied
elbow-angle displacements (10-20° peak-to-peak displacement
about 90° position) and the resulting IEMG reflex responses in
the elbow muscles. We showed that both the gain and phase
curves can be altered by central commands (presumably by
descending modulation of interneurons involved in TSR trans-
mission) without changing the average level of IEMG or the
average length of the muscle. A number of other authors have
also argued for adaptive control of stretch-reflex transmission via
central commands (see Inbar 1972; Inbar & Yafe 1976; Lac-
quaniti & Soechting 1983; Soechting, Dufresne & Lacquaniti
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1981; Terzuolo, Soechting & Dufresne, 1981). In our experi-
ments we noted that the tone of the elbow (as assessed clinically)
decreased as the gain of the TSR reduced. This suggested that
muscle tone might be due predominantly to reflex stiffness
rather than active muscle stiffness or passive stiffness of the
joint.

In more recent experiments (Neilson & O'Dwyer 1984), we
have quantified the changes in elbow-joint tone as well as the
changes in transmission characteristics of TSR pathways. We
used a digital transfer function-noise modeling technique (de-
scribed in detail by Box & Jenkins, 1976) to compute the digital
transfer functions (i.e., Z-transform transfer functions) that most
parsimoniously describe the dynamic relationships between
disturbance torques applied about the elbow joint and the
resulting angular displacements of the elbow. We also used the
same technique to compute the digital transfer functions de-
scribing the dynamic relationships between elbow-angle dis-
placements and the resulting IEMG reflex responses recorded
simultaneously from biceps brachii, brachialis. brachioradialis,
and triceps muscles.

Despite a variety of muscle contraction levels and reflex
gains, the dynamic torque-angle relationships can, in our expe-
rience, always be modeled adequately by a second-order digital
transfer function that accounts for more than 90% of the variance
of the elbow-angle signal. The rotational stiffness, viscosity, and
inerita of the elbow joint can be computed from the parameters
of the second-order digital transfer function through a bilinear
transformation (Stanley 1975). We have also found that the
dynamic relationships between elbow-angle displacements and
the resulting IEMG reflex responses (EMG filter time constants
Tl T2 = .05 sec) can always be modeled adequately by a digital
transfer function with three numerator parameters (hO, hi, h2).
The three parameters can be interpreted physiologically as the
gains of three parallel reflex pathways: a short latency pathway
(0-25 ms), an intermediate a tency pathway (25-75 ms), and a
long latency pathway (75-125 ms), respectively. This is con-
sistent with the observation that a brief stretch applied to a
voluntarily contracted muscle causes three waves of reflex EMG
activity with different latencies (see Desmedt 1978). The three
pathways operating in parallel function like a digital filter to
determine the overall gain and phase frequency response char-
acteristics of the TSR. Changes in TSR transmission are re-
flected by changes in the three parameters.

We have shown that without changing the equilibrium posi-
tion of elbow angle and without reducing the cocontraction
levels of the muscles (as measured by average IEMGs), the
dynamic characteristics of the TSR pathways (as measured by
hO, hi, h2 parameters) can be altered by central commands
causing at least a 4.3-fold reduction in the rotational stiffness and
a 1.9-fold reduction in viscosity of the elbow joint (as measured
by the torque-angle transfer function). Neither the a model nor
the X. model can account for such large reductions in the stiffness
of a joint without changing the equilibrium angle and without
reducing the levels of a activation of agonist or antagonist
muscles.

The results of our studies suggest that rather than dismissing
the servo-assist theory it should be expanded to account for the
ability of the nervous system to tune TSR transmission and to
adjust the slope of the force-length characteristics independent-
ly of muscle length and a activation. According to the servo-
assist theory (see Baldissera, Hultborn & Illert 1981; Matthews
1981), centra] mechanisms preprogram an appropriate descend-
ing modulation of both a and y motorneurons to cause the
muscle and its load to move along a preprogrammed length
trajectory. The loading or unloading of muscle spindles caused
by the change in muscle length exactly compensates for spindle-
ending deformation produced by fusimotor drive. Thus, provid-
ing muscle length does not deviate from the planned trajectory,
movement is effectively controlled by an open-loop descending
modulation of a motorneurons. In this respect it is similar to the

a model and accounts for the ability of deafferented animals to
perform voluntary movements with relative accuracy (Bizzi
1980; Bizzi & Abend 1983; Bizzi, Accornero, Chappie & Hogan
1981; Rothwell, Traub, Day, Obeso, Thomas & Marsden 1982;
Taub & Berman 1968). On the other hand, when the length of
the muscle deviates from the preplanned trajectory, the TSR is
brought into play and the force-length characteristics encoun-
tered are those of the muscle servosystem rather than the
length-tension characteristics of the activated muscle fibers, as
would be the case if the animal was deafferented.

The static force-length characteristics of the muscle ser-
vosystem resemble those of a spring. This indicates that the TSR
behaves like a type 0 servosystem (see Chestnut & Mayer
1959:230). A type 0 servosystem has poor steady-state accuracy.
It has a steady-state position error inversely proportional to the
reflex-loop gain and has infinite steady-state velocity and accel-
eration errors. In other words, the TSR cannot function as a
precise length following servosystem able accurately to follow
reference length changes set via the fusimotor system. Steady-
state accuracy must be achieved by higher centers operating via
descending modulation of a motorneurons and probably with
reaction time delays.

As with the a model, the slope of the muscle servosystem
force-length characteristics can be varied through a large range
(at least a 4.3-fold change) by central commands. Unlike the a
model, however, this variation is brought about via descending
modulation of the gains ofTSR pathways rather than by changes
in a activation. On the other hand, if the descending modulation
of TSR pathways is held constant, the spring-like force-length
characteristics of the muscle servosystem can be regarded as
invariant except for translations to the left or right along the
length axis brought about by changes in either a drive or
fusimotor drive. In this respect the servo-assist theory is similar
to the X model.

We advocate, therefore, that in intact human subjects the
system functions like an adaptive type 0 servo-assist mechanism
which includes features of both the a model and the X model.
The slope of the force-length characteristics can be varied as in
the a model, and the force-length characteristics can be trans-
lated to the left or right along the length axis as in the \ model.
The system can be tuned adaptively to adjust the rotational
stiffness, resonant frequency, and damping factor of the joint
(i.e., mechanical output impedance of the joint) to suit the task
in which the subject is engaged.

Reciprocal reflex action and adaptive gain
control in the context of the equilibrium-
point hypothesis
T. Richard Nichols
Department of Physiology, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta,
Ga. 30322

The equilibrium-point hypothesis (EPH) has successfully and
comprehensively fused biomechanical principles with an im-
pressively large amount of neurophysiological data. There are,
however, additional ideas in the literature that should be woven
into the fabric of this theory. My commentary concerns the
following two important examples. First, in the calculation of
the resultant torque-angle characteristics of ajoint, terms repre-
senting the action of reciprocal reflex pathways connecting
mutually antagonistic muscles should be included explicitly.
Second, the "invariant characteristics" are probably not invar-
iant in form under all circumstances. The steepness of a torque-
angle characteristic appears to be under neural control, and,
therefore, the nervous system can set the limits over which
cocontraction can be used to modulate the resultant joint
stiffness.
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The EPH provides an excellent framework in which to inte-
grate the actions of reciprocal reflexes with the regulation of the
resultant mechanical properties of the joint. In the model
presented in the target article, the resultant mechanical proper-
ty of the joint is obtained by summing the torque-angle charac-
teristics of agonist and antagonist muscle groups. The compo-
nent torque-angle characteristics are determined, in turn, by
muscle properties and autogenic reflexes. Because of the obliga-
tory mechanical coupling of the muscles, however, the torque-
angle curves must be modified by the actions of reciprocal
pathways. Assuming that reciprocal pathways are generally
inhibitory (Sherrington 1906), the effective stiffness of a muscle
group would be increased by reciprocal reflex action. Because
the mechanical connections of antagonists are reciprocal, auto-
genetic excitation would be reinforced by reciprocal disinhibi-
tion (cf. Houk & Henneman 1974; Matthews & Watson 1981).
The measurement of the torque-angle characteristics of indi-
vidual muscle groups (Feldman 1980) presumably included a
component due to reciprocal as well as autogenic reflex action.
In other words, reciprocal reflex components may be included
in the analysis implicity. I believe, however, that it is necessary
to express the reciprocal contribution explicitly as a separate
component, for this component probably varies with the me-
chanical conditions at the joint. For example, the asymmetry in
the response properties of the muscle spindle for stretch versus
release (Houk, Crago & Rymer 1981) should give rise to an
asymmetry in reciprocal reflex action as well as in autogenic
reflex action. Therefore, the reciprocal contributions to the
apparent torque-angle characteristic of the agonist group would
depend upon the direction of the perturbation. In synthesizing
the resultant mechanical properties of the joint, it is important
to account for all appropriate reflex components, including
autogenic, synergistic, and reciprocal.

The second point is that the torque-angle characteristics of
muscles may be invariant only in a given behavioral set. It is
claimed that human subjects can alter resultant joint stiffness
(and therefore the slope of the torque-angle characteristics,) on
command only by contraction and not by an independent
change in the strength of autogenic reflex action (Crago, Houk &
Hasan 1976). However, there are experimental conditions in
both normal and decerebrate animals under which either the
slope of a force-length characteristic or the stifihess of a muscle
at fixed operating point has been observed to change (Hoffer,
Leonard, Spence & Cleland 1984; Nichols 1974; 1981; 1983;
Wolpaw, O'Keefe & Dowman 1984), suggesting independent
control of reflex gain. An advantage of gain control is that, for
different movements, the gains of autogenic and reciprocal
pathways are set to appropriate values that define the limits over
which stiffness can vary using the cocontraction mechanism.
During movements in which activation is strongly reciprocal,
the ability to set the mechanical impedance of the limb appro-
priately for expected loading conditions would be important.
During processes that result in changes in muscle properties
such as training, injury, or disease, the gain control mechanism
could be used to make compensatory adjustments in the me-
chanical properties of muscle. For example, if muscle properties
changed in such a way as to make the stretch reflex inherently
more oscillatory, the overall gain could be reduced or nonlinear
dampling could be increased to stabilize the reflex. The gain
control mechanism is viewed as one in which the gain param-
eters are established during the learning of a new task or during
long-term changes in muscle properties. Even if changes in
spinal synaptic efficacy are involved, descending controls would
also seem to be important so that parameters could be quickly
reset when a switch is made from one motor task to another.

In keeping with the ideas of Lloyd (1946), the myotatic unit
can be thought of as an integrated neural apparatus for regulat-
ing the mechanical properties of the joint. Consequently, re-
ciprocal reflex pathways are potentially as important as auto-
genic pathways in determining the resultant joint properties.

This idea, as well as the notion that gain control can be used to
set the limits over which resultant joint stiShess can be modu-
lated using cocontraction, can be incorporated into the equi-
librium-point hypothesis without altering the essential struc-
ture of this model.

Can voluntary movement be understood on
the basis of reflex organization?
David J. Ostry and Frances E. Wilkinson
Department of Psychology, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
H3A 1B1

Many of our ideas about the control of voluntary movement are
drawn from concepts and data relating to reflex organization.
Work in this area by Feldman and his colleagues has led to a
sophisticated and influential account of the nature of this rela-
tionship. Their model has been applied to aspects of speech
motor control (Ostry & Munhall 1985) as well as to the control of
voluntary limb movements. In this commentary, we discuss
some advantages and disadvantages of modeling voluntary
movement on the mechanisms of reflex organization, often by
referring specifically to the Feldman account.

In general, by linking the control of voluntary movement to
the mechanisms of reflex organization we receive the benefits of
ontological efficiency; there is continuity in the principles that
characterize innate and volitional acts and a level-independent
understanding of the nature of motor function. The model
presented here offers, in addition, an explicit link between the
mechanisms of postural maintenance and voluntary movement.

Let us consider the evidence for the idea that common
principles underlie voluntary movement and reflex organiza-
tion. Certain phenomena are similar in form in reflexive systems
and voluntary movements. Two phenomena that have been
studied extensively are the response to perturbation during
movement and the preservation of the relative timing of move-
ment elements with changes in movement speed.

Characteristics of the response to perturbation during move-
ment have been shown to be similar for the Iocomotor synergy in
cats and for jaw movements in speech. Spinal cats locomoting on
a treadmill produce immediate, adaptive compensations to
perturbations of the limb during walking (see Forssberg, 1982,
for review). Similarly in speech, a brief perturbation to the jaw
during the jaw-raising movement for "bab" results in an imme-
diate compensatory lowering of the upper lip to produce the
necessary closure for the final b. An identical perturbation to the
jaw during the raising movement for "baz" results in a compen-
satory elevation of the tongue to produce approximation of the
palate for the final z (Kelso, Tuller, Bateson & Fowler 1984).

Likewise, in both reflexive and voluntary movement, the
relative timing and duration of muscle activation appear to be
preserved over changes in the speed of the behavior. In the
stepping reflex of the human neonate, changes in stepping
speed result in changes in the duration of limb flexion and
extension that are similar to the speed-related changes observed
in the duration of the swing-and-stance phase in adult human
locomotion (Thelen, Bradshaw & Ward 1981). Rate changes in
speech show a similar pattern. The duration of vowel- and
consonant-related activity varies with speech rate in a manner
similar to the rate-dependent changes observed in stance-and-
swing in locomotion (see Tuller, Kelso & Harris 1982).

Although the linkage of voluntary movement to reflex organi-
zation is compelling in many respects, there are aspects of
voluntary movement that are not well-accommodated by the
structure of reflexes. Intentional or volitional aspects of move-
ments and behavioral sequencing are particularly problematic.
Intentionality and serial ordering seem to require symbolic
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representation. There is little in the structure of reflexes on
which a symbol system for voluntary movement might be based.

Movement trajectories are likewise difficult to account for.
The problem is in part that the structure of reflexes provides few
insights to the understanding of the motor drive to muscles.
Berkinblit et al.'s model is also restricted to single-joint move-
ments. Although the authors show that neuronal organization at
the level of the spinal cord in the frog is sufficient to permit
complex multijoint movements, no explicit account is proposed
of how characteristics of reflex organization lead to this multi-
joint coordination. If reflex organization is to serve as a model for
voluntary movement, multijoint coordination must be ac-
counted for explicitly in the model.

Frogs solve Bernstein's problem
Lloyd D. Partridge
Department of Physiology end Biophysics, University of Tennessee,
Memphis, Tenn. 38163

Despite the wealth of interesting and important issues broached
in Berkinblit et al.'s target article, a commentator can at best
deal only with the unity of the parts or the content of one part.
Because the experimental data presented hint at an exciting
explanation of the way the motor system deals with Bern-
stein'sproblem, I feel compelled to choose this issue for my com-
mentary.

In kinematic analysis of the positioning of an object by a limb,
it frequently appears that the number of independent dimen-
sions that completely describe an object position is less than the
number of degrees of freedom in joints of the limb used, a
situation often called Bernstein's problem. It is a problem
because determining separate joint positions from the desired
result is equivalent to attempting the impossible task of solving
for more unknowns (necessary joint positions) than there are
independent simultaneous equations (defined in object posi-
tion). The problem is even more severe if each muscle in the
frog's leg (20 at the hip alone [Lombard & Abbott 1907]) is
independently controlled. The most severe discrepancy devel-
ops if each motor unit in the limb is independently controlled.
Spinal frogs successfully accomplish wiping tasks and thus must
resolve each "underdetermined" function.

Examples of effects of "excess degrees of freedom" in biolog-
ical systems used for motor control are so numerous that they
are seldom noted. Without extra movements there would be no
motor equivalence, as for each outcome there could be only one
kinematic solution. Not only would frogs have always used the
same posture for wiping a particular target, but a child with
thumb in mouth could not move arm or head; foot-placement
guides could perfectly define dance steps; and gait study would
be monotonous.

In fact, variety in motor patterns may be essential to survival
when alternate solutions are needed. Thus, without the ability
to choose among motor-equivalent responses, if the trajectory
used in feeding should be obstructed at any point the whole
operation would have to be abandoned. Further, pathological
loss of a single muscle's function would preclude all actions in
which that muscle normally participates. Even a partial reduc-
tion of excess degrees of freedom can be cumbersome, as shown
by the extra maneuvering space needed by persons trying to
feed themselves wearing an elbow cast. Could advanced animals
have evolved without both introducing and solving Bernstein's
problem?

To obtain specific solutions to any underdetermined prob-
lem, either extra independent functions must be added (specify-
ing position) or the number of unknowns (joint angles) must be
reduced or both. Here, we are not in a position to modify

biological systems, but where it appears that a kinematic prob-
lem is underdetermined, yet successfully handled, our assump-
tions must overlook controlling functions or count excess inde-
pendent functions or both.

An assumption in describing Bernstein's problem is that the
joints under consideration are controlled independently. This
may not always be true. Thus, if each joint in a series of joints
moves only in proportion to adjacent joints, as in the cheliped of
feeding crabs (described in the target article), individual joints
follow with different proportions a single control variable and
are not independent units. Likewise, on observing human axial
movements it appears that whole spinal regions ordinarily act as
flexible rods instead of as a series of independent joints. Even
the moving wave of bending that can be found in fish and snakes
may be controlled in terms of only the separate dimensions of
bending intensity and longitudinal location. In these cases the
linkage of successive joints seems to occur by virtue of both
neural organization and the mechanics of body anatomy (Alex-
ander 1981: Grillner 1974).

Neural control diverging from a common origin reduces
degrees of freedom. Thus, fixed recruitment order of motor
units within a muscle (Henneman, Solmjen & Carpenter 1965)
greatly reduces degrees of freedom. (Each variant recruitment
order [Smith, Betts, Edgerton & Zernecke 1980] gives a degree
of freedom but the total number is less than the number of motor
units.) Reciprocal linkages reduce degrees of freedom as much
as synergistic links (Creed, Denny-Brown, Eccles, Liddell &
Sherrington 1932). Reflex interactions (Moraso, Bizzi & Di-
chgans 1973) have the same effect. However, reduction of total
degrees of freedom in the limb is not the only solution used, as
movement is also dependably controlled in both yoga exercises
and rock climbing, where positional variability seems to be
maximized.

The presence of extra controlling functions, beyond the mini-
mum necessary, could reduce the discrepancy of degrees of
freedom in motor control. In some robotic problems, extra
degrees of freedom are intentionally introduced, to allow parti-
tioning of complex movement problems to simplify control.
Biological motor-control problems frequently also involve sub-
division of single tasks, such as when an individual walks to the
vicinity of an object and then uses are movements to manipulate
it. Less obvious cases include the separation of fast tracking and
prolonged gaze into separate eye and head rotations (Morasso et
al. 1973) and the separation of a hammering action from hammer
aiming into wrist and arm-shoulder components (Partridge,
unpublished observation). Neither of these is a minimal solution
because an extra degree of freedom is required to accomplish
each separation.

Figs. 7-9 of the target article show a different type of separa-
tion of two functions, aiming and leg configuration. Successive
cycles of aim are accomplished with appreciably different com-
binations of joint angles, ordered such that compensatory
changes in other joints are associated with each change in one
joint angle. Thus the joints do not act independently although
angle variability remains. This case differs from the previous
examples in that the control of two independent functions spans
the same set of joints so the added degrees of freedom hide in
independence of multiangle vectors rather than being obvious
in individual angles. Such hidden independence is best re-
vealed by calculations such as that used in Fig. 9.

Berkinblit et al. indicate that different positions could come
from a finite set of joint combinations defined for each aim
position. However, continuous functions do exist defining inter-
relationship among joint angles that would produce necessary
compensations. The aim points could be reached by the control
of only two dimensions, each determining a set of interre-
lationships spanning several joints. Approximate compensatory
functions might be adequate for practical control. In control by
continuous functions, all aim points could be set while leg
configuration was allowed to drift under the influence of acci-
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dental effects of friction, inertia, starting positions, and other
ongoing activities.

A two- or three-dimensional movement of a point on a limb
still requires either successive or simultaneous solutions of a
two- or three-dimensional trajectory problem. The normal
greylag goose appears to temporally separate into parts, sur-
mounting an obstacle while walking (Lorenz 1981). Is it possible
that successive stages of wiping in the spinal frog represent
dysmetric failure to coordinate simultaneous computation of
multiple control vectors corresponding to the "decomposition of
movement" first described by Holmes (1922) in patients with
cerebellar lesions? Temporal decomposition of individual joint
movements seen by Holmes would be easier to recognize but
equivalent to temporal decomposition of vector components.

As Lombard and Abbott demonstrated (1907), many complex
relationships in motor control originate in the mechanical sys-
tem instead of the central nervous system. Multijoint muscles
that provide for energy exchange between joints (Elftman 1939)
may also provide the compensatory linking of joint angles,
coordinating wiping actions. Fig. 1 shows how a limblike struc-
ture can be linked by ties across joint pairs to give the stability of
a terminal point while intermediate angles vary. (This highly
simplified model represents major relationships but neither the
problems nor the compensations introduced by complex details
of real frog skeletons. In the frog, torque delivered by a muscle
even reverses direction as the angles change [Lombard &
Abbott 1907].) In the model the length of two ties nearly fixes a
point on the distal segment in two dimensions while the remain-
ing degree of freedom allows overall configuration change under
control of any one of the individual angles. With comparable
partitioning of aim point and configuration control, the frog
nervous system need not store multiple data sets for each
configuration at each aim point but could use continuously

Figure 1. (Partridge). A three-joint limb can be linked by ties
(muscle combinations) in a way that approximately determines
location in a plane, of a distal point, while leaving the overall
configuration flexible. Upper left figure shows a fixed base and
three-jointed segments as solid lines. The interrupted lines
represent two ties which can be fixed in length. The remaining
three patterns each show the result of 10 different angles in the
first segment when the ties have a fixed length. The lengths at
which ties are fixed is varied between sets. Locations of tie
points and segment lengths are in all cases the same as shown in
the single configuration case.

variable but simpler separate functions with just two variables
for aim-point control.

Separability in a vector sense, where the different functions
use the same components, appears to be common to cat walking
(Halbertsma 1983) and visual tracking (Morasso et al. 1973) as
well as wiping action. Further, separability of nonkinematic
functions in the same vector sense can also be described, as in
the case of voluntary adjustment of stiffness in a limb partially
independent of torque (Partridge 1981; Partridge & Benton
1981). In the latter case it appears that the coordination of the
activity in multiple muscles is of central origin, and, in the
simplest example, it exchanges impedance dimensions for the
angular ones of reciprocal muscles.

Two types of operation have been described where it is easy to
misidentify the dimensionality of a biological control problems.
Thus the fact that two joints can move independently does not
mean that they do move independently in a particular control
function. Even more difficult to recognize in a multijoint system
are vector dependencies such that there are actually fewer
independent movements than there are joints involved. The
second type of problem of recognition lies in the possibility that
what seems to be a single kinematic action is controlled as
separable subcomponents, with extra control dimensions added
by the separation. Again the vector variant, in which the separa-
ble controls use the same joints, is the hardest form to recog-
nize. Of course true separability can only exist if the nervous
system is organized as a commonwealth of compatible control-
lers instead of as a single omnipotent central government, a
reasonable possibility from the view of both evolution and
control effectiveness (Partridge 1982; Tomovic & Bellman
1970).

Bernstein's problem cannot be severe in those biological
systems that adequately control movement, and it may disap-
pear as a problem in the study of motor control as we learn to
count properly both the number of degrees of freedom con-
trolled and the number of independent degrees of freedom in
the responding system. When we learn to count, it is probable
that we will find that what the nervous and mechanical systems
do together is both reasonable and done in a believable way.

Motor variability but functional specificity:
Demise of the concept of motor commands
Edward S. Reed
Department of Humanities and Communications, Drexel University,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

Berkinblit et al. 's target article introduces to the area of motor
control the kind of thinking about variability that has proved so
successful in evolutionary biology (so-called population think-
ing, see Ghiselin 1984; Mayr 1982; Reed 1978). For example, in
studying the evolution of the upright posture in Homo sapiens,
researchers do not seek to establish the "essential human gait
pattern." In fact, they could not do so, because no such thing
exists. What do exist are a range of variation within which
human anatomy and gaits fall and patterns of invariance charac-
teristically found within this range of variation that are not found
in the other higher primates (Campbell 1985; for more on
invariance and variability in biology, see Reed, 1979; 1982). This
kind of thinking about variability is conspicuously absent in the
study of motor control, where there has been a continual effort
to explain ranges of variation in terms of static, unchanging
units.

The classic example of such static essentialist thinking in
motor control is the behavioristic theory that all action can be
explained in terms of reflexes, chains of reflexes, and condition-
ing. Such an explanatory program will succeed only if there are
in fact static, unchanging units out of which more complex
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behaviors can be built. The confirmed evolutionist would
doubt, a priori, that such static units could exist in any evolving
population; this doubt is easily confirmed by a thoughtful review
of the literature. It turns out that when experimenters have
bothered to test the hypothesis that isolable reflexes exist as
components of behavioral responses the results have always
been negative. For example, a conditioned finger-withdrawal
reflex to an electric shock will transfer to the opposite side of the
body (where no conditioning occurred), indicating that condi-
tioned responses are not lateralized in the nervous system
(Gibson, Jack & Raffel 1932). The knee-jerk reflex can also be
made to transfer. Furthermore, the knee-jerk reflex can be
conditioned to a stimulus that is itself a movement (e.g., a hand
squeeze), apparently confirming the idea of a reflex chain or
circle for conditioned responses (i.e., where the kinesthetic
result of one movement is the conditioned stimulus for a sec-
ond). However, this conditioning will also transfer to the non-
conditioned side of the body, and the chain can also be reversed,
so that a pure reflex knee jerk will lead to a hand squeeze
(Gibson & Hudson 1935).

These results suggest that these so-called reflexes are not
mechanical responses to stimuli but functional responses to
circumstances. In all cases, the people make protective move-
ments in response to some endangering stimulus, such as an
electric shock or a hammer blow. Wickens (1938; 1939) con-
firmed this suspicion by showing that a finger-withdrawal reflex
transfers to the antagonistic set of muscles if the hand is turned
over - that is, this conditioned reflex is variable with respect to
the mechanical circumstances and neural pathways but specific
to the functional task; withdrawal. This result also holds for
reflexes aroused by electric shock in quadrupeds, who respond
with various forms of locomotor avoidance (Gibson 1952).

What had been supposed to be static, stereotyped, and
unchanging unitary responses thus turned out to be fragmentary
components of a functional system (in this case some sort of
protective or withdrawal response of the locomotor system and
limbs). The idea of explaining all behavior in terms of these
fragments is strictly analogous to trying to explain the evolution
of the upright human posture in terms of isolated patterns in the
femur. What we should do is the exact opposite: Just as we can
understand changes in hominid femurs only in terms of the
evolution of the upright stance and bipedal locomotion, so we
can only understand "reflexes" in terms of the functional sys-
tems of which they are fragments. I think this is the moral of
Berkinblit et al.'s research.

According to Berkinblit et al., the intact frog will try to jump
away from a noxious stimulus and will wipe a spot of acid off its
skin while in flight. I suspect that the spinal frog's "stereotyped
wiping reflexes" (which are neither stereotyped or reflexive in
the strict sense of those terms) are components of this with-
drawal-plus-protection response, analogous to human limb
withdrawal (Wickens 1938) or quadruped locomotor withdrawal
(Gibson 1952). The ability of the spinal frog to remove two
noxious stimuli in different places and to adjust its wiping
movements to radical changes in posture such as being bent at
the illiosacral joint seems to support this conjecture. The wiping
reflex of a spinal frog is not specific to the stimulus's local sign
nor to some stereotyped movement mechanism, but it is func-
tionally specific (Reed 1984:1985) to the problem caused by the
irritation.

This conjecture that a reflex is always a fragment of a "func-
tional system" (an idea found in Anokhin 1975; Bernstein 1975;
1984; Gibson 1966; Luria 1975) is further supported by
Berkinblit et al.'s invariant characteristic or X model of the
nueral control of muscle stretch. As the authors point out, their
model predicts that reflex behavior will be seen when central
signals are fixed (not, please note, absent, but simply when the \
values are fixed) - an unusual occurrence. What the authors do
not say, but I believe they are forced to conclude, is that the
central signals are not "motor commands." These signals create

the conditions under which muscle stretches occur, but they do
not establish either muscle lengths or forces and they cannot
specify movement parameters. Rather, a range of possible
muscle actions is set but the particular values realized depend
on other factors, such as posture (and so-called tuning of the
spine), afferent inputs, and the animal's perceived circum-
stances. A signal that influences but does not determine an act
should not be called a "command" (Reed 1984).

In my opinion, Berkinblit et al. have shown that neither pure
reflexes nor pure centrally commanded movements exist (Reed
1982). Rather, the nervous system comprises nested loops or
action cycles that set ranges of variability within which actions
are constrained to occur. The parametrization of these ranges
occurs not only from central and peripheral sources, but also
from perception (awareness of the organism's relation to the
environment, as opposed to the merely sensory qualities of
stimuli) and postural conditions (which modify all neural param-
eters, inputs and outputs, higher and lower, in important ways).
Can we create a "comparative zoology" of action that abandons
the essentialist myths of building actions up from stereotyped
units of behavior in favor of seeing action as a parametrization of
a range of variation? I hope so, and I believe Berkinblit et al.'s
work is an important step to this goal.

An historical note on the spinal frog experiment. In the 1730s,
Stephen Hales (1677-1761) experimented with decapitated
frogs and showed that the spinal cord was necessary for reflex
action by crude method of sticking a needle into the spinal
marrow. (For more on Hales see Allan & Schofield, 1980.)
Robert Whytt (1714-1766), who taught at the University of
Edinburgh's Medical School, published Hales's findings and
pursued a series of much more sophisticated studies on the
spinal frog (French 1969; Reed 1980; Seller 1864). In his book,
An Essay on the Vital and Other Involuntary Motions of Ani-
mals (1751), Whytt demonstrated that a single spinal segment
could mediate reflex movements and other involuntary muscle
activity. He also demonstrated the adaptability of the spinal
frog's wiping response, noting that the movements were adapt-
ed to circumstances in such a way as to protect the animal. In the
course of this research, Whytt developed his hypothesis that all
muscular motion depended upon the stimulation of nerves:
either "involuntary" stimulation from outside the body, "vital"
stimulation from inside the body, or "voluntary" stimuli from
the brain (soul). This was the beginning of modern
neuropsychology.

A year after Whytt's book was published, Albrecht von Hal-
ler, one of the most distinguished scientists of his time, who is
often called the father of modern physiology, attacked Whytt in
a long review (1752). Haller objected to Whytt's stimulus-
nerve-muscle theory, arguing stimulus-muscle theory. Ac-
cording to Haller, all animal tissues are"sensitive" and "irrita-
ble." Thus muscles can be directly stimulated into motion
without the intermediary action of the nerves. More important,
Haller objected to Whytt's view that the nervous action of the
spine was accompanied by a "sentient principle." Whytt had
argued that.although the brain (soul) could send commands of
will to the spine and muscles, the spine itself contained a
sentient principle that can adjust these commands adaptively to
fit the circumstances (we would today describe this as a form of
information processing). In the spinal frog, Whytt claimed, the
spine was acting on its own to maintain the life and integrity of
the organism. Whytt was very careful to distinguishthe spine's
sentient principle from the brain's soul, the former being uncon-
scious and deterministic in action, the latter being conscious and
free. This did not appease Haller, who accused Whytt of being
an animist (a "Stahlian" - although Whytt had explicitly denied
this and indeed was engaged simultaneously in a controversy
with William Porterfield, an Edinburgh physician who was a
proponent of Stahl's animism). The controversy continued
(Whytt 1755; 1768) but Haller's greater prestige won over-
Whytt's facts, and it was not until Marshall Hall and Johannes
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Miiller in the 1830s that the stimulus-nerve-muscle circurt
theory was established. Surprisingly, many historians still side
with Haller, the vitalist, claiming that his idea of irritability
launched moddern neurophysiology, not Whytt's neu-
romuscular hypothesis, which deployed the kind of "spiritual
mechanicism" so commonly found in 20th-century neuros-
cience (Granit 1975; Popper & Eccles 1977; Sherrington 1947;
Sperry 1952; and others).

A century after the Whytt-Haller (Whytt 1751; Haller 1752)
debate, Pfliiger repeated Whytt's experiments and also showed
that the spinal frog will wipe off an acid irritation with the
contralateral foot if the original hindleg is amputated. From
these results Pfluger claimed that there must be a "spinal soul"
analogous to Why H'ssentient principle. Lotze and others at-
tacked this idea, claiming that a mechanistic explanation could
be found (see Ferrier 1886;72f, for a contemporary discussion in
English). The controversy was resolvedprimarily because the
physiologists of the day had an abhorrence for attributing a
"soul" to the spine. They did not want to do away with the soul -
just to reserve for it its rightful place (in the brain). Behind this
fear was the long-standing tradition (deriving from Newton? -
see Jacob 1981) of using a mixture of mechanism and spiritualism
to explain the universe, and of keeping the soul separate from all
material things except the human brain. A spinal soul smacked
of pantheism, which to upstanding Victorians was perhaps no
better than atheism or materialism. The problem with this
strategy is that it had no scientific basis: The same reasons used
to attribute a soul to the human brain also lead to the attribution
of something like a soul to the spine and even to the spine of a
frog, for the association of sensory and motor signals happens in
the lower as well as the upper regions of the central nervous
system (CNS) (Young 1971). Already in his History of Mate-
rialism Lange (1880:158) claimed that materialism was refuted
by physiological psychology!

Berkinblit et al.'s hypothesis that the spinal cord of the frog
contains a body image that is used in interpreting incoming
stimuli is a descendant of Whytt's "sentient principle." The only
way to save the hypothesis of mechanical specificity, the doc-
trine of stimuli and responses, is to postulate souls that adapt
stimuli to the body's needs and fashion responses accordingly.
Such spiritual mechanism can be obscured by modern-sounding
jargon about body schemes, motor programs, or whatnot, but
the underlying idea is still good old-fashioned Cartesian du-
alism. Alternatively, one can save mechanical specificity by
appealing to vitalism, as did Haller, or one can attempt a
thoroughgoing mechanical reductionism by explaining away the
results of studies on reflex adaptability. Rather than continue to
perpetuate these centuries-old muddles, might it not be better
simply to abandon the dogma of mechanical specificity, that the
nervous system is an input-output machine (this only works for
the most artificially simplified of cases anyway), and begin to
treat the CNS as a functional entity? Surely an evolutionary
materialism is superior to Cartesian dualism.
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Implications of aiming
T. D. M. Roberts
Institute of Physiology, University of Glasow, Glasgow G12 800, Scotland

This is by no means the first attempt to describe the mechanism
of the voluntary control of movement in terms of the adjustment
of a single parameter in the "muscle-servo." Here we are offered
a choice between offset and slope as the single parameter of the
force-length characteristic of a reflexively active muscle that is

adjusted by descending commands. However, to carry out the
different kinds of task that the limbs are called upon to perform,
both of these parameters need to be adjusted independently.
Sometimes a specific force is required at a variety of muscle
lengths, as in supporting the weight of the body. At other times
length-change is to be resisted, as in landing after a step. In
many cases it is the dynamic properties of the limb as a whole
that are of more direct interest than those of individual muscles,
and different muscles may be used at different times to achieve
the same limb performance. In view of this versatility, it is
unrealistic to expect to be able to identify one unique pattern of
motor-control strategy as applicable to all occasions.

In the unraveling of the mysteries of motor control there are
many pitfalls that we create for ourselves by the slipshod
application of conceptual tools. We need to be clear at each stage
of the argument just what it is that we are talking about. In the
present context we need to be especially careful to maintain
distinctions between such paired terms as the following: reflexes
and innate behaviour patterns; servo-action and goal seeking;
afferent signals and measurable parameters; conditioning and
learning. In behavioural acts that involve aiming at identified
objects in the external world, the pattern of motor commands
that produces the desired motion of a limb extremity is presum-
ably learned from experience of the results of earlier trials. A
repertoire of equivalent command sets will be built up to take
account of different kinds of obstacles encountered during the
trials. In the innate behaviour patterns we see many examples of
this. The component movements in such behaviour as nest
building take account of the characteristics and relative locations
of the external objects that are to be manipulated to form the
nest. Yet the structure of the completed nest is sufficiently
stereotyped to make the nest recognizable as having been made
by a member of a particular species. It is this reproducibility that
characterises the behaviour as having an innate pattern. The
expression "fixed action pattern" is unfortunate in this context.
What is fixed is the outcome of the behaviour, not the motor
pattern itself, which can be extremely variable.

In contrast, the motor pattern in a true reflex is much more
restricted in variety. Indeed, the expression "reflex" is most
useful if it is reserved solely for those responses in which the
relationship between afferent signal and motor output is suffi-
ciently regular to justify the view that the whole process is
determined by the detailed neuroanatomy. With this restriction
one can draw conclusions about the anatomy from observations
on the presence or absence of specific reflexes in individual
cases. This is the basis of the neurologist's practice of "testing a
patient's reflexes."

In the target article the wiping behaviour of the spinal frog is
spoken of as "reflex," and the variability in the movement
pattern is interpreted as an example of reflex adaptability. It is
extremely interesting to see that a reduced preparation is
capable of such complex behaviour. Certain details of this
behaviour, however, present characteristics that make it more
appropriate to classify it as an innate behaviour pattern rather
than as a true reflex. If we adopt this view, the conclusions of the
target article are seen to be trivial.

A feature both of reflexes and of innate behaviour patterns is
the act of "recognition" of the situation in which the response is
to be initiated. The aiming of the limb in the wiping reaction
implies the recognition of a target, in this case the location of an
irritating focus on the external surface of the body. Some form of
recognition is involved in all the innate behaviour patterns inso-
far as each is initiated by a specific releaser which has to be
distinguished from the rest of the animal's experience. It is less
well-realised that the true reflexes also entail acts of recognition.
The nervous system has to discriminate those afferent patterns
that are to elicit a specific response from other patterns that are
to be treated differently. For example, the knee jerk does not
always occur when the quadriceps tendon is suddenly
stretched. It does not occur in landing after a running step when
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the momentum of the body has to be absorbed suddenly, nor in
response to the sudden tension at the moment of impact when
kicking a football.

In each case the recognition procedure appears to operate on
the gestalt principle. In the class of afferent patterns that
succeed in generating a specific response, the individual pat-
terns include a variety of elements, but not all of these need to
be present for the trigger to be effective. It is this feature of the
mechanism that makes possible the modifications of triggering
involved in the formation of conditioned reflexes, where new
elements come to be added to the set contributing to the gestalt.
It seems entirely reasonable to suppose that many complex acts
are assembled from chains of simple reflexes by a conditioning
process that introduces afferent signals generated during the
performance of one element into the trigger gestalt for the
succeeding element.

The nature of the aiming component in the innate behaviour
patterns prompts the classification of such acts as "goal-di-
rected," though in fact all that may be happening is that a
sequence of movements continues until the detection of an
appropriate "satiation releaser" or "consummation releaser"
switches off the activity. Goal-directed activity should be dis-
tinguished from error-controlled servomechanisms. In the pur-
suit of a goal there may be some appreciation of a shortfall in
performance, but this does not imply that the nervous system
contains anywhere an error signal whose measurable magnitude
governs subsequent motor performance. In the case of the
wiping reaction, the details of the movement are organised in
relation to the recognised position of the target, and a sequence
of movements may be repeated until the irritation is removed.

The observation that the wiping reaction is successfully aimed
in the spinal frog could provide a springboard for an important
advance in our understanding of central nervous activity, in that
a reduced preparation may prove more amenable to elec-
trophysiological manipulation than the whole animal normally
required for studies on recognition. It has been noted earlier
(Roberts 1963) that the decerebrate cat is capable of "recognis-
ing" whether one of its muscles is being stretched by a compliant
or by a rigid device; the responses are different. But this aspect
of recognition has not been investigated further.

Controlling the temporal structure of limb
movements
Richard A. Schmidt
Motor Control Laboaratory, Department of Kinesiology, University of
California, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024

The Berkinblit et al. target article presents so many new and
exciting ideas about movement control that I feel frustrated in
not having more space here to agree, amplify, or criticize. I
found particularly fascinating the discussion of "mass-spring
control," and here I direct my remarks at the role of centrally
programmed timing in such models.

An important event was Polit and Bizzi's (1978) finding that
deafferented monkeys could move reasonably accurately to
unseen targets, even when perturbed briefly. Such findings,
when put together with a number of others (e.g., Kelso & Holt
1980; Schmidt & McGown 1980), suggested that motor-pro-
gram models, in which a centrally programmed temporal struc-
ture was a key ingredient, seemed incorrect (Schmidt 1980:
1982). These findings supported theories in which only an
equilibrium point was specified, with the limb moving to the
end point as a mechanical system. Turvey's (1977) populariza-
tion of Feldman's (1966: 1974) original model encouraged a
"dynamical" viewpoint (e.g., Kelso, Holt, Kugler & Turvey
1980; Kelso, Holt, Rubin & Kugler 1981), stressing that the
central control of timing was not necessary. Berkinblit et al.

seem to take this perspective also, but they convey a mixed
message, as I will try to point out here.

Other perspectives are possible, but I view the mass-spring
models1 as being important because they eliminated the need
for central timing in movement. They were elegantly simple,
such that specifying a minimal number of parameters caused the
temporal structure of the action (i. e., the kinematics) to emerge
as a consequence of the dynamics involved. One apparent
problem (Wallace 1981) was their seeming inability to account
for the phasic electromyographic (EMG) activities seen in rapid
limb movements. But in the target article, the authors review
Feldman's (1974) arguments about how even the temporal
EMG structure can emerge from the dynamics (see Fig. 4F).
Indeed, the authors conclude that "It is . . . unnecessary to
suggest that there is a central program for [the EMG bursts']
time periods and amplitudes" (Sect. 2.2). There are two major
reasons why I feel that this conclusion is not warranted, at least
in general terms.

Unidirectional actions. First, there is evidence that contra-
dicts the Feldman (1974) model, and the X model presented in
the target article. Wadman, Denier van der Gon, Geuze, and
Mol (1979) and Shapiro and Walter (1982) have used quick (150
ms) positioning movements, which typically show a phasic
EMG pattern: The agonist is activated, the agonist is abruptly
terminated as an antagonist burst occurs, and then the agonist
burst appears again at the end of the movement, presumably for
stabilization. An important finding comes from a paradigm in
which, unexpectedly, the limb is sometimes blocked mechan-
ically, so that no movement can occur on that trial. On such
trials, the temporal structuring of the EMG activities is remark-
ably similar to that seen in the "normal" unblocked trials,
especially during the first 100-120 ms, with some (probably)
reflex-based modifications later in the pattern. The question is,
what (or who) is responsible for the temporal structure seen in
the "normal" and blocked trials? To me, the structure cannot
have simply emerged from the dynamics as Feldman (1974)
would have it, as the dynamics were massively disrupted by the
mechanical block; yet the EMG timing was nearly unaffected. A
better hypothesis, in my view, is that this temporal structure is
centrally organized and "run off' as the movement unfolds. I
take these findings as evidence against Feldman's (1974) view in
particular, and the dynamical viewpoint (Kelso et ail. 1980; 1981)
in general.

I am confused slightly by Berkinblit et al. 's position about the
temporal structure of single positioning actions. After they
argue that such responses are not timed centrally, they say that
"movement velocity may depend on the speed of the shift of the
equilibrium point" (Sect. 2.2). Now, if we have the equilibrium
point shifting from one value to another at different speeds, is
this not tantamount to an underlying temporal structure for the
action? I see this solution - together with that of Bizzi, Accor-
nero, Chappie, and Hogan (1982), that the equilibrium point
"sweeps" continuously (presumably under central control) - as
a necessary, but disappointing, retreat from the elegant mass-
spring view that had no temporal structure at all. And, in
support of the sweeping equilibrium point, Berkinblit et al. cite
a model (Adamovich & Feldman 1984) and supporting data
(Adamovich, Burlachkova & Feldman 1984) in which a centrally
regulated temporal structure is a critical, dominant feature. In
fact, there are as many as three separate timing structures in this
model, and more if more movements are "superimposed," as
the authors term it.

Sequential movements. Second, the mass-spring model does
not hold very well for sequential movements. Using rapid
reversal movements (Schmidt, McGown, Quinn & Hawkins, in
press), the subject moves a lever to a target, reverses direction,
and follows through beyond the starting position, all with a goal
movement time of approximately 300 ms. Unexpectedly loading
the limb inertially causes the reversal point to be shorter than on
normally unloaded trials, which contradicts the notion (Kelso et
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al. 1981) that the limb is behaving as an oscillating mass-spring
system. This result can be understood in terms of an underlying,
relatively unchangeable, temporal structure, where a correc-
tion for the added load could not be made before the previously
timed antagonist burst "arrived" to reverse the limb's direction.
These results also bring into question the generality of the
equifinality notion (see also Schmidt 1980; Schmidt & McGown
1980; Schmidt et al., in press).

Berkinblit et al. have extended the mass-spring modeling to
long movement sequences in a clever way, suggesting that the
limbs achieve a series of equilibrium points which together
make up a sequential action. The role of central timing in
movement production thereby becomes a dominant part of their
model. They note that the temporal structure of the frog's
actions appears to be sped up and slowed down as a unit, which
suggests "the existence of a common sweep generator [whose
rate of sweep] is a controllable parameter" (Sect. 4.5). As far as I
can tell, this is just the idea that has been used in the concept of a
generalized motor program (Schmidt 1975; 1982), which they
denied using earlier. The distinction seems to be between (a)
the timing of the sequence of shifts in equilibrium point, which
is controlled centrally, and (b) the timing involved in the
achievement of each of them, which Berkinblit et al. argue is not
timed centrally (I disagree).

Because the existence and role of central timed structures are
perhaps the most critical issues distinguishing motor-program
theories (e.g., Schmidt 1982) from dynamical theories (Kelso et
al. 1980; 1981) for movement control, I am disappointed that the
authors are ambiguous about the role of timing in their model.
The evidence and arguments here point strongly toward the
necessary existence of such structures in theories of movement
control.
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NOTE
1. The authors correctly point out that there are two (or perhaps even

more) mass-spring models - the a model from Polit and Bizzi (1978) and
the X model discussed here.

Beyond anatomical specificity
M. T. Turvey
Haskins Laboratories, New Haven, Conn. 06511

I wish to address Berkinblit et al.'s treatment of movement
plasticity with respect to two classical assumptions that figure
prominently in their analysis: (1) the existence of elemental
behaviors specific to anatomical structures and (2) the formation
of complexity from simplicity. The first assumption can be
introduced through the doctrine of specific nerve qualities
advanced by Miiller and Helmholtz (Boring 1942). According to
this doctrine a given sensation (e.g., of brightness, hue, loud-
ness) is specific to the activity in a given nerve. What causes the
nerve to be active is immaterial; that the nerve is active is all that
matters. Patently, any perception and any action must be
specific to something. Generalizing the doctrine of specific
nerve qualities leads to the traditional claim that something in
question is a part of the body (more exactly, the states of some of
its neurons). This is the notion of anatomical specificity that has
enjoyed widespread acceptance since Descartes framed his
doctrine of corporeal ideas (Reed 1982a). The study of the
control and coordination of movement adverts to anatomical
specificity in several ways. A host of responses conventionally
termed "reflexes" are said to be specific to afferent-efferent
linkages in the spinal cord. Oscillatory movements are said to be

specific to particular single nuerons (pacemakers) or to circum-
scribed ensembles of neurons. Whole sequences of responses
are said to be specific to command neurons.

Anatomical specificity implies invariable context-free move-
ment units. For example, in the ordinary understanding of
reflexes, if the anatomy can be effectively isolated, then when
the appropriate afferent path is stimulated a fixed efferent
outflow and skeletomuscular patterning should result. Move-
ment plasticity gets defined, therefore, as the problem of how
anatomically specific, context-free movement units are adjusted
and combined. One can think of the problem in these terms:
Successful activity in real environments requires that move-
ments be variable and specific to tasks (the animal's goals or
intentions with respect to the surrounding layout of surfaces,
including its own); the movements in the basic repertoire,
however, are assumed to be invariable and specific to anatom-
ical structures. Attempts to resolve this predicament ordinarily
invoke specialized devices mediating the inputs and outputs of
the anatomical structures. In that such devices embody a degree
of unexplained intelligence, their inclusion in the account of
spinal capabilities has been, historically, a source of controversy
(Fearing 1930/1970).

Now personally I doubt that there are, in fact, invariable
anatomically specific movements. I think they owe their "exis-
tence" largely to a methodology that lifts isolated fragments out
of context. As Bernstein (1967) underscored, instances of coordi-
nated movement always involve two sets of forces, those pro-
vided muscularly and those provided nonmuscularly (reactive,
Coriolis, frictional). An animal generates a set of forces that, in
conjunction with the nonmuscular forces, realizes its aim. In
more picturesque terms, an animal bends the (variable) force
structure that is given to produce the force structure that is
required (Fowler & Turvey 1978). Insofar as this would always
have been true for the activity of any creature, from the smallest
to the largest, it seems most unlikely that evolutionary pressure
would have put a premium on "hard molded" context-free
movements. What seem to be needed, in evolutionary perspec-
tive, are systems that can assemble task- or function-specific
movements. Where the focus of anatomical specificity is the
issue of how invariable units yield variable products, task- or
functional-specificity focuses attention on reconciling invar-
iance of a collective end state with variance in the detail of the
component courses of events leading up to it. Outside of animal
movements nature furnishes very many examples of multiple
constellations of microevents yielding macroproducts of essen-
tially the same standard type (Stevens 1974; Weiss 1967). The
implication is that the phenomenon reflects self-organizing
strategies of great generality. It is notable that morphogenetic
processes (e.g., embryogenesis) persistently resist interpreta-
tion in terms of anatomical specificity. (Like Berkinblit et al., I
believe that there are useful parallels, even convergences, to be
drawn between coordinated movements and morphogenesis.) A
mixture of isolated single cells, drawn randomly from an already
functioning embryonic kidney and then scrambled, lumped,
and suitably nourished, will assemble itself into a functionally
adept miniature kidney. Such examples abound and are well-
known (Weiss 1967). One important lesson they provide is that a
cell's role is largely determined by the conditions prevailing at
the cell's location. From locale to locale conditions vary depend-
ing on the configurational dynamics of the ensemble. Embryo-
genesis implicates a field perspective. Another important lesson
of embryogenesis is that for functionally invariant mac-
roproducts to arise through variable microevents, sources of
stability and reproducibility (of function) must be realized in the
evolving dynamics of the cell ensemble. Peter Kugler and I,
working with a morphogenesis-like problem, have taken a leaf
from Gibson (1966; 1979) and sought these sources in alternative
descriptions (qualitative, macroscopic properties) of the dynam-
ics (Kugler & Turvey, in press). These properties are close
relatives of the "order parameters" of cooperative physical
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phenomena (e.g., Careri 1984; Haken 1978), and the equi-
librium points of Berkinblit et al.'s \ theory may well be
interpreted in similar fashion.

If the notion of anatomically specific movements is suspect, as
I am suggesting (see also Reed 1982b), then the idea that there
are classes of movements (termed "complex") built from simple
stereotyped movement units must also be suspect. Thus, al-
though the formation of complexity from simplicity is easily
imagined I am inclined to think that it is an improper image.
Activities such as the wiping response of focal concern to
Berkinblit et aJ. are more properly construed, perhaps, as types
of simplifications from complexity (Pattee 1972). Wiping in the
frog is a simple dynamical regime as are the frog's forms of
locomotion. Each regime is distilled out of an aggregation of
many degrees of freedom at the muscle-joint level and very
many more at the cellular level. The formation of these simple
regimes from an extremely complex, functionally rich interior is
to be understood as a collective or global activity contrasted with
the locally specific organizational style of combining specific
structures. Detailed accounts of the emergence of particular
simplicities are hard to come by (cf. Kugler & Turvey, in press),
but illustrations of the general process are widely documented
(e.g., Haken 1978; 1981) Prigogine 1980).

By way of conclusion, I am taking the data provided by
Berkinblit et al. on the variability and adaptability of the wiping
response as evidence for a design principle of functional specific-
ity (Fowler & Turvey 1978; Gibson 1966; Reed 1982b) rather
than as evidence for the modifiability of anatomically specific
units. And I am suggesting that functional specificity reflects, in
part, an overarching set of physical biological strategies by
which state spaces of high dimensionality are systematically
compressed into state spaces of low dimensionality.
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On the hierarchy of "reflexes"
Uwe Windhorst
Zentrum Physiologie und Pathophysiologie. Abteilung Neuround
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For the sake of conceptual clarity, it is worthwhile first to
distinguish some notions used by Berkinblit et al. The authors
seem to treat wiping reflexes in (spinal) frogs and stretch reflexes
in humans (perhaps unintentionally) as if they were easily
comparable, for example, with respect to reflex parametriza-
tion. However, they are not, for the following reasons:

In their X model of posture and movement, Berkinblit et al.
distinguish three hierarchical levels: Level A (low) encompasses
the mechanical muscle-load system; level B (middle) contains
the spinal stretch reflex servo; and level C (high) represents the
independent "central generator" issuing motor programs or
commands to level B. If we assume for the moment that this
model as applicable to the frog wiping reflex (which is not the
case because frogs lack a separate fusimotor innervation, and the
stretch reflex is poorly developed in them; cf. Llinas & Precht
1976), another level D (input level) should be added on top
which includes the releaser or trigger input with a possible
neural interface to the generator (target article, Sect. 4.3). The
frog's wiping reflex indeed involves all these different levels.
Thus, it makes use of a "central generator" (Sect. 2.1), the
cutaneous stimulus being a releaser or trigger of the central
movement program. Moreover, as impressively demonstrated
by Berkinblit et al., this program is marvelously adaptive to
"different variables characterizing the stimulus location and the

configuration of the body." The adapting influences enter the
above scheme at level C, modifying the programs, again possi-
bly via a neural interface. In summary, the wiping reflex oc-
cupies a high organizational level and would therefore be more
appropriately termed "triggered reaction." In contrast, the
stretch reflex, in the above scheme, has quite a subsidiary role
(Sect. 2.2). It is a servant ("servo") or instrument used by the
central programs, thus occupying a low organizational level (B).
(A note in passing: "Stretch reflex" is actually a misnomer
because this complicated neural organization is not primarily
designed to react to muscle stretch.)

However, has the spinal stretch reflex been assigned to the
appropriate level? I would like to argue that it has not. The
following remarks therefore pertain to higher vertebrates (from
cats to humans).

Inbar (1972) reasoned that (spinal) stretch-reflex gain is not
high enough to establish a powerful muscle length or other
"servo," but that it is high enough to adapt parameters of central
programs. Gottlieb and Agarwal (1980) expressed a similar view
about the adaptive role of spinal stretch reflexes with regard to
spinally descending signals. They would provide for adaptation
to initial and boundary mechanical conditions. In this view,
spinal stretch reflexes range at the same level (C) as other
modifying influences, that is, what happens is a "program
parametrization" instead of a "reflex parametrization."

There are several adaptive control schemes. Hogan (1982)
distinguishes "parameter-adaptive control" and "model-refer-
enced adaptive control." The former is not necessarily closed-
loop, that is, it does not require reflex loops. The latter would
assign a functional role to muscle spindles with their fusimotor
innervation that would serve as a model against which the
extrafusal contraction would be checked. But these schemes can
also be combined in that the feedback from muscle spindles
could be used to adapt central networks to prevailing peripheral
mechanical conditions. In this context it is pertinent to empha-
size that:

1. The main working range of proprioceptive reflexes based
on spindle feedback may be tailored to encompass small-ampli-
tude perturbations generated within the motor system itself,
such as the stochastically fluctuating activity of motor units (cf.
Evarts 1981).

2. Muscle spindle afferents connect not only to homonymous
motoneurons but - via various pathways - to a large variety of
motoneurons, although in some connections, some kind of
focusing may take place.

3. The above connections show (complicated) spatial patterns
down to intramuscular localized reflexes, but extending over
several muscle groups. These patterns, as well as those from
other afferent systems, may contribute to the important ability
of the spinal cord to accomplish "the coordinate transformations
from stimulus location and body configuration into multijoint
limb movements" (target article; Sect. 3.1). Such spatial trans-
formations could also contribute to optimization of motor perfor-
mance in terms of stabilization, linearization, and minimization
of energy expenditure (Windhorst 1979) and reduction of the
degrees of freedom.

4. Similar remarks hold for Ib afferents from Golgi tendon
organs; in fact these reflex pathways are intricately interwoven
with those from spindle afferents and other afferent and de-
scending systems (cf. Harrison & Jankowska 1985a; 1985b).

These aspects of stretch reflex organization are not sufficiently
taken into account by the \ or any similar models (cf., e.g., Loeb
1984). For the above and other reasons, the "imitation hypoth-
esis" (Sect. 2.3) appears contrived. Central commands are not
interchangeable, at least with those afferent signals originating
from muscle stretch receptors and from other modifying reflex
systems, because the two inputs to a motoneurons play very
different roles.

A last point deserves special emphasis. The feedback via
motor output and muscle stretch receptors back to the spinal
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cord cannot be isolated from another feedback system: spinal
recurrent inhibition. These two systems exhibit many structural
and functional similarities of organization, although it is possibly
their differences that may turn out to yield clues to their relative
functional significance. That is, any model-referenced adaptive
control system should be based on (at least) two models: the
fusimotor-muscle spindle system with its segmental afferent and
spinally descending inputs, and the recurrent inhibitory system
via Renshaw cells with its segmental afferent and spinally
descending inputs. (It is interesting that frogs appear to lack
both a separate fusimotor and spinal recurrent inhibitory sys-
tem; cf. Llinds and Precht 1976.)

Authors' Response

In search of the theoretical basis of motor
control
M. B. Berkinblit,a A. G. Feldman,3 and O. I. Fuksonb

'Institute of Information Transmission Problems, Academy of Sciences,
Moscow 101447, U.S.S.R. and b Moscow State University, Moscow
117234, U.S.S.R.

Our target article generated 28 commentaries. Sixteen of
these discussed the equilibrium point (EP) hypothesis.
The rest were concerned with more general problems of
motor control. To organize our response, we divide the
commentaries according to the main questions they
raised.

The triphasic myoelectric pattern. It is pointed out by
Cielen & Houk, Hasan, MacKay, and Schmidt that a
triphasic EMG pattern can be observed during rapid
movements in the ischemically deafferented limb (Sanes
& Jennings 1984), in case of a sudden block of movement
of the intact limb (Wadman, van der Gon, Geuze & Mol
1979) or during isometric torque exertion (Gordon &
Ghez 1984). The commentators conclude that these ob-
servations contradict or pose difficulties for the X model.
In their witty commentary Gielen & Houk do not reject
the X model but suggest that the reflex threshold during
rapid discrete movements shifts to its final value in
several steps. In their model, the triphasic EMG pattern
is implicitly represented in central commands, that is, in
multiphasic changes of X. It is noteworthy that in the
original X model there was a clear division of command
and executive functions between corresponding levels.
To execute a fast unidirectional movement, one level
produced EP shifts as a direct function of the target
distance and the other generated EMG bursts to bring
the system to the target. We will argue that there is no
serious reason to depart from this essential principle.

The data obtained by Sanes and Jennings (1984) conflict
with those showing that the characteristic triphasic EMG
pattern is weak (if at all present) in deafferented muscle
(e.g., Sanes, Mauritz, Dalakas & Evarts 1985). In any
case, the X model is consistent with the possibility that
something similar to a triphasic EMG pattern can be
observed in deafferented muscles. There are actually
interneurons (e.g., Renshaw cells and Ia-interneurons of
reciprocal inhibition) that receive mono- or polysynaptic

inputs from muscle afferents and that affect motoneurons.
By definition, these interneurons and their target
motoneurons belong to the muscle servo-system (level B
in Fig. 4A-C of target article). As a rule, the same
interneurons are influenced by independent control sig-
nals (Lundberg & Voorhoeve 1962). In intact conditions,
this neuronal part of the servo can participate in the
transformation of (presumably gradual) control signals
into a multiphasic, burst-like motoneurons output. When
the muscles are deafferented, this part of the servo,
although deprived of any afferent support, may continue
to modify the control signals. It follows that motoneuron
activity observed under deafferentation or with "fictive"
movements is unlikely to demonstrate an actual pattern of
control signals and cannot be used to argue against their
being monophasic as postulated in the X model for rapid
discrete movements. As a computer simulation has
shown, similar control signals produce a triphasic EMG
pattern and changes in kinematic variables typical for
such movements (Abdusamatov, Feldman, Berkinblit &
Chernavsky 1985).

For the following we would remind the reader of a
command pattern postulated earlier in terms of X for fast
one-joint or saccadic eye movements (Feldman 1981).
This consists of two independent components each con-
trolling flexor and extensor muscles as a coherent unit due
to a joint regulation of Xfl and Xext (Fig. 1A, Response).
One command, R = (Xext + Xfl)/2 is associated with the
position of the total IC of the joint and is called the
reciprocal central command as its change elicits, gener-
ally speaking, reciprocal alterations in the activity of
flexor and extensor muscles. The other, coactivation
command, C = (Xext — Xfj)/2, determines the size of the
angular zone in which both the muscles are activated. A
fast voluntary movement is brought about by ramp
changes in the commands to their final values (Fig. IB,
Response). The command R specifies a final, load-depen-
dent equilibrium position of the joint whereas the coac-
tivation command provides a high stiffness that is neces-
sary to achieve a meaningful speed of movement. Muscle
viscosity also increases as a result of coactivation (Gasser
& Hill 1924; Gielen & Houk 1985), which may prevent
excessive terminal overshoots. The movement ends with
a coactivation of agonist and antagonist muscles, generat-
ing a greatly enhanced stiffness. After the movement the
support of the enhanced stiffness and viscosity is unneces-
sary and the amount of coactivation gradually decreases,
as in the model of Gielen & Houk. Other possible central
commands are assumed to remain constant here: The
command mediated by 7-dynamic motoneurons and al-
tering the slope of the border of the muscle activation area
and thus determining reflex viscosity; the commands that
specify the gains of autogenetic and reciprocal reflex
action (see the following section).

Experimental estimates have shown that to produce
fast movement the EP shifts to its final position at a high
velocity in the range of 500-700°/s (Adamovich, Boiko,
Burlachkova & Feldman 1985). The longer the duration
of the R command the greater the movement distance.
This duration is relatively long - about 100 ms for a
movement of 60° amplitude as can be estimated from the
above velocity. As a result, initial agonist muscle activity
is essentially determined by the strong central command
and is relatively insensitive to the changes in afferent
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Figure 1. (Response). Two models for motor control. A, B:
one-joint model. A: Reciprocal (R) and coactivation (C) central
commands defined in terms of activation angles for flexor (\n)
and extensor (X^,); solid curves: individual ICs; dashed line:
total IC. B: Timing of the commands for a fast movement (<j>)
against a zero load. C: Triarticulator model for the aiming. 1-3:
joint angles; A: aiming vector; Aj—A3: working vectors of the
joints; filled circle: the limb's working point; open circle: the
aim. See text.

signals elicited by the movement block in the experi-
ments of Wadman et al. (1979).

Why does the first agonist burst terminate in the
blocked trials or in isometric conditions? For simplicity,
the termination is assumed to occur when the central
commands have achieved their final values. Under iso-
metric conditions, an active component of the muscle
contracts while stretching its passive, series-elastic com-
ponent. To take the intrinsic muscle kinematics into
consideration, the properties of motor control summa-
rized in the concept of muscle activation area (Fig. 4F)
must be referred not to the whole muscle but only to its
active component. Thus the concept should be under-
standable in terms of the length of the component, its
threshold activation length, and so on. In the blocked
tirals, the passive component plays the role of a nonlinear
elastic load for the active component. In other respects,
the qualitative explanation of the two-burst agonist EMG

pattern under isotonic conditions (Fig. 4G) can be re-
ferred to isometric conditions. Despite a small relative
change in the length of the active component under
isometric conditions, its contraction speed becomes so
great that the length/velocity trajectory leaves the activa-
tion area and enters it again later when the speed has
diminished. Correspondingly, agonist activity terminates
and appears again after a silent period. The period can be
accentuated at the expense of autogenetic recurrent inhi-
bition of motoneurons mediated by Renshaw cells. When
the muscle is deafferented, the inhibition may play a
predominant role in the termination of the first agonist
burst during fast movements.

The above explanation predicts two effects. First, the
duration of the first agonist burst has to correlate with
movement distance under both intact and deafferentation
conditions as an increase in the distance is associated with
a longer central command (see above). Second, excessive
load perturbations can affect the duration and amplitude
of the burst.

Antagonist muscle activity in the blocked trials pre-
sumably occurs as a result of autogenetic afferent excita-
tion reinforced by reciprocal reflex disinhibition during
the silent period in agonist EMG activity when the reflex
action to the antagonist muscle diminishes. In the un-
blocked trials, the autogenetic excitation is reinforced by
that elicited by an intensive muscle extension at a high
speed. Additional factors may assist the antagnoist burst
in both the blocked and the unblocked trials: postinhib-
itory rebound of antagonist motoneurons and the coac-
tivation component C of central commands (Fig. IB,
Response).

Thus, the \ model informally understood as well as in
combination with the hypothesis that central control
signals manifest themselves in monotonic shifts of ICs to
their final positions allows us to refute all the above
objections to the model.

Invariant characteristics and control variables. In their
commentaries Capaday & Stein, Chappie, Inbar, Neil-
son, and Nichols argue that the slope of a force—length
characteristic or the stiffness of a muscle at a fixed opera-
tional point can be changed, suggesting independent
control of reflex gain (Hoffer, Leonard, Spence & Cleland
1984; Nichols 1983; Wolpaw, O'Keefe & Dowman 1984).
Each IC should now be associated with central fixation of
two independent variables, one of which specifies its
position and the other its form. We also agree with
Nichols that the form of the ICs may depend on reciprocal
reflex pathways whose gain is a controllable variable.

It is noteworthy that stiffness control may not always
affect the EP and may hence play a subsidary role in
producing movement as indicated by Capaday & Stein.
All the gain control mechanisms allow the CNS to set the
mechanical impedance of the limb appropriately for
motor tasks. Other aspects of gain control are nicely
described by Capaday & Stein, Enoka, Gielen & Houk,
and Nichols.

Gottlieb & Agarwal argue that the IC does not exist
and they reject the \ model altogether. The torque/angle
relationship they demonstrate displays a large hysteresis
and assumes a form essentially different from that of ICs
obtained in other studies (e.g., Davis Kelso 1982; Vin-
cken, Gielen & van der Gon 1983). The reason for the
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difference is not clear. It should be noted that Agarwal &
Gottlieb used both loadings and unloadings of the limb to
measure the curve. Sudden loadings of an activated limb
have often been shown to elicit involuntary responses
that deflect the limb from the stereotyped, invariant
torque/angle curve (Feldman 1979). These are similar to
the trigger or compensatory responses (Houk 1976). To
exclude them the loadings must be smooth and damped;
there is then insignificant hysteresis in the position of the
limb when it is unloaded and loaded again to a given force
(Feldman 1979). Perhaps Agarwal & Gottlieb did not
eliminate compensatory responses in their study. Those
investigators who paid attention to the responses in their
study. Those investigators who paid attention to the
responses noticed only a small hysteresis in the ICs
(Houk, Markus & Miller 1983; see also Vincken et al.
1983). The small hysteresis of the ICs is not a serious
reason to reject the EP hypothesis.

It seems to us that the study conducted by Agarwal &
Gottlieb belongs to the ones that give the impression of
more exact data rejecting a theory. However, there is a
risk that the theory is correct but the "more exact data"
are incorrectly interpreted, which can inhibit scientific
progress. Let us remember, for example, that Johann
Kepler discovered his laws based on approximate data
concerning the movement of planets, and later Isaac
Newton used the discovery to formulate the law of grav-
itation. It is nice that nobody could argue, then, against
their laws as more exact data showed that orbits of planets
are not strictly elliptic - this fact being explainable by
their mutual disturbances.

Linearity and nonlinearity. It is assumed by Agarwal &
Gottlieb that recent results on nonlinearity in impedance
behavior point to an inadequacy of the A. model. Non-
linearities are inherent in the model, however. The
nonlinearity of ICs is a useful property allowing the
stiffness of the limb to be controlled by muscle coactiva-
tion. The slope of the threshold border of the muscle
activation area is associated with a nonlinear, presumably
controlled component of viscosity of the servo-system
(see above). At the same time it is unnecessary to over-
estimate nonlinearities: The system as a whole may be-
have linearly despite nonlinearities of its components.
The brain has ways (muscle coactivation is one of them) to
lineraize motor behavior so that it will obey the principle
of movement superposition as observed for the simplest
unidirectional one-joint movements: Each of these can be
produced by a successive summation of individual com-
ponents (Adamovich, Burlachkova & Feldman 1984).

Positional error and adaptivity. According to an old view,
the CNS specifies the reference position the stretch reflex
must set irrespective of the load. However, the gain of the
reflex is relatively low to be able to do this. This fact is
used to argue that the stretch reflex is a type zero servo-
system that functions with a positional error (Neilson) and
plays an insignificant or merely subsidary role in motor
control. In contrast, functional roles in the X model are
distributed between higher control centers and executive
levels in such a way that the stretch reflex, with the gain it
has, executes its function perfectly. In the model, central
commands specify not a concrete reference length the

stretch reflex must follow up but a force/length rela-
tionship. This aspect of the model was correctly empha-
sized by Capaday & Stein and by Reed in their commen-
taries. The reflex brings the system to an equilibrium
position. The fact that the position is load-dependent
does not mean that the reflex accomplishes a positional
error. If the position is inadequate, this is the "fault" of
the higher brain levels: They must select the X. that
provides the coincidence of the equilibrium position with
the one they "want." Thus the X model resolves one of the
problems concerning the adaptiveness of the system in
the sense of the term defined by Inbar. Capaday & Stein,
in their elegant comparison of the A. model with a classical
positional servo-system, also conclude that "commands
must be adapted to the load" and "the CNS must deter-
mine the state of the muscle-load system before issuing
appropriate motor commands." This strategy has nothing
in common with a simple transformation of propriocep-
tive signals into central commands with a certain gain:
The form of these may take the signals into account but is
not predetermined by them (cf. Windhorst).

The value of the reflex gain and stiffness in the X model
is dictated by the stability conditions for posture and
movement. For fast movements the stiffness must be
enhanced to provide corresponding speed. In fact, the
conditions make relatively low demands on reflex gain
and stiffness (Capaday & Stein; Feldman 1974a). Strange
as it may seem, we suggest that the decrease in the reflex
gain with increasing muscle activity and force is an expe-
dient phenomenon that by no means contradicts the
meaningful role of the stretch reflex in motor control (cf.
Gottlieb & Agarwal 1979). According to the X model,
voluntary muscle contraction is initiated by a decrease in
the reflex threshold. A higher segment of IC with a lower
reflex gain but large stiffness begins to work then. In
other words, the use of the stretch reflex becames too
extensive, which could bring the system beyond its limit
of stability if the reflex gain were not diminished.

The a and y models. Based on the evidence that muscle
stiffness can be controlled apart from the reflex threshold,
Chappie, MacKay, and Neilson argue that the contradic-
tion between the two models is artificial, as they can be
combined. These models are incompatible, however,
because of the difference in the understanding the con-
cept of EP, which must be defined according to the
theory of dynamic systems in terms of static charac-
teristics specified by current values of independent con-
trol variables. The EP in the a model is defined as if the
level of muscle activity were independent of the muscle
length. The incorrect definition of the EP gives rise to
another mistaken consequence that any fluctuations in
EMG can have influences on the EP. Mackay's defense of
this position in his commentary is unsuccessful because it
inverts natural cause-effect relationships in motorcontrol.
In contrast, the X model suggests the following causal
chain of events: Central control signals provide changes
in the reflex threshold and thus specify a new EP (under-
standable in terms of the X model). As a consequence,
changes in EMG occur. This deep difference in the
understanding of the EP concept is the main reason why
the first model is unable to explain the origin of EMG
patterns whereas the second is directly intended to do so.
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General theoretical approaches to motor control. So
many commentators address the general issue of motor
control theory (Evoy, Fentress, Colani, Munhall, Ostry
& Wilkinson, Reed, Schmidt, Turvey) that it appears
necessary to explain once again our views on the matter.
As regards innate movements, three theoretical models
were considered explicitly or implicitly in the commen-
taries and target article. Model A suggests that there are
invariant reflexes and hard-wired central programs that
predetermine the time periods and amplitudes of muscle
activation and other movement details. Each reflex or
central program is specified by relatively simple anatom-
ical structure. Complex movements are combinations of
reflexes and or central programs. It is easy to criticize this
model (and Turvey does so correctly).

Another model, B, suggests instead that it is not ana-
tomical but coordinative structures that underlie the
control of movement. The latter are not predetermined
by neuronal connections but arise anew every time as a
result of self-organization; the dynamics of neuronal en-
sembles plays a decisive role here: The elementary com-
ponents of the organization are not reflexes but functions
or goal descriptors. Munhall and Turvey especially argue
for the model. It seems undeniable that the model intro-
duces essential physical concepts in the field of motor
control. However, its language is rather abstract, not to
mention that the theory of self-organization is still weakly
elaborated not only for biological but also for physical
phenomena. Meanwhile, the model explains some char-
acteristics of living movements on the basis of physical
analogies with all tbe advantages and shortcomings inher-
ent in such a method.

We adhere to model C, which proposes that innate
motor patterns are constructed with flexible reflexes and
central neuronal structures that perform their param-
etrization according to the movement's target. This idea
is illustrated by the \ model for producing voluntary
movement in a single joint. It is assumed that the optimal
reflexes and neuronal structures for their parametrization
have been selected in evolution. It seems to us that our
general position is compatible with that of Fentress, who
emphasizes the role of context in the modification of
movement; that of Reed, who views reflexes as compo-
nents of a complex system the state of which affects their
manifestations; and that of Evoy, who discusses an attrac-
tive idea concerning the tuning of neuronal nets. On the
other hand, the dynamic aspects of model C bring it
nearer to B. For example, both the models deny direct
central programming EMG patterns.

Terminology. Numerous commentators (Evoy, Chappie,
Inbar, Jander, Munhall, Roberts, Windhorst) chide us
for the terminology we used in the target article. It is clear
that we displayed carelessness here. The abundance of
such remarks does not allow us to reply to each in detail,
but in general we would like to say the following: In
biology, the definitions of many essential concepts (e.g.,
"species," "population") are often absent or vary accord-
ing to new data and individual research presentations.
This is also the case in the field of motor control. We agree
with Evoy that a more precise conceptual language is
necessary, but we did not aim to formulate that in the
target article. It seems to us that the main objective is to

understand the essence of motor control. Achieving this
will solve the problem of language in a natural way.

Turvey argues against the concept reflex as an antipod
of the notion of self-organization. However, we cannot
see why self-organization is possible for single neurons
and not for reflexes. On the other hand, the reflex is a
nontrivial concept, continuously modified and under-
standable but with some attendent ambiguity; a symbol
for motor control theory that has certain explanatory and
predictive power, it is associated with experimental data
accumulated by generations of biologists. The history of
science tells us that as a rule a new theory does not
entirely displace the old one but assimilates with it so that
the old theory becames a "limiting case" of the new one.
This concerns scientific concepts as well: Newton's con-
cept of mass has not been rejected by modern physics,
only modified. In our opinion, a future theory of motor
control will subsume reflex theory, its facts and concepts
much as the theory of relativity subsumes Newtonian
mechanics.

Bernstein's problem and motor equivalence. In his ele-
gant commentary Partridge outlines Bernstein's problem
perfectly and summarizes the main paths toward its
solution. Alexander gives beautiful examples of how
anatomical connections between the joints of a limb may
diminish its degrees of freedom. Loeb nicely describes
strategies for minimizing the complications of limb inertia
during multijoint control.

MacKay, Munhall, and Ostry & Wilkinson ask what
concrete model could illustrate the phenomenon of motor
equivalence, allowing the CNS to select one or another of
a set of trajectories leading to the correct aim. We will
briefly describe such a model (Berkinblit, Gelfand &
Feldman 1986) to reply to this and other remarks. The
model simulates aiming by the spinal frog during the
wiping reflex.

Plane movements of a three-joint limb are considered
(Fig. 1C, Response). A control system has to bring the
most distal, working point of the limb to a target deter-
mined by two independent coordinates. Here Bern-
stein's condition takes place: The number of joints is
redundant and the control system has to select a particu-
lar trajectory among those available. We assume that the
control system gains afferent information about the joint
angles, the location of the limb's tip and target. The main
principle of the strategy used is as follows. The control
system forms command signals for each joint individually
according to its ability to bring the limb's tip nearer to the
target and to leave the command signals issued simul-
taneously to other joints out of account. Neither the levels
of muscle activation nor forces and kinematic variables
are directly specified by the control system; it only shifts
equilibrium positions of the joints and thus elicits the
movement.

There are different mathematical formulations of such a
strategy, for example, the following:

R, = k, [A, A,.] (t = 1, 2, 3) (1)
where R{ is the velocity of EP shifts for joint t; the
righthand side of the equation is the vector product of the
equilibrium values of the aiming vectors of the whole
limb (A) and of the working vector of the joint (A,); k{ is
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constant (Fig. 1C, Response). In other words, the ve-
locity of shift of EP is directly proportional to the distance
from the limbs tip to the target and from the rotational
axis of the joint to the working point. Thus each joint
behaves as a function of the common collective effect
determined by the vector A; as a result they are corre-
lated with each other. On the whole, the control system
specifies a trajectory of change in the equilibrium position
of the limb's tip. To drive the tip near or along the
command trajectory without significant oscillations or
overshoots, the control system provides sufficient muscle
stiffness and viscosity. Each joint thereby behaves ac-
cording to the X model.

A computer simulation of the model has shown that the
above strategy allows the limb to reach the aim irrespec-
tive of initial conditions, transient perturbations, or fixa-
tion of a joint. The final values of joint angles are not
predetermined by the target location. The control system
can shift the aiming point and the limb's working point
will follow it. Thus the model answers the question raised
by MacKay, Munhall, and Ostry & Wilkinson as to how
multijoint control can be organized according to the X
model for a single joint.

Anatomical structures, reflexes, and self-organization.
Reflex theories of motor control are argued against by
Turvey in favor of dynamic theories of coordinative struc-
tures. The above three-joint model makes it possible to
compare the two approaches. The model is an expansion
of the X model that includes the stretch reflex in the
context of motor control and is thus a variety of reflex
theory. Equation (1) can be interpreted as a description of
the reflex interaction between the joints. The behavior of
the system has been shown to be very flexible and
adaptive, although a single joint behaves in a machine-
like manner (Berkinblit et al. 1986). In principle, one can
design a neuronal net that operates according to equation
(1): It will be an anatomical structure ("central pattern
generator") with fixed connections that provides the
adaptive behavior of the limb. Thus a hard-wired, invar-
iant anatomical structure does not exclude adaptive
behavior.

On the other hand, equation (1) describes a dynamic
system with an attractor that compels the limb to move
toward the target. Consequently, one and the same
motor behavior can be described in both physiological
and physical terms. The dynamic approach to biological
phenomena is not just a matter of terminology, however.
It unites biology with physics, which seems to be very
productive. Here we agree with Turvey.

According to an extreme view, the process of seff-
organization begins from the interaction of initially inde-
pendent neurons. From this point of view, the
motoneuronal pool of a single muscle is a set of indepen-
dent units that become interdependent as a result of self-
organization that takes place every time anew for every
motor task. However, to meet any functional demands
associated with the control of a muscle, only a few degrees
of freedom of the motoneuronal pool are necessary. These
have presumably been selected by evolution and irrever-
sibly fixed at both the anatomical and biochemical levels.
This is probably a common rule in the motor control
system: Self-organization takes place not at the level of
single cells but at the level of large neuronal ensembles or

senso-motor components (previously organized by ana-
tomical connections) to which reflexes belong. In this
connection, let us remember an unsuccessful attempt to
use the principle of self-organization for the recognition of
images in perceptrons, devices of more or less identical
elements with occasional modifiable connections (Minsky
& Papert 1969). Perceptrons revealed a weak ability to
perform their tasks. This example shows that the higher
specificity of anatomical structures in the CNS - the
result of evolution and the basis of self-organization - has
to be considered in any theory of motor control.

Timing structures. We argued in the target article that the
EP can be shifted from one value to another at different
centrally controlled velocities and thus the brain can
affect movement speed and the timing of EMG patterns.
However, these patterns also depend on kinematic vari-
ables and external conditions (loads, etc.). Consequently,
we reject the hypothesis that EMG timing is centrally
programmed. On the other hand, the view that the mass-
spring model has no temporal structure at all should also
be rejected. In fact, this view is a result of a misunder-
standing: Gradual shifts in the EP at controlled velocities
were postulated in an initial report on the X model
(Feldman 1974b). Step-like shifts were used there (with
reservations) "for simplicity," to illustrate how dynamic
processes occur in the muscle-load system. On the whole,
we share the hypothesis of Schmidt concerning the
existence of (generalized) central timing structures for
motor control, with the proviso that they provide the
sweeping of the EP and other dynamic control variables
and only indirectly that of muscle activity, force, and
kinematic variables.

In his picturesque commentary Hasan raises a ques-
tion of how the localization and temporal course of the EP
can be elucidated during different movements. He cor-
rectly indicates that movement need not necessarily follow
an EP. As concerns unidirectional one-joint movements,
presumably a simple "ramp-and-hold" form of EP shift is
used to execute them (Fig. IB, Response). It is not easy to
elucidate EP timing in the case of multijoint movements.
The solution of the problem might be facilitated if the
shifts were simple (e.g., piece-uniform). A combination of
experimental and modeling approaches seems necessary
to resolve the problem.

Voluntary movement and reflexes. The question of the
relationship between voluntary and reflex movement is
raised by Chappie, Lee, and Ostry & Wilkinson. Surely,
many aspects of voluntary movement are inexplicable in
terms of reflexes. However, we do not believe that the
one is quite distinct from the other, and we focus on what
unites them: To execute a voluntary movement, higher
control levels affect the mechanism of interaction of
reflexes, triggering new ones or modifying the param-
eters of those already functioning. This is the idea that
underlies the imitation hypothesis.

Enoka and Hasan argue that the X model is difficult to
reconcile with the observation of phase-dependent rever-
sals of proprioceptive reflexes. In particular, Hasan indi-
cates that the effect of an imposed perturbation in certain
phases of "fictive" movements can be opposite to that
expected on the basis of the stretch reflex. This opinion
does not take into account the fact that motor control in
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the X model is associated with the regulation of the reflex
threshold and thus the effects of muscle stretching are
phase-dependent. Figure 4H of the target article shows
that central commands can compel the reflex to assist
muscle shortening, consequently reversing the "typical"
behavior.

Various particular questions. An intriguing question is
raised by Munhall concerning movement invariants. In
the above three-joint model, the only invariant is associ-
ated with the fixation of the aiming point; as a result, the
set of final configurations of the limb is constrained. An
additional invariant will appear if the limb is constrained
to move to the target along a straight line. It is the
redundancy of degrees of freedom of the limb that makes
it possible to use invariants in motor control.

We agree with Chappie and Colani that not only can
the existence of an adaptive family of trajectories explain
movement variability, so too can intrinsic and external
noises. The three-joint model is an example of an inter-
mediate condition. The family of trajectories of the limb's
tip in the model is adaptive as the tip reaches the target.
The variability in final values of joint angles is explained
by noise (e.g., different initial conditions). However, the
control strategy neutralizes the influence of noise on the
final position of the tip, although it does not exclude its
influence on individual joint angles.

Latash and Ostry & Wilkinson draw rather direct
analogies of limb movements with speech production.
Munhall and Ostry & Wilkinson describe the nice obser-
vation that a brief perturbation to the jaw during the jaw-
raising movement elicits a compensatory lowering of the
upper lips or a compensatory elevation of the tongue
depending on whether the subject was going to produce a
final "b" or "z" after "ba." We agree with Ostry &
Wilkinson that these observations are similar to the
stumbling corrective reaction of the hindlimb during
locomotion in the cat and that they are consistent with the
idea tfiat common principles underlie voluntary move-
ment and reflex organization. Munhall interprets the
same data as supporting the idea of a leading role of
"function" in producing movement. One needs a more
concrete explanation, however.

Fentress happens to give an example in which the
demand of the symmetry of two-limb movements prevails
over the functional demands during grooming. The ef-
fects of jaw perturbation can be explained on the basis of
the above three-joint model with its characteristic feature
that the participation of a single joint in movement and its
ability to compensate perturbations alters when the aim-
ing point is shifted by the control system. It should be
noted that here the aiming point predetermines only one
of the geometrical characteristics of the limb (the final
location of its tip) whereas the rest can be arbitrary.
Similarly in speech: The lips, tongue, and jaw muscles
may be considered units of a group constrained to pro-
duce sounds. The final aiming point for the group (one of
the geometrical characteristics of the sound tract) is
specified by the CNS according to the final sound. As a
consequence, the participation of unit and its ability to
compensate one and the same perturbation varies.

Ito, Loeb, Matthews, and Windhorst point to the
complex structure and variety of functions of muscle
afferents and descending inputs to motoneurons and

interneurons. The X model is too simplified in its present
form to discuss these issues in detail, although the model
can, in principle, incorporate these complexities. For
example, 7-dynamic motoneurons presumably alter the
slope of the threshold border of the muscle activation area
whereas -y-static ones determine its static threshold.

Ito raises a question about the a-7 linkage in the
context of the X model. To specify a muscle length, it is
necessary to select a certain values of X. This process
predetermines only a general measure of direct and
indirect influence on the a motoneurons but not their
combination. However, the latter essentially affects both
the dynamics of the movement to the equilibrium posi-
tion and its stability, not to mention that it determines the
reflex interaction of the muscles of a single joint as well as
those of different joints.

Enoka raises a question about the difference between
mechanisms for producing movement and posture. The X
model indicates the main principle of movement produc-
tion - the shift in the equilibrium, postural state of the
system. The regulation of the reflex threshold allows the
brain to do so. Timing structures for shifts in EPs can
provide modifications of the trajectory of movement from
one posture to another. The data obtained by Enoka show
that the X parameters of synergists can be controlled
individually. This mechanism can also be used for modify-
ing trajectory but acts on the framework of the same
principle. There are control mechanisms that have no
influence on the equilibrium state (e.g., the regulation of
viscosity or, in certain cases, stiffness). However, they are
used both in movement production and postural fixation.
The suggestion that posture and movement are only
different expressions of the same control mechanism is
accordingly valid.

Conclusions. Given the foregoing discussion, we remain
optimistic about the X model for motor control, but we
realize more clearly the profundity of the problem of
multijoint coordination and variability of innate motor
patterns. In conclusion, we would like to say the follow-
ing.

1. The main content of the X model is restricted in its
concept of equilibrium point and the notion of the volun-
tary control of joint position via parametrization of the
stretch reflex. The model also depends on specific details,
some of which were simplified either for a better under-
standing of the essence of the matter or for lack of more
precise data. The details (e.g., that the IC may depend on
several independent parameters; the EP can be shifted in
different ways, etc.) give rise to modifications of the
model, but at present we see no reason to alter its main
principles. 2. The problem of interjoint coordination or
the combination of components at different levels of
motor control is far from being solved. Our model for
interjoint coordination represents only one theoretical
possibility. The demonstration of real mechanisms of
variability of innate motor behavior is a challenge for the
future.
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How do we sort the objects, people, events and Ideas In the world Into their proper categories? What transforms the "booming, buzzing
confusion" that enters our eyes at birth Into the orderly world we experience and interact with? These most basic of questions about
human (and animal) perception and cognition are the subject of this exhaustive survey and synthesis of the findings in a diversified area
of research on what has come to be called "categorical perception."
Categorical perception occurs when the continuous, variable and confusable stimulation that reaches the eyes and ears Is sorted out by
the mind Into discrete, distinct, nameable categories whose members somehow come to resemble one another more than they resemble
members of other categories. The best-known example Is color categories: Physically speaking, colors differ only in their wave lengths,
which gradually become longer across the spectrum of visible colors. What we see, though. Is qualitative changes, from red, to orange,
to yellow, etc. The same Is true of musical pitches: gradually Increasing frequencies are heard as categorical changes from C to C# to D
to Eb. A lesser known auditory example Is "stop-consonants": "ba," "da," and "ga" also vary along a physical continuum, yet we hear
them as three qualitatively distinct and discrete categories. In all three cases, perceptual boundaries have somehow arisen along the
physical continuum, dividing It Into discrete regions, with qualitative resemblances within each category and qualitative differences
between them. These bounded categories may provide the groundwork for higher-order cognition and language.

This book brings together all the known examples of categorical perception, in humans and animals, infants and adults, in all the sense
modalities Investigated so far hearing, seeing and touch. The perceptual findings are then Interpreted In terms of the available cognitive
and neurosclentific theories about how categorical perception Is accomplished by the brain: Is it inborn? Is it learned? What Is It that the
mind does to the Incoming continuous informaton to sort it Into the discrete categories we can see, manipulate, name and describe? The
research on our elementary perceptual and psychophyslcal categories (colurs, sounds) b then Integrated with the work on higher-order
cognitive categories: objects, patterns, abstract concepts. From a focus on the most thoroughly investigated case of categorical
perception - speech perception - the chapters proceed to an Intergrative overall view of category cognition.

The objective of the book Is to survey and unify the diverse and Interdisciplinary experimental and theoretical work on categorical
perception and to guide future research on categorization In general. The book will be of general Interest to cognitive scientists,
neurosdentists, developmental and comparative psychologists, behavioral biologists, linguists, anthropologists and philosophers. It will be
especially useful to experimentalists, theoreticians, and students who are concerned with any aspect of category representation: from
threshold psychophysics, speech perception and animal signalling systems to perceptual learning, language acquisition and concept
formation.
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